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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines two aspects of The Faer i e Queene, 2.12: its 

use of Tasso and its structural patterns. 

Chapter I r e-examines the dependence of the Bower of Bliss episode 

on Tasso's account of Armida's Palace. Unmistakably modelled on Tasso, 

Spenser's canto takes a distinctly different direction, subjecting its 

Italian source to a generally ironic treatment. Spenser's subtle changes, 

simultaneously reminiscent of Tasso and indicative of his own originality 

and superiority, s uggest that the total meaning of the canto can ouly be 

apprehended by knowing the passage it imitates. 

The remaining chapters show that The Fa erie Queene, 2.12, s ets up 

demonstrabl e symme t ries not yet discussed in Spenser scholarship. Chapt er I I 

demonstrates two distinct pieces of structural symmetry within canto 12 it-

self, the first converging from stanzas 1 and 34, the second from stanzas 

35 and 87. In each of t hese patterns, the stanzas are symmetrically aligned 

through verbal, i mag i s tic, and the~atic correspondences, so that the matched 

stanzas conver ge upon a central stanza or stanzas. Chapter III reveals t ha t 

canto 12 simultaneously sets up at least eleven demonstrable symmetries with 

other parts of the poem. Such architectural patterns, so hidden tha t they 

cannot be readily discerned, augment and confirm familiar critical posit ions 

(e.g. the BOvler of Bliss is a perverted Garden of Adonis) and operate to 

engrain the poem's meanings into its secret design. These discoveri es, 

s p e..nser>s 
providing insight into /\ conception of composition and of his role as a 

poet, present striking examples of the Renaissance poet's intense concern 

with complex structures. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recent studies of Spenser tend to show how richly complicated, 

allusive, and highly wrought his verse is. Hieatt's study of Epithalamion, 

for example, reveals its intensely complex structure--a structure correlated 

with the poem's meaning. 1 Much of the recent critical attention given to 

~ Faerie Queene has focused on the Bower of Bliss(2.12), along with the 

pastoral-Arcadian excursion in Book VI. 

The Bower of Bliss episode is probably the last piece composed for 

the 1590 installment of The Faerie Queene. Critics now generally seem to 

agree that what is now Book III was mainly composed first and followed by 

Books I and II. Given this probable order of composition, Spenser would 

have most of three books of the poem complete before him as he began to 

design the last canto of Book II. As a result he was in a position to 

relate the images and themes of that oanto to the other completed parts of 

the poem. As my examination of the canto will suggest, not only does he 

seize this opportunity, but he does so in such a way as to create one of 

the texturally most highly finished as well as structurally most complex 

episodes in the whole Faerie Queene. 

In the pages that follow I will examine The Faerie Queene, 2.12, 

from two points of view: first, in terms of imitation and, second, in terms 

of structure. Spenser's indebtedness to the Armida episode of Tasso's 

Gerusalemme Liberata for many of the details of the Bower of Bliss episode 

1A• Kent Hieatt, Short Time's Endless Monument. 
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is well-kno~~. But the way in which Spenser actually uses Tasso has not 

been thoroughly examined. That use provides insight into his imitative 

design for ~ Faerie Queene, 2.12. And, as well, Spenser has a secret 

design for the canto. He has simultaneously set up demonstrable symmetries 

not only within the canto itself but also between the canto and other parts 

of the poem. Such structural patterns are not readily discernible: 

Yet all these were, when no man did them know; 
Yet haue from wisest ages hidden beene: 
And later times things more vnkno~le shall show. 

(2.pro.3) 

They form the secret architectural framework upon which The Faerie Queene, 

2.12, is built. 



CRAPI'ER I 

SPENSER'S USE OF TASSO 

IN ~ FAERIE QUEENE, 2.12 

Introduction 

The dependence of Spenser's account of the Bower of Bliss on Tasso's 

description of the Palace of Armida (Gerusalemme Liberata, 14-16) is we1l-

known, but even the most recent study (i.e. Durling's) does not go much 

beyond the notion of borrowing to explore the meaning of Spenser's 

imitation. l Alpers' seminal discussion of Spenser's use of some passages 

from Ariosto's Orlando Furioso has generally advanced our sense of what 

imitation means in Renaissance literature: "As many Renaissance vrriters 

said, imitation is digestion and absorption, not passive copying. v~en a 

major poet is profoundly influenced by another major poet, he undoubtedly 

puts his ov.'!l stamp on what he borrovls •••• [Considei] Ben Jonson's use of 

Horace, Dryden's use of Virgil, iiordsworth t s use of Hilton, He1 ville's use 

of Shakespeare, or Eliot's use of Dante. In each case, the poet's use of 

his predecessor involves an unmistakable transmutation, emphasis of some 

qualities at the expense of others. But at the same time the borrowings of 

poets like these characteristically reveal a full and intelligent awareness 

of the poet imitated.,,2 Alpers argues that Spenser, while unmistakably 

borrowing from the Italian poem, changes Ariosto's tone and emphasis, 

lKoeppel noted the dependence in 1889: Robert M. Durling, "The 
Bower of Bliss and Armida's Palace", .£!!' VI (1954), 335-Lr7. 

2Paul J. Alpers, The Poetry £! "The Faerie Queene", p. 198. 

3 
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"turning a lively and detailed reading of Orlando Furioso into his own kind 

of poetic na rration.,,3 

According to Alpers, then, Spenser adapts certain details and 

dramatic situations of his Italian source to his own design: "Obviously 

Spenser feels and has complete freedom with the materials he borrows , and 

his use of them is to be explained only in terms of what his own poetry 

makes of them •••• ,,4 Alpers' study potentially clarifies Spenser 's use of 

Tasso as well ruld it is in this light that I propose to re-examine the 

dependence of the Bower of Bliss episode on Tasso. 

By borrowing from Tasso and Ariosto Spenser aligns The Faerie Queene 

with the Italian romantic epics. Durling argues that "sage and serious 

Spenser," like Tasso, m.;tkes an "effort to 'overgo' Ariosto in the writing 

of a poem with specifically epic seriousness and dignity.,,5 This suggests 

that Spenser uses Ariosto as a vehicle whereby his O\.m independence and 

superiority are established. Spenser is aware of the personal aggrandizement 

to be achieved by aligning oneself with poets whose fame is well-established o 

This is evidenced by such instances as the Virgilian opening of The Faerie 

~ueene (l.pro.l ) and the allusion to "that renowned Poet" and the unfinished 

"Squire 's Tale": 

Then pardon, 0 most sacred happie spirit, 
That I thy labours lost may thus reuiue, 
And steale from thee the meede of thy due merit, 
••• but through infusion sweete 
Of thine owne spirit, which doth in me surviue, 
I follow here the footing of thy feete, 

That with thy meaning so I may the rather meete. 
(~ 4.2.34) 

3 ' 
Alpers, p. 174. 4 

Alpers, p. 180. 

5Robert M. Durling, The Figure of the Poet, p.236 g 
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Even as Spenser praises Chaucer's skill he subtly undermines his predecessor, 

asserting that he will complete the "Squire's" fragment and "steale" the meed 

of Chaucer's "due merit." Just as the repeated use of the inadequacy topos 

asserts his dominant and creative role as a poet, so this allusion establishes 

Spenser's own independence and originality. And, by undermining Chaucer, it 

suggests Spenser's superiority.6 

"Imitation" involves not passive copying on the part of the imitator, 

but digestion, absorption, and adaptation of the original. The significance 

of Spenser's "imitation" of Tasso is not only what he borrows but ho\</ he 

uses \-/hat he borrows. In other words, his "imitation" can be explained only 

in terms of what his account of Acrasia' s Isle makes of the Italian 

description of Armida's. 

My purpose in the present chapter is two-fold: to examine Spenser's 

adaptations of details and dramatic situations from Gerusalemme ~iberata as 

he creates ~ Faerie Quee~, 2.12, and to suggest why such changes were 

made. Certain significant changes suggest that Spenser is not trying to 

reproduce Tasso (i.e. he is not writing a "Tasso continued") but attempting 

simultaneously to align his poem with the Italian epic and to "overgo" his 

source, thus asserting the superior importance of his poem and of himself 

as a poet. The way in which Spenser uses Tasso provides insight into his 

design for the Bower of Bliss. 

6ef• Harold Bloom, "Introduction: First and last Romantics", The 
Ringers ~ the Tower, pp. 3-11. Professor Bloom presents a sophisticated 
Freudian notion of imitation: the imitator uses the earlier poet as a 
means of establishing his own independence and position as an inventor 
and artist. 
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The Temperate Clima.te 

Spenser's adaptation of Tasso's account of the temperate climate 

on Armida's mountain is characteristic. Having ascended beyond the wintry 

weather on the slope, Carlo and Ubaldo reach an idyllic pastoral plain: 

••• un bel tepido ciel di dolce state 
trovaro, e '1 pian su '1 monte ampio ed aperto. 
Aure fresche mai sempre ed odorate 
vi spiran con tenor stabile e certo, 
ne i fiati lor, sf come altrove sole, 
sopisce 0 desta, ivi girando, il sole: 

net come altrove suol , ghiacci ed ardori 
nubi e sereni a quelle piaggie alterna t 
ma i1 ciel di candidissirni splendori 
sempre s'ammanta, e non stinfian~a 0 verna, 
e nudre a i prati l'erba, a l'el'ba i fiori, 
a i fioT l'odor, l'ombra a Ie piante eterna. 

(~ 15.53-54) 
"'ea.san-t . 

(They found a fine warmAsummusky and, above the 
mountain, the broad ana. open plain. H'~re the breezes, 
always fresh an.ti scented, blow unchangingly:; ",,~,... ' t:he. 

S.U'" I"'of-Clvf,·"'J -t-Ae.re Fut-.s · +0 $/e.~p. Or- . ~w..ttkeYl.s 
-t:)..t,";,.. b""f!A>o.t~ . AS oc.cur'S e /se.Luh.ere. Nor, on 
this slope, do fros~ and heat rotate, clouds and 
clear sky alternate, as they do elsewhere; but the 
sky is always mantled in most brillant splendors and 
does not make itself inflamed or wintry. And it 
nourishes the grass :L."1 the meadow, the flo\<lers in the 
grass, the scent in the flowers, and the eternal shade 
in the trees).7 

Tasso's narrator confidently exalts the temperate conditions in Armida's 

domain. But the authorial voice used by Spenser becomes increasingly 

suspicious as he describes the weather and accompanyL"1g odours in Acr~sia's. 

Spenser seizes upon Tasso's brief mention of scented breezes and 

flowers, devoting stanza. 52 to an elaborate "exaltation" of the plain's , . 

"sweet and holesome" smell. The association by the narrator of Acrasia's 

7A11 citations of Tasso are from Gerus~lerr"1e Liberata, ed. G. 
Feltrinelli (Milano: Biblioteca di classici italiani, 1961). P~l 
translations of the Italian are my own. 
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Isle with classical pastoral settings is ironically undercut by sinister 

overtones: 

More sweet and holesome, then the pleasaunt hill 
Of Rhodope , on \I'hich the Nimphe, that bore 
A gyaunt babe, her selfe for griefe did kill; 
Or the Thessalian Tempe, where of yore 
Faire Daphne Phoebus hart with loue did gore; 
Or Ida, where the Gods lou'd to repaire, 
When euer they their heauenly bowres forlors; 
Or sweet Parnass e, the haunt of I-fuses faire; 

Or Eden selfe, if ought with Eden mote compaire. 
(!& 2.12.52) 

Such images of grotesque births, suicides, and the proximity of eros and 

thanatos undermine the idyllic qualities suggested by the "temperance" 

words ("stedfast," "intemperate, " "milde," "moderate," and "attempred ll
) used 

in the previous stanza. Moreover, the comparison with Eden emphasizes the 

excess of Acrasia t s sensual paradise, revealing the true significance of 

"Hore" as applied to her realm. Her paradise attempts to exceed the 

possible and go beyond the superlative. 

Tasso's praise of the climate is unqualified, but Spenser frames 

his account with suggestively sinister descriptions. Spenser's protagonists 

behold a "large and spacious plaine"(2.l2.50) which is excessively 

artificial; Art has "beautifide" Nature like a "pompous bride," 

suspiciously overdressed and "too lauishly" adorned. The suspicions, 

lessened somewhat by the praise of the temperate climate(2.l2.5l)t are 

confirmed by the comparisons which culminate with the assertion that the 

plain t=ies to outdo "Eden selfe" (2.l2.52).8 These stanzas exemplify the 

effect of the authorial voice in the canto. It typically voices two con-

8perhaps "fall"(2.l2.51) is an implicit reference to the Fall in 
Eden (mentioned, 2.12.52). The first new natural phenomenon Adam and Eve 
notice after the Fall in Paradise Lost (10.845-55) is the weather. 
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trary appraisals at very close range, thus forcing the reader to disengage 

his judgement from the inconsistent narrator's. 

Here Spenser adds to Tasso details that underscore Art's deceptive 

and parodic relation to Nature in Acrasia's realm. Just as these st~~as 

produce a bad blend of idyllic and sinister details (the latter undermining 

the former), so the Isle is a-krasia (literally, "no blend"). 

The Rose Song 

The changes and adaptations Spenser makes to the content of the 

Rose Song and to the context in which it is placed achieve a similar 

sinister and ironic effect. In the following pages I will consider first 

the context and then the content of the songs. 

Spenser expands Tasso's description of the music(~ 16.12) into 

two stanzas(~ 2.12.70-71). He exploits Tasso's notion of a choir of 

birds accompanied by water and wind. lNhile Tasso includes only naturally-

produced sounds in Armida's garden--

Vezzosi auge11i infra le verdi fronde 
temprano a prova lascivette note; 
mormora l'aura, e fa le foglie e l'onde 
garrir che variamente ella percote. 
Quando taccion gli augelli alto risponde, 
quando cantan gli augei, piu lieve scote; 
sia caso od arte, or accompagna, ed ora 
alterna i versi lor la music'ora. 

(S1.b. 16.12) 

(Pretty birds 8 J1l0r,.g the green foliage. v,'e w'~h ea.cA oi:-her 
l.r'\ s"l'I.r1t'nj seduc..'i;-t'oJf!. s o"¥;-che breeze murmurs, 
and makes the leaves and waves warble so that they 
run through var.i"t.ions. When the birds cease the 
wind answers ' lol.(.oIly) . . , while the birds sing it 
shakE!$ .1"\01 ore ,e >'\ tly . !Jihether by chance or art, the 
musical w~d now accompanies ~~d now alternates 
with their songs) 

- Spenser' adds voices and instruments to the natural forces: Itthere consorted 
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in one harmonee,/Birdes, voyces, instruments, windes, waters, all agree" 

9 (2.12.70). Tasso overtly asserts that the wind's accompaniment may be 

caused by "chance or art." But, by adding voices and instruments, Spenser 

implicitly suggests that the music is produced by the same craftsmanship 

with which Acrasia's Art beautifies Nature. The verb "consorted" suggests 

manipulation, not chance, and the pleonastic IIconsorted in one harmonee,/ 

••• all agree" makes the music suspect. 

Even as he incorporates several of Tasso's images (e.g. "their notes ,fI 

~j "base murmure," mormora; "\'1arbling wind," garrir; "low answered," ~ 

risponde), Spenser subjects his source to an ironic treatment. For instance, 

he changes Tasso's naturalistic description of the birds(Vezzosi augelli 

infra ~ verdi fronde ) into a sinister oxymoron which associates joy and 

death: "The ioyous birdes shrouded in chearefull shade"(2.12.7l). Also, the 

repetition of "the waters fall" draws attention to watery chaos and is per-

haps intended to remind us of the Fall in Eden, to which Acrasia's paradise 

previously has been compared(2.l2.52). Spenser's treatment suggests that, 

like the climate and odours (stanzas 51-52 linked structurally with 70-71, 

see Ch. II), the sounds are excessively "attempred" and, in fact, indicative 

of Art's perversion of Nature. ft~ the emphasis on delighting the ear shows 

(e.g. "all that mote delight a daintie eare"j "all that pleasing is to 

liuing eare," 2.12.70), the "most melodious sound" is designed to seduce 

the listener. Spenser dra\>lS our attention to sensual management and 

stimulation of the listener, whereas Tasso merely describes sounds. Spenser 

makes the music an essential part of Acrasia's design. 

9Tasso describes a harmony of so~~ds produced by water, wind, birds, 
instruments, and human voices in G.L. 18.18-19. 



This music is explicitly associated with the enchantress: 

There, whence that Musick seemed heard to bee, 
'iVas the faire Witch her selfe now solacing, 
With a new Louer, whom through sorceree 
And witchcraft •••• (!:& 2.12.72) 

10 

Besides suggesting that the music is produced by Acrasia's "sorceree/And 

witchcraft," this stanza places Verdant, like the birds, "in secret shade" 

and introduces human singers: 

Whilst round about them pleasauntly did sing 
Many faire Ladies, and lasciuious boyes, 

That euer mixt their song with light licentious toyes. 
(L& 2.12.72) 

\'lhile the Ladies and Acrasia cannot be the masculine "some one" who sings the 

Rose Song, the lascivious boys and Verdant himself become possible candidates. 

S 'b . . t h' th t . f h' 10 F penser s am ~gu~ y ere ~creases e sugges 1veness 0 1S song. or ex-

ample, if the singer is an anonymous "voyce," the lay advertises, as Genius 

might do, the "pleasures" of Acrasia's Bower; if it is one of the boys, he may 

be recommending the kind of playing in which he himself engages. The implicit 

ccnnection of these "lasciuious boyes" with Tasso's lascivious birds indicates 

the humanizing tendencies of Spenser's imitation. rus attribution of the Rose 

Song to a masculine human singer (Tasso's singer is a male bird) increases the 

sinister suggestiveness of the passage. This male voice may be considered to 

mirror and articulate Verdant's own impulses. ll Spenser may be suggesting that 

10The ambiguity widens the scope of Spenser's poem in comparison with 
Tasso's and Ariosto's; Tasso identifies his singer as a bird (G.L. 16.13) and 
Ariosto, after his Rose Song, reveals that Sacrapante is the oppressed singer 
(O.F. 1.42-44). Also, Tasso's emphasis on the enchanted birdls ability to 
speak like a human being (~ parte la ~ si ch' assembra il sermon nostro, 
~ 16.13) may have prompted Spenser to make his singer actually human. 

l~Cf. parallel situation in I& 4.10.44-47, vlhere another male voice 
sings a lover's hymn to Venus which serves vicariously as the inarticulate 
Scudamour's complaint. 
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Verdant's s exuality has "a suici dal . component. 

Another significant change occurs as Spenser frames his Rose Song 

with portraits of the lovers. He thus gives it a prominent position within . ' 

the passage \<lhich vividly manifests the results of Acrasian influence and 

establishes direct contact between the process described within the song 

and that experienced by the lovers. The song presents an analogy- to the 

situation. This does not occur i n Tasso where the Rose Song is finished 

before Armida and Rinaldo are first encountered. 

Furthermore, Spenser eliminates the notions of natural harmony and 

love which surround Tasso's Rose Song. He completely omits Tasso's descrip-

tion of Nature's impetus to love: 

Raddoppian 1e colombe i baci loro 
ogni animal d' amar si riconsigl i a; 
par che la dura quercia e '1 casto alloro 
e tutta la frondosa ampia famiglia, 
par che la terra e l' acqua e formi e spiri 
dolcissimi d'amor sensi e sosuiri. 

~ (Shb. 16.16) 

(The doves redoubled their kisses. Each animal be-
9Q I'\ To lo ut- Cl::Jtlt (.·n , Wit h that song the hard 
oak and the chaste laurel and all the wide family 
of leafy pl ants, the earth and the wat er, s.ee".., +0 -ft!Jrrn ahd..br~(),-t), e 
-Por- f J.. f he ·s weetes+-reeJ/it8.s"h . .t; S;~J..s ¢{:: love). 

In Tasso the carpe ~ theme encourages all Nature to pursue love. The 

allusion to ~ casto alloro may be a subtle reminder of Tasso's central 

theme of the incompatibility of love and knightly duty, for traditionally 

the laurel is, as Spenser says, the "meed of mightie Conquerors"(1.1.9). 

Rinaldo's pursuit o~ love in Armida's realm is criticized because he is 

neglecting his duty--Godfrey's campaign to deliver Jerusalem; but that love 

is not presented as perverted. Spenser, on the other hand, frames his Rose 

Song with portraits which emphasize the destruction of Verdant by the 
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insatiable Acrasia. And his song appropriately describes the perverse love 

which turns Verdants (a plant name meaning "growing-green" or "spring-

bringing") into Hordants (literally, "death-giving"). 

Although relying heavily on Tasso's version, Spenser makes subtle 

changes in the content of the Rose Song as well. Employing .images of Tasso's 

first stanza(G.L. 16.14), Spenser adds three introductory lines: 

The whiles some one did chaunt this louely lay; 
Ah see, who so faire thing do est faine to see, 
In springing flowre the image of thy day ••• 

(F.Q. 2.12.74). 

As always, Spenser's poetry develops attitudes and responses in the reader. 

The emphasis on sensual pleasure--"louely lay" and "so faire to see"--makes 

us anticipate a pleasing song. Nore significantly, the explicit association 

of the flower and human life ("the image of thy day") is the first in a 

series of images whereby Spenser intensifies an idea found in Tasso. 

Although both authors compare the cycle of plant life to the 

transience of mortal life, Spenser suggests that man is really not~g more 

than a plant. His "So passeth, in the passing of a day,/Of mortall life the 

leafe, the bud, the flowre"(2.l2.75) is almost an exact translation of 

Tasso's: 

Cos! trapassa al trapassar d'un giorno 
de la vita mort ale il fiore e '1 verde ••• 

(G.L. 16.15) 

(So passes in the passing of a day, the flower 
and the leaf of mortal life). 

But while Tasso mentions that neither the rose nor the human life may 

reflower, Spenser makes his images more sinister: 
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Ne more doth flourish after first decay, 
That earst was sought to decke both bed ~~d bowre, 
Of many a Ladie, and many a Paramowre ••• 

(!.Jh 2.12.75). 

13 

Tasso earlier mentioned the desirability of roses for the beds of damsels 

and 10vers(G.L. 16.14), but Spenser's statement is ambiguously applicable 

to both the flo\ ... e1's and the "mortall life." Hence, it suggests a close 

proximity between ~ (which the song is ostensibly recommending) and 

thanatos (suggested by "mortall," "decay," and the euphemistic "the pass-

ing"). Ironically, the erotic images of "bed and bowre" are .undermined by 

the pun on "Paramowre." Intended, no doubt, to suggest the illicit love of 

"paramours," the s pelling also suggests the transience of life and the 

destruction (reinforced by Spenser's addition of "deflowre" two lines later) 

achieved by Time as "mower.,,12 Here Spenser hints that while roses deck the 

lovers' bed, those human beings may simultaneously be reclining "by the side 

ofll(para) the mower. Their illicit love, in Acrasia's misnamed Bower, may 

lead to destruction. 

Spenser's addition of "with equall crime" reflects the thematic and 

tonal differences of the two songs. wDile Tasso presents an archetypal 

"Gather ye rosebuds while ye may" motif--

Cog1iam la rosa in su '1 mattino adorno 
diquesto dl, che tosto il seren perde; 
cog1iam d'amor 1a rosa: amiamo or quando 
esser si puote riamato amando. 

(Q.& 16.15) 

(Let us gather the rose ' on the lovely morning, 0.( -f).,'s ela..y 
that soon fades away; let us gather the rose of Jove j le+ L(S 

love now,when loving we can be loved in return), 

12Cf• Spenser's description of Time as mower in the Garden of Adonis 
(~3.6.39). Also, cf. Harvell's "Hower" poems and Shakespeare's "rosy lips 
••• /within his [Timeis] bending sickle's compass come" in the sonnet, "Let me 
not to the marriage of true minds •••• " 
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--Spenser unites transience ("time"), love ("Rose of loue") and destruction 

(lldeflowre") in a concluding image of sinister balance: 

Gather therefore the Rose, whilest yet is prime, 
For soone comes age, that will her pride deflowre: 
Gather the Rose of loue, whilest yet is time, 

Whilest lOuing thou mayst loued be with equall crime. 
(!.::h 2.12.'15) 

Durling, emphasizing "crime," has argued that Spenser's change re

veals that he thought of the Bower's corruption in terms of sin.13 But his 

argument, ignoring Spenser's other adaptations of the Rose Song, oversimpli-

fies the issue. Cheyney's analysis, noting the importance of pleasure as 

well as guilt, more nearly accounts for the change in tone: "The essential 

joylessness of the singer's argument has subverted the rhetoric of his ap-

peal to pleasure; and the phrase "equal crime" conveys the Bense less of 

'mutual enjoyment (and hence no crime at all)' than that of 'a repro/bate 

guilt to be shared by all.' The singer's exhortation is a counsel of 

despair. II14 In Book II "equall" suggests a balance or a temperate state. 

But the implications here are that the equality is a bad blend; "louing" in 

Acrasia's realm ostensibly offers pleasure but, in effect, yields frustra-

tion. The "crime" may refer to the sin of fornication or the self-indulgence 

shared equally by Acrasia (who delights in destroying men) and Verdant (who 

abandons his knightly duties and seeks pleasure). They "loue" with "equall" 

self-indulgence ('.-Thich is, in itself, an absence of temperance) and reap 

"equall" frustration; Acrasia is "quenched not"(2.12.78) and the sleeping 

l3Durling , lIThe Bower", p. 342. 

14Donald Cheyney, Spenser's Image of Nature, pp. 100-101. 
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Verdant is totally passive. 

Spenser subjects his Rose Song to an ironic treatment not found in 

Tasso. He makes what is idyllic in Tasso suspicious. This tonal change is 

illustrated as Tasso' s "'J:'acque, e concorde de gli augelli il coro,/quasi 

approvando, il canto indi ripigliall (IIHe ceased, and concordant, the choir 

of birds, as if approving, then renew their tune,"G.L. 16.16) is echoed by 

Spenser's: 

He ceast, and then gan all the quire of birdes 
Their diuerse notes t'attune vnto his lay, 
As in approuance of his pleasing words. 

(!.& 2.12.76) 

The authorial voice offers two contrary appraisals--approval of the song 

<"pleasingll) and doubt as to whether its message is pleasing or not (liAs 

in"). In both poems the Rose Song functions as an audible enticement to 

pleasure, but while Tasso's encourages the natural impetus to love (which 

will prove imcompatib1e with Rinaldo's duty), Spenser's warns that the 

pursuit of love's pleasures in Acrasia's realm is in effect a pursuit of 

death. Like the greetings and wine of Genius and Excesse (Spenser's creations 

--not in Tasso) f the audible "pleasauns" of the song is instrumental in 

luring victims to Acrasia and should serve as a "moniment" that enticement 

leads to entrapment. This theme song suggests, as does the Bower of Bliss 

episode itself, that the element of death, from a psychological point of 

view always present in sexuality, becomes dominant in places of perverted 

eroticism like the Bower of Bliss. The Rose Song is analogous to the total 

experien~e of the Bower. 
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The Gate 

The relative accessibility of the gates to Armida's Palace and 

Acrasia's realm reflects a fundamental difference in the authors' attitudes.· 

Tasso's knights successfully penetrate the maze surrounding the Palace with 

the aid of a map: g libro, ~ del mago("the book presented by the wizard," 

~16.8). On the other hand, the fence and gate which enclose not only 

Acrasia's Bower but her whole domain are easily penetrated: 

Goodly it was enclosed round about, 
Aswell their entred guestes to keepe within, 
As those vnruly beasts to hold without; 
Yet was the fence thereof but weake and thin; 
••• And eke the gate was wrought of substaunce light, 

Rather for pleasure, then for battery or fight. 
(~ 2.12.43) 

Although the concluding line is reminiscent of Tasso's theme of the incompat-

'ibility of "pleasure" and "fight ," the accessibility afforded by Spenser' s 

"weake" fence and "light" gate contrasts with Tasso's labyrinth. 

Spenser furthers this impression of accessibility by reducing the 

number of perils faced by the protagonists once they reach Acrasia's island. 

While Carlo and Ubaldo, after a relatively peril-free journey, encounter on 

Armida's island a serpent, a lion, a host of savage beasts, and a steep 

mountain-side enveloped in ice and snow, Guyon and the Palmer encounter only 

the "wild beasts." Spenser's inclusion of the beasts at this point not only 

poses the final peril on the Odyssean voyage but precipitates a detailed 

discussion of the Pal~r's staff(2.12.41).15 Moreover, it introduces the 

15 ' 
Ubaldo's magical staff quells beasts(G.L. 15.47;50;52), but the Pal-

mer's staff, associated with Hercury 's Caduceus~ the myth of Orpheus as 
tamer of the Furies(2.12.41), becomes symbolic of harmony(two snakes entwined 
on Caduceus) and eloquence ( t·iercury; Orpheus as Poet) as \vell as t he p~wer to 
subdue and restore beasts. The Palmer functions as a figure of Reasonx~oun
sels GUY0fu_and Verdant) an.d as POet a~teers~oat on~Voyagej in;:matching canto 
of Book I~ Poet steers~oem as a boat, ~ 1.12.1;42). 
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theme of transformation (continued, 2.12.84-87) which associates Acrasia 

more directly with Circe than Armida who does not transform her lovers. The 

beasts, the only remnant of Tasso's elaborate discouragements, f'..Ulc"tion as 

a "moniment." They indicate that an entrance into Acrasia 's realm, without 

"wisdomes pO\-rre, and temperaunces might," may lead not only to abandonment 

of duty but to transformation of men into beasts. 

Spenser here changes the tone and emphasis of his Italian source, 

subjecting it to an ironic treatment. However, like Tasso, he employs the 

gate's mythological depictions to illustrate the theme of his ccmto. 

The scenes depicted on Tasso's gate reinforce his central theme . 

Describing the Battle of Actium and Alcides' warlike feats, Tasso portrays 

the type of military exploits which Rinaldo has forsaken and to which he 

must be recalled. And the stories of Hercules and Iolas and Antony and 

Cleopatra illustrate how men neglect their duties in order to love fair 

women.16 Although there is a suggestion that ~ leads to thanatos as Tasso 

remarks that Antony "attender par in grembo a lei la morte"("awaits for 

death in her lap," G.L. 16.7), he emphasizes Antony's pursuit of the f1ee-

ing Egyptian queen, not their suicides: 

16Although Spenser does not include these mythological references 
in his Bower of Bliss , he incorporates a similar allusion to Hercules and 
Io1as (!.& 5.5.24) and cites both the Hercules-Iolas and Antony-Cleopatra 
stories as examples of t he abandonment of duty for love: "So also did that 
great Oetean Knieht/For his loues sal{e his Lions skin v'"Udight :/And so did 
warlike f~ntony neglect/The vlOrlds \oJhole rule for Cleopatras sight. / Such 
wondrous p~re hath wemens faire aspect,/To captiue men, and make them all 
the world reiectlt( .F . ~ . 5.8.2 ). 



E fugge Antonio, e lasciar pu~ Ja speme 
de l'imperio del mondo, ov' egl i aspira • 
••• Vedresti lui, simile ad uom che freme 
d'amore a un tempo e di vergogna e d'ira, 
mirar alternamente or la crudele 
pugna ch'e in dubbio, or Ie fuggenti vele. 

(Shb, 16.6) 

(And Antony flees. He may leave the hope of the 
rule of the world to which he would aspire •••• 
You might see him, like a man who shudders with 
love at ~h~l\me and alternately looks at, with 
shame and anger, now the cruel fights that are 
in doubt, now the fleeing sails). 
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Spenser, substituting the story of Jason and Medea, relegates the 

theme of the incompatibility of love and duty to a minor position. The 

allusions to Jason's "conquest of the golden fleece" and the journey of the 

"Argo"(2.l2.44) are overpowered by the account of his involvement with 

Medea. l ? This substitution establishes an implicit correspondence between 

the enchantress Nedea ("Her mighty charmes," 2.12.44) and Acrasia. Further-

more, the atrocities enacted by Medea in revenge for Jason's "falsed faith," 

present a grisly and bizarre case of human sacrifice for erotic ends: 

••• the snO'i/Y substaunce sprent 
With vermeIl, like the boyes bloud therein shed, 
A piteous spectacle did represent, 
And otherwhiles with gold besprinkeled; 

Yt seemd th'enchaunted flame, which did CreUsa wed. 
(~ 2.12.45) 

Both authors draw attention to the craftsmanship of the gate: Tasso's 

is a vaf)O obietto ("pretty object," G.L. 16.7) and Spenser's "seemd a worke 

of admirable Hit"(2.12.44). 'rhe gates' aesthetically-pleasing histories 

function not only as' invitations but as warnings of the results of entering 

their respective gardens. Tasso's portraits contain "signs" that warn that 

l?Spenser uses the story of the Argonauts as an example of discor d 
I-r.. "" J..... _ _ , 
\~ ~ • .l.'::::)j. 



love and military prowess cannot co-exist: 

Di cotai segni variato e scolto 
era il metallo de le regie porte. 

(G.L. 16.7) 

(With these signs the metal of the royal gate 
was varied and engraved). 

And Spenser's manifest his more sinister and ironic theme: 

All this, and more might in that goodly gate 
Be red; that euer open stood to all, 
Which thither came •••• (F. Q. 2.12.46) 
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Here, "red" is reminiscent of the "bloud" spilled by Hedea and the formulaic 

"goodly" is undermined by the reassertion of the gate's accessibility. The 

significant addition, "and more," suggests that the gate's "history" applies 

to the perversion of love in Acrasia's realm as well as to Medea's atrocities . 

The Fountain and the Haidens 

Spenser's fountain wherein two wanton maidens cavort (~ 2.12.60-

69) is modelled upon Tasso's lake and the two sirens who swim therein 

(~ 15.55-66). But once again Spenser makes significant changes and 

adaptations. 

Tasso's fountain and lake are naturalistic: 

••• ecco un fonte, che a bagnar gli invita 
l'asciutte 1abbia ••• e con ben mille 
zampilletti spruzzar l'erbe di stille. 

(G.L. 15.55) 

( ••• beholn a fountain that invites them to bathe 
their thirsty faces ••• and with at least a thousand 
springs sprays the grass with water drops). 

However, Spenser's fountain is clearly made by Art. Fashioned "of richest 

substaunce," "pure and shiny," it is elaborately ornamented: 



Most goodly it ... Ii th curious imageree 
Was ouer-wrought, and shapes of naked boyes, 
Of which some seemd with liuely iollitee, 
To fly about, playing their wanton toyes, 

Whilest others did themselues embay in liquid ioyes. 
(!:& 2.12.60) 
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Even the water is described in metallic terms as "the siluer flood." Like 

.the gate, the fountain is designed to entice the beholder to pursue the 

island's pleasures. But while these "naked boyes" seem to be enjoying their 

sports, they may be voluntarily trapping themselves in "liquid ioyes"--a 

state which corresponds to that of Verdant as he becomes "molten into lust" 

(2.12.73 )--for "embay" may mean "shut in" as well as ''bathe.'' These boys 

("shapes" suggesting that, they are sculptured or part of the "imageree") 

are perhaps intended decep-6 'qe..lJ 10 mimic real boys, thus continul.."lg the 

theme of Art's perverse imitation of Nature. Like the maidens, the boys 

index the proximity of enticement and entrapment in Acrasia's realm. 

Spenser's addition of metal ivy (2.12.61) furthers this theme. There 

is no ivy near Tasso's fountain, but if there was it would probably be 

naturalistic like his fountain and grapes. But Spenser's, perversely arti-

ficial, is designe~ 'O.rit'fl 'ci'alt.y · T¢ stimulate what is natural. The mascu

linity of this ivy (llhis natiue he\.,."; "his lasciuious armes") is, in itself, 

a perversion of the old topos of the masculine elm supporting the clinging 

vine. And the problem of perception posed for observers by the gold iT! 

painted a naturalistic green suggests that Art is trying to improve Nature 

in order to overstim~late desire and, consequently, implies a distrust of 

the natural and natural sexuality itself. Unlike the perfect krasis of Art 

and Nature manifested by the flowers in Belphoebe's hair (2.3.30), Art 

makes Nature suspect in Acrasia's Isle. The eroticism of the 8tB_~~AIS 

concluding images--"his lasciuious armes," "tenderly,1i and "wantones"--
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continues the sinister suggestiveness of the fountain's imagery; the ivy's 

eroticism is described in similar images of liquidity (e.g. "dipping," 

"siluer dew," "steepe," "drops of Christall," and "weepe"). 

Even Spenser's lake is Clanufactured. Vihile Tasso's transparente 

water (G.L. 15.56) enables the bottom to be seen and his lago is formed by 

the widening of the stream's bed (G.L. 15.57), Spenser's lake has a bottom 

"All pau'd beneath with Iaspar shining bright"(2.12.62). Even when he retains 

a naturalistic detail such as the trees, Spenser makes a subtle change. Tasso 

mentions the perpetual shade of the leaves (l'ombra di perpetue fronde, G.L. 

15.56), but Spenser "cvergoes" his source, more specifically identifying the 

trees as "shady Laurell trees"(2.12.63). He thus achieves a subtle irony, 

for the laurel, "meed of mightie Conquerors"(1.1.9), is here set against the 

temptation to abandon the quest that is offered by the bathing maidens. 

Furthermore, this adaptation epitomizes the ultimate effect of erotic 

enticements in Acrasia's Bower--metamorphosis--for, as a result of Appllo's 

erotic pursuit of her (mentioned, 2.12.52), Daphne was metamorphosed into 

a laurel-tree. 

In Tasso's sirens, who sing to Carlo and Ubaldo, offering them food 

and rest, Spenser saw a dramatic situation which potentially (for it really 

does not function so in Tasso) presented a supreme example of erotic titil

lation. To realize such a potential was, I suggest, Spenser's aim as he 

adapted Tasso's sirens, making them aquatic exhibitionists. Real sirens 

appear earlier in canto 12 (2.12.31-32 ). 

Durling has pointed out the significance of Spenser's substitution 

of "wantonesse" for Tasso's scherzando as an index of the differing emphasis 
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in the two passages. Tasso's maidens vie in a swimming match: 

e scherzando se 'n van per l'acqua chiara 
due donzellette garrule e lascive, 
ch'or si spruzzano i1 volto, or fanno a gara 
chi prima a un segno destinato arrive 

(G.L. 15.58) 
(and playfully two garrulous and lustful damsels 
go through the bright water; now they sprinkle 
themselves in the face, now they vie as to who 
first arrives at an appointed mark. ) 
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Their actions seem aptly characterized by the term "playfully." But Spenser 

immediately draws attention to the nakedness of his bathers (Tasso's ~ 

natatrici ignude ~ belle does not appear until the second stanza, ~ 15.59) 

and turns the s\vimming contest into a wrestling match: 

~10 naked Damzel1es he therein espyde, 
Which therein bathing , seemed to contend, 
And wrestle wantonly, ne car' d to hyde, 

Their dainty parts from vew of any, \ihich them eyde. 
(E,& 2.12.63) 

These maidens are intended to be "wanton" not simply "playful"; the lack of 

desire to hide "their dainty parts" suggests an eroticism hardly present 

even in the eventual revelation of the heads and backs of Tasso's sirens 

(~ cappo ~ ~ dorso/scoprono alfin, G.L. 15.58). 

Spenser's interest in increasing titillation is evidenced in his 

adaptation of Tasso's second stanza about the sirens. Having mentioned that 

the naked swimmers attract the protagonists' attention, Tasso describes the 

view that they present: 

Una intanto drizzossi, e le mammel1e 
e tutto ,cio che pi~ la vista alletti 
mostr~ dal seno in suso, aperto al cielo; 
e '1 lago a l'altre membra era un bel velo. 

(G.L. 15.59) 



(I1eanwhile one straightened up, and showed from 
the bosom upwards, open to the sky, her breasts 
and all that most allures the eye. And the lake 
was a fine veil to the other members.) 
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Spenser, adopting the image of the lake as a veil, emphasizes an eroticism 

that is co~paratively very subdued in Tasso:19 

Sometimes the one would lift the other quight 
Aboue the waters, and then dO\me againe 
Her plong, as ouer maistered by might, 
\fuere both av/hile would couered remaine, 
And each the other from to rise restraine; 
The \O/hiles their snowy limbes, as through a vele, 
So through the Christall waues appeared pl aine: 
Then suddeinly both would themselues vnhele, 

And th' amarous s\>/eet spoiles to greedy eyes reuele. 
(F. Q. 2.12.64) 

ifuile Tasso's maiden offers "all that most allures the eye," Spenser t s 

bathers offer themselves as "spoiles" to the hunter's "greedy eyes." In a 

sense they are miming sexual intercourse. And the image of the erotic hunt 

suggests not only the viewer's increased desire to see and capture but an 

ambiguous prize, for the bilingual oxymoron "amarous sweet" (pun on "amorous" 

and Latin amarus, "bitter") contains suggestions of sinister entrapment 

and sexual frustration. 

Spenser exploits Tasso's notion of the veil, making the girls engage 

in a game of "now-you-see-it-now-~rou-don 't" as they continue their wrestling 

contortions. In effect, the veil parodies the bridal veil of modesty and 

virgL~ity, such as that worn by Una in Book I. 

This motif continues as Spenser adds another stanza to Tasso: 

19Tasso 's "open to the sky"(aperto al cielo) suggests implicitly 
the myth of Jove (rain ) and "mother earth. 11 Cf. Spenser's pun on "Iouiall" 
(lljovial" ,or "of Jove," F. Q. 2.12. 51) and the storm in Book I: "angry 
Ioue an hideous storme of raine/Did poure into his Lemans l ap"(F.Q. 1.1.6). 



The wanton Haidens him espying stood 
Ga~ing a vrhile at his vnwonted guise ; 
Then th'one her selfe l ow ducked in the flood, 
Abasht, t hat her a s t raunger did a vi s e : 
But th'other rat her higher did arise , 
And her two lilly paps alof t displa.yd, 
And all, that mi ght his melting hart entise 
To her delights, she vnto him bewrayd: 

The rest hid vnderneath, him more desirous made. 
(~ 2.12.66) 
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The motif presented in the final line is used repeatedly in canto 12. Spenser 

probably borrowed the idea that concealment increases titillation f r om Tasso. 

For example, both poets suggest that the maiden, hidden by her hair and the 

waves, is no less fair than before. Tasso's exclamation, 

Oh cha vago spettacolo ~ lor toltol 
rna non men vago fu chi loro il tolse. 

(G.L. 15.61) 

(Oh what a pretty spectacle was from them removedl 
But no less pretty was she who took i t away from them) , 

is echoed by Spenser's: "So that faire spectacle from him was reft,/Yet 

that, which reft it, no lesse faire was fownd ll (2.l2.67).20 And in the Ros e 

Songs obstruction clearly increases the object's beauty; Tasso's rose that 

"quanto si mostra men, tanto e pHi bella"("the less it shows itself, so much 

more beautiful it seems," G.L. 16.14) becomes in Spenser: "That fairer seemes, 

the lesse ye see her rnay"(2.l2.74 ) . This is the maiden's strategy as she 

exposes "her two lilly paps" but hides the rest to increase Guyon's desire. 

Her deliberate obscuring of Guyon's view, like the undermining of Nature by 

Art, is designed to increase the enticement which will lead ultimately to 

entrapment. Spenser , deliberately adds this stanza to Tasso. The over-

stimulation of desire contributes, along with the opp6sition of the maidens' 

4°In stanza 55 (linked with stanza 67 in structural symmetry BE(2), 
suggests that ~ncreas~ 

among the leaves. 
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boldness and coyness, to the bad blend of Art and Nature v/hich makes the 

island a_krasia. 21 Furthermore, the maidens constitute a perverted 

Aristotelian set of opposites, with Guyon (temperance) as the mean, relying 

on the existence of the extremes of sexual boldness and priggishness for 

h1.' s 'd t ' t 22 1. en 1. y. 

Spenser adapts Tasso's epic similes, enacting significant changes . 

Tasso's "Qual matutina stella esce de l'onde/rugiadosa e stillante"("As the 

morning star rises from the waves, dev/y and dropping," G.L. 15.60) becomes 

"As that faire Starre, the messenger of morne,/His dea\iy face out of the 

sea doth reare"(F. Q. 2.12.65). The definite masculinity of the morning star 

in Spenser identifies it with Lucifer. And since the second part introduces 

Venus, the evening star (which is the same planet), his simile encompasses 

the notion of a male and female Venus. This idea of an Hermaphroditic Ven~s, 

totally self-sufficient, is not in Tasso. Spenser's figure embodies the 

life-generating energies that are symbolically suggested by Verdant's name 

and perversely undermined by the maidens and Acrasia. 23 In fact, except in 

external design, the simile, as Spenser develops it, is ironically a con-

trast to the action of the passage rather than strictly a simile. 

2lNotice that stanza 59 (contest between Art and Nature) is struc
turally aligned with stanza 63 (maidens' wrestling match): see Ch. II. ' 

22Spenser uses a similar Aristotelian set of opposites in the Hedina 
episode where Hedina (literally, "middle") gains her identity by fu.'1ctioning 
as the "mean" betv/een her sisters, Elissa and Perissa(F . Q. 2.2). Here Snenser 
seems to define "temperance" as the m~an between two extremes. Cf . "temperance 
... can measure out a meane"(F. Q. 2.1.58). 

2~Such life-generating energies are hymned in the Temple of Venus 
C!:Jh 4.10) and at the beginning of F • .9._ 4.12. 



. The second part also comes right out of Tasso, his 

••• 0 come fuore 
spunto, nascendo gi& da le feconde 
spume de l'ocean la dea d'amore ••• 

(fhb. 15.60) 

(or as the goddess of love rises, born already 
from the ocean's fruitful froth), 
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becoming in Spenser: "Or as the Cyprian goddesse, newly borne/Of th'Oceans 

fruit full froth, did first appeare"(2.12.65 ) . Spenser's substitution of 

"Cyprian goddesse" for Tasso's more generalized "goddess of love" is pro-

bably an attempt to associate Venus more explicitly with the myths of her 

ori~-ll.24 The epithet may also be intended to align the simile, ID<e Guyon's 

voyage, with Homer ""ho called Venus "Cypris, the Cyprian. ,,25 

Spenser incorporates Tasso's imagery as he describes the maidens' 

hair. In Tasso, one maiden stands up, inspires the epic similes, then looses 

her hair to hide herself again. In Spenser, both maidens are included in the 

simile and Tasso's 

••• tal le sue bionde 
chiome stillavan cristallino umore 

(G~L~ 15=60) 

(so her yellow hair dropped crystalline humour) 

. is applied to both: "so their yellow heare/Christalline humour dropped downe 

24m the contradictory tales of her origin, Venus or Aphrodite appears 
as Aphrogenia, the Ilfoam-born" or more specifically as Anadyomene, "she ,.,rho 
rises" out of the ,sea and steps ashore on Cyprus: Harper's Dictionary, ed. 
H.T. Peck, p. 95.(Also called "Cyprian Queen" in Epith. 103 and H. B. 55.) 
Spenser refers to haunts of Venus: Cyprus and Cyprian Paphos(F. Q. 4.10.7) as 
possible location of Temple of Venus and Paphos and "Cytheron hill" as 
possible locations of Garden of Adonis(~ 3.6.29). Venus was supposed t o 
have first landed from a sea-shell on the island of Cythera(F4rper's 
Diet., p.96). 

25Harper 's Dict., p.95. 
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apace"(2.l2.65). Spenser then adds, as previously noted, stanza 66, in v/hich 

the bold and coy maidens participate. These changes reflect Spenser's de-

sire to create a balance vlhich, in its working out within Acrasia's realm, 

will prove to be a-krasia. Like Tasso, Spenser could do with one maiden, but 

using two fits his larger theme of temperance better. 

Spenser incorporates Tasso's images of the maiden's complementary 

laughs and blushes(G.L. 15.52) in stanza 68, but omits the speech(G.L. 15. 

62-64) which is accompanied by the other girl's gestures and looks. Spenser's 

maidens say nothing, but excite Guyon with erotic signals: 

Now when they spide the knight to slacke his pace, 
Them to behold, and in his sparkling face 
The secret s ignes of kindled lust appeare, 
Their wanton meriments they did encreace, 
And to him beckned, to approch more neare, 

And shewd him many sights, that courage cold could reare. 
(~ 2.12.68) 

Hoved alquanto ("somewhat"), Tasso's knights stop to look at the maidens 

(G.L. 15.59), but, forewarned by the wizard, they know that fh fonte ~ 

riso contains mortal danger and must, like the false sirene, be avoided 

(~ 15.57).26 But while Carlo and Ubaldo "remain fundamentally unmoved,,27 

by the maidens, the Palmer has to rebuke Guyon's "\'1andring eyes"(2.l2.69). 

Spenser's interest in the fountain and the maidens ceases as soon 

as Guyon's ability to be excited erotically has been established. Typically, 

Tasso spends two stanzas(G.L. 15.65-66) tying up the loose ends of his 

narrative, even explaining how the damsels react to their repulsion. But 

26Spenser uses the idea of a magic potion as Hordant drinks from a 
fountain and dies, lithe chat'm fulfildl!(L.& 2.1.55). 

~Durling, liThe Bower ", p. 339. 
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once the fountain has served its purpose, enabling him ironically to expose 

his titular hero's weakness, Spenser shifts his attention abruptly to the 

Bower itself. 

The Lovers 

The most potent manifestations of the meaning of Acrasia's realm 

are the portraits of Verdant and Acrasia. Once again, Spenser adapts Tasso's 

imagery to his O~1rl design. For example, when first encountered after the 

Rose Song, Armida and Rinaldo are lying in the grass: "Ecco ••• ch'egli e in 

grembo a la dcnna, essa a l'erbetta"("Behold ••• that he is in the woman's 

lap, she in the young short grass," G.L. 16.17). Spenser introduces his 

lovers before the Rose Song, but returns to them \oJhen it ceases: 

••• did at last display 
That wanton Ladie, with her louer lose, 

\'!hose sleepie head she in her lap did soft dispose. 
(F. Q. 2.12.76) 

The authorial voice's punning and double entendre gives this passage sinister 

overtones , for "louer lose" may mean that Verdant's behaviour is "loose" or 

"wanton" or, more potently, that he is morally, spiritually, and perhaps 

physically, "lost." It also suggests that Acrasia gains each ne,.,r lover only 

to lose him to metamorphosis. And Acrasia's ambiguous actions, as she 

"disposes" Verdant's head on her lap (Rinaldo poses his own head on Armida's), 

suggest she may be simultaneously allowing his head to find comfort as 

Rinaldo's does and "disposing of "(i.e. destroying) his manhood. 

Armida reclines on grass. But Acrasia has a deliberately devised 

couch: a ,"bed of Roses"(2.l2.77). This detail, a subtle reminder of the 

foregoing Rose Song, introduces Spenser's lengthy description of Acrasia's 
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dress (an addition to Tasso ). The sinister suggestiveness of the web and 

net imagery and the excessive vI hi teness ("more white, if more might bee") 

contribute to the Circean qualities of Acrasia. The filmy nature of her 

dress--"a vele of silke and siluer thin"(2.l2.77)--also suggests that 

Spenser may be associating the enchantress with Venus who, in Botticelli's 

icon of PI8.I'S and Venus, wears such a gown (Spenser alludes to . the myths of 

Venus' origin and seduction of Mars in ~ 2.12.65; 80-81). But Spenser's 

addition also establishes a correspondence between Acrasia and Una, who, in 

the matching canto of Book I, vlears a garment "all lilly white ••• /That seemd 

like silke and si1uer wouen neare,/But neither silke nor siluer therein did 

appeare"(1.12.22). Una, the type of the Queen in Book I, wears this super-

natural garment (like the white robes of the redeemed at the end of 

Revelation) in Eden while Acrasia wears her dress fashioned of real silk 

and silver (made by Art?) in a sensual paradise which perversely strives to 

outdo Eden. Ironically, Acrasia is caught in a net that resembles her dress. 

Spenser "imitates" Tasso's description of Armida, adding notions of 

frustration and destruction. Tasso's enchantress poses seductively: 

Ella dinanzi al petto ha il vel diviso, 
e '1 crin sparge incomposto al vento estivo; 
langue per vezzo, e '1 suo infiammato viso 
fan biancbeggiando i bei sudor piu vivo: 
qual raggio in onda, Ie scintilla un riso 
ne gli umidi occhi tremulo e lascivo. 
Sovra lui pende ••• 

(Q.& 16.18) 

(A short while ago she parted the veil on her 
breasts, and spread he.r hair disorderly to the sum
mer wind . She. I CI. ":Ju.';s~es seol~c+"vel>'J her -P Jus Ae. oI -face 
is whitened by fine sweat brighter than sunbeams on 
waves, while he, trembling and lustful, catches the 
snarkle of her smile in his h~~id eyes, as ever him 
she-hangs ••• ). 
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Adopting the image of sweat "like starry light/Vlhich sparckling on the 

silent waues, does seeme more bright"(2.12.78), Spenser "overgoes" Tasso, 

comparing the "drops" to "Nectar" and the conventional tear-image, "pure 

Orient perles." More significantly, Spenser lmdermines the seductive quality 

of the bare bosom by stating that the viewer's appetite will not be 

satisfied: "Her snowy brest was bare to readie spoyle/Of hungry eies which 

n'ote therewith be fild ••• "(2.12.78). Using hunting images, Spenser estab-

lishes a correspondence between Acrasia's eroticism and that of the maidens 

who "th'amarous sweet spoiles to greedy eyes reuele"(2.12.64). The metaphors, 

associating felll8.le figures with prey and male figures with hunters, are con

trary to the action where Acrasia is the huntress and Verdant her prey. 

There is a confusion between hunter and victim in Acrasia's realm, for while 

the enchantress and her maidens ostensibly offer themselves as prey for the 

erotic male hunters, their enticements are designed to entrap the would-be 

28 hunters. 

Also, Spenser adds to Tasso the image of beams from Acrasia's eyes 

thrilling "fraile harts"(2.12.78). This image effectively conveys a sense 

of Acrasia, like Cupid, sending arrovlS through the heart by way of the eyes 

(llthrild" may mean "pierced," "made a hole through") and here inflicting an 

erotic vloll..'1d. And "yet quenched not," ambiguously applicable to both Acrasia 

and her "Victims," emphasizes an essential difference between love in Armida's 

and Acrasia's domains--in the Bower of Bliss there is no fulfillment. 

28Notice also that the birds act as "fovllers," luring victims to 
Acrasia \vith their song (2.12.71 ) and Acrasia , \"earing a "subtile \>leb" to 
titillate her lovers(2.12.77), is finally caught in the Palmer's IIsubtile 
net"(2.1~. 81 ). Cf. Spenser's description of Guyon's resistance of ~~mon: 
"did beguile the Guyler of the pray"(2.7.64). 
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Spenser makes Verdant's position more sinister than Rinaldo's. 

Rinaldo is an active participant who fe eds upon Armida's face and si ~ 

~ ~ strugge (tlhimself consumes and melts," G.L. 16.19). But Verdant is 

asleep. As she hangs over Verdant(2.12.73) just as Armida hangs over Rinaldo 

(~ 16.18), Acrasia seeks erotic nourishment as Rinaldo does: 

With her false eyes fast fixed in his sight, 
As seeking medicine, whence she was stong, 
Or greedily depasturing delight •••• 

(F. Q. 2.12.73) 

Spenser emphasizes Verdant's passi vi ty, e.dd.ing the term "de pasturing" which 

reminds us that "all flesh is grass." Whereas Armida's Palace deters Rinaldo 

from continuing his knightly duties, the Bower of Bliss represents the 

potential destruction of Verdant. 

In stanza 73 Spenser incorporates Tasso's images (e.g. "kisses 

light," dolci ~(16.19); "humid eyes," umidi occhi(16.18); "did sucke," 

sugge(16.19); "she sighed soft," sospirarsi ... profondo(16.19 )), but attri-

butes all actions to Acrasia ,,[hereas in Tasso both lovers actively partic-

ipate. Acrasia's fear of waking Verdant stresses his passivity and her 

insatiability. And as she sucks his soul out through his eyes (the soul's 

seat), we are given the impression that the sensual attack is an attack on 

the existence of the other person who, as a result, assumes a "molten" 

state. In Tasso Rinaldo sighs in response to Armida's sucking, but his own 

feeding upon her face, not his soul's flight, melts him away. Spenser's i mage , 

on the other hand, ~s ambiguously applicable to both Verdant and Acrasia: 

"Quite molten into lust and pleasure lewd;/lfuerewith she sighed soft, as if 

his case she rewd" (2.12.73 ). This suggests that surrender to the passions 

is an anti-rational invitation to chaos, here represented by liquidc Both 

Verdant and Acrasia may have become entrapped in the "liquid ioyes" in which 
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they have "embayed" themselves. Acrasia's sigh may be for her own 

insatiability or for Verdant's "case." 

The Denouement 

Spenser's conclusion reflects his conscious alteration of the tone 

and theme of his Italian source. His juxtaposi tioning in stanza 79 of images 

of youth C"young man," "tender lips," "downy heare," "freshly spring") and 

"sleeping" suggests that Verdant has become a Hordant. And his description .. 
of Verdant's armour, emphasizing its owner's passivity, "overgoes" Tasso who t 

punning on guernitoC"garnished") and guerrierC"warrior"), uses Rinaldo's 

sword to manifest his theme: 

e '1 ferro, il ferro aver ••• 
dal troppo lusso effeminato a canto: 
guernito 6 sf', ch'inutile ornan:ento 
sembra, non militar fero instrumento. 

(G.L. 16.30) 

(and the sword, he has his sword ••• effeminate at his 
side from too much luxury : garnished so that it seems 
a useless ornament, not a bold instrument of war). 

Spenser's treatment of the armour is more comprehensive: 

His warlike armes, the idle instruments 
Of sleeping praise, were hong vpon a tree, 
And his braue shield, full of old moni ments, 
Was fowly ra'st, that none the signes might see; 
Ne for them, ne for honour cared hee •••• 

(!..& 2.12.80) 

Like Tasso, Spenser contrasts lives of "luxuree" ("idle") and "honour" 

(''warlike''), and the arms in the tree seem, at first glance, to suggest a 

more deliberate abandonment of duty than Rinaldo's effeminate sword. But by 

thus placing the armour, Spenser employs an image found in The Aeneid: 
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Lopping the branches all round from a giant oak, he 
erects it 

Upon a mound, and dresses the trunk with gleaming armour 
He'd stripped from the enemy general, Hezentius, as a 

trophy 
To the great War-god. 

(Book II, 5_8)29 

Aeneas' action finds several counterparts in The Faerie Queene: the dead 

Sansfoy's shield is hung on a tree as a laurel garland for t~e victor of 

the Redcross Knight-Sansjoy tournament (1.5.5); Prince Arthur hangs the 

armour of the Soldan ( Phi~ ·tp II) on a tree as a "moniment"(5.8.45); 

Cymochles hangs the arms of his conquered enemies "for more defame/On gal:.. 

low trees, in honour of his dearest Dame," Acrasia (2.5.26).30 The o~mers of 

these arms hung on trees are all, as in the Virgilian example, enemies. 

Spenser may intend Verdant to be seen as his own enemy. Unlike Guyon who 

masters himself (2.12.53), Verdant has defeated himself. 

The erasure of the "old moniments" on his shield suggests not only 

Verdant's loss of martial prowess, but hiB failure to heed warnings about 

the dangers of submission to Acrasia's sensual manipulation. Spenser may well 

expect us to recall the Cymochles episode where the allusion to arms in trees 

is followed by the assertion that Acrasia transforms men into monsters after 

SUCYing out their souls (2.5.27). Having previously lost his soul (2.12.73), 

Verdant now lies beneath his armour awaiting a final transformation (either 

into a beast or a Hordant). Horeover, such loss of virility links Verdant's 

disarming "/i th the mythological unmanning of Hars by Venus, thus underscoring 

29Virgil, Aeneid, tr. C.Day Lewis. 

30Cf• also G.L. 17.58ff •• The wizard shows Rinaldo armour hung on a 
tree; the shield is s cored full of pictures of the glorious deeds of 
Rinaldo's' forefathers (i.e. Roman history). 



the progression from impulsiveness to passivity. 

Spenser continues this mythological allusion (not in Tasso) as he 

describes the rescue of Verdant. The Palmer captures the lovers in a net 

reminiscent of that with which Vulcan captured Venus and Mars. Furthermore, 

the "subtile net" recalls Acrasia's net-like dress ("subtile web"), perhaps 

suggesting that the enchantress is caught in a web of her own creation. This 

net is also reminiscent of Caligorant's net (O.F. 15.56), and simultaneously 

suggests that the words of the good enchanter (Palmer as Poet) can foil the 

false enchantress and that Acrasia, like Caligorant, is caught in a self-

made trap. 

While Spenser's lovers are both captured, Rinaldo is rescued by 

Carlo and Ubaldo after Armida, having addressed him (~ 16.21-22), leaves 

him alone.3l Tasso's account centres upon the theme of the incompatibility 

of love and duty. Rinaldo, viewing his effeminacy in Ubaldo's shield (G.L. 

16.29-30), realizes that he has forsaken his duty and, stimulated by 

32 Ubaldo's counsel, leaves Armida's Palace (G.L. 16.31-35). Verdant, however, 

is active for the first and only time as he strives to free himself from the 

· 3l.rasso stresses speech as a sign of human rationality (;:J'ew World pa
gans need laws and speech, G.L. 15.27-29i1rigures on~gate lack ':mly speech, 
~ 16.20) and a persuasive-fOrce (Armida addresses Rinaldo, G.L. 16.37ff.; 
siren sings , G.L. 15. 62-64 ), including several speeches. Spenser conveys the 
significance of words in the BO\>ier through symbolic associations of the Pal
mer's staff and "counsel" and eliminates actual speeches while exploiting 
the titillating powers of gestures and appearances. 

32Spenser omits Tasso's magical objects--the enchanted bird-si~ger , 
the crystal mirror (G.L. 16.20), Armida 's wondrous girdle, worn when she 
wishes to be loved (G.L . 16.25), and Ubaldo's diamond shield--probably 
because he wishes to stress not magic, but Art's perverse i mitation of 
Nature. He retains Ubaldo's staff , giving the Palmer's increased associations, 
and adds the .net in which Verdant and Acrasia are captured. 
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net (llAnd e1(e l1er louer strone,1I2.l2.82), and this is Spenser ' s only sug-

gestion that- he achieves any self-mlareness . As he receives the :?alr.:er 's 

advice, Verdant i s freed from Acrasia and the poem and s o fror:l his knm-m 

fata l end as rlordDJ1t. Acrasia disaplJears early in Book III as she is sent 

to the Faerie Queene (3.1. 2 ). Spe:r..ser is not interested in executing a 

continuous :9lot like Tasso's v;here Al'mida pursues Rinaldo C'21d both fre quently 

reappear. 

Homeric and Ar~erican i-:otifs 

In both poems the protaGonists ' ex~periences on the ench~ntress' 

island are preceded by a sea voyaee. Here Spenser 's use of Hor.leric and 

American motifs in his initation is significant. 

Carlo and Uba ldo, havinG received the \rizard's lecture on the hnzards 

of Armida's Isle ( G.L. lLr), begin their voyaGe, guided by D. virgin-prophetess 

(G.L. 15). Passing Hediterranean civilization (e. g . Gaza , Crete, Rhodes , 

Tunis, Carthage ), they sail far \'lest of t he Pillars of Hercules to the 

Fortunate Isles where Armida 's Palace is located. 1~e journey is re] atively 

uneventful (a narrative .a ccount by the virgin Guide ), but the passinG of the 

Pillar.::; precipi to.tes a series of Ne\"I-';forid associations \'Thich suggest that 

Tasso's voyar:;8 is Arnerican-oriented. 

Comparing their voyage to that of Ulysses who, daring to outdo IIer-

cules, drO\med sor:1e'"lhere in the Atlantic (G.L. 15 . 25-26 ), the virgin guide 

pronotmces an epic prophecy , forecast ins ColUf.1bus ' discovery of the I"re\-l 

'dorld (G.L. 15.30-32'). This urophecy be comes almost hUI:1orous as Carlo's ---- ~ -
proposal to explore is refused because a l ater date has been decreed for the 

voyages of discovery. At any rate, this passage stresses the succ8ssive "out-

doing " of previous feats: Ulysses over\·;ent Hercules by sailing the ocean; 
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Columbus will outdo Ulysses by completing the voyage. Implicitly, Tasso's 

protagonists are set up as superior to both Hercules and Ulysses, for they 

sail Columbus' prophesied route; Columbus' fame, the prophetess asserts, will 

eclipse that of Bacchus and Alcides (G.L. 15.32).33 The new-found lands are 

characterized by fertility, temperate climate, and barbaric and canni balistic 

natives who need to be civilized by Europeans (G.L. 15.27-29; 35-36)--all 

features typically applied to the New t,vorld in the sixteenth century. 

Spenser initiates a series of American references in the Proem to 

Book II where the oxymoron "fruitfullest Virginia" underscor(:s the Venus-

Diana paradox associated with the cult of the virgin Queen: 

}mny great Regions are discouered, 
Vfuich to late age were neuer mentioned. 
~lho euer heard of th' Indian Peru'? 
Or who in venturous vessell measured 
The Amazons huge riuer now f ound trew'? 

Or fruitfullest Virginia who did euer vew? 
(I,& 2.pro.2) 

The culmination of Book II, the Bower of Bliss episode, is initiated by just 

such a voyage in a "venturous vessell"--a voyage in which the American theme, 

though less overt than in Tasso, is nevertheless present. 

Given the political antipathy between England and Spain in the late 

sixteenth century, Spenser's elimination of Tasso's extensive allusion to 

Columbus is diplomatic. But Spenser exploits Tasso's brief allusion to 

Ulysses, filling Guyon's three-day voyage to Acrasia's island with a series 

of perils closely resembling such obstacles as Scylla, Charbydis, and the 

Sirens in Homer's Odyssey, Book 12. Like Carlo and Ubaldo, Guyon successfully 

reaches his destination. The imitation sets up Guyon as a quester superior to 

33Spenser calls Bacchus and Hercules the first law-givers and ClV1-
, • (T;'I r\ r=" ""\ \ m • "". ...',... _ .. (G' L 15 29 32)" ~~zers \~ 7.~.~/. ~asso 1mp~les ~na~ vo~umbUS ~s one \~ • - • 
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Ulysses, and, because he encounters perils while Tasso's sailors seem to 

cross an open sea, as a figure superior to his Italian counterparts. The 

close association of this voyage with the Odysse~~ travels is in keeping 

with Spenser's closer adherence to Homer's story as he attributes to Acrasia 

the Circean ability to transform her victims into beasts. Furthermore , 

Spenser's very elaborate development from Tasso's brief mention of Ulysses 

reflects the importance of marine quests to the Eli~abethans. 

Although Spenser eliminates Tasso's overt American references, he 

adds American imagery of his own. The sixteenth-century mind associated 

wonders and monsters with the New Horld. 34 The catalogue of grotesque sea-

monsters encountered by Guyon (2.12.22-24) may be seen as an American all1.l-. 

sion. Simi.larly, after Columbus' discovery, America was often associated 

with the lost terrestrial paradise. Tasso, by associating the Fortunate Isles 

and Armida's plain ·.'lith temperate climate and continuous fruitfulness (Q.:b. 

15.35-36; 53-54), presents an overt image of an American terrestrial paradise. 

Spenser develops one detail that Tasso attributes to his "American" 

paradise--grapes of all seasons growing together. Tasso devotes only four 

lines to his grapes, presenting an essentially naturalistic description of a 

phenomenon not likely to be encountered in actuality: 

lussureggiante serpe alto e germoglia 
la torta vite ov'e piu l'orto aprico: 
qui l'uva ha in fiori acerba, e qui d'or l'ha.ve 
e di piropo e gia di nettar grave. 

. (~ 16.11) 

( \~'here the garden is most sunny is the hvisting vine, 
luxuriantly creeping high and sprouting : here it has 
grapes in their tart flower-stage, and here gilded 
grapes and ones of pyrope, already heavy with nectar). 

Cain, "Mirro1.lrs ~!orG rp""_",, fl __ I' 
... . &.J.c,u. V.LJ.'C , 
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Although he employs metallic (~) and jewel (piropo) imagery, Tasso does 

not suggest that the grapes are anything but natural--some green, some 

yellowing , and s ome brieht red and juicy,35 

Spenser incorporates grapes in three stages of development into his 

account. But, greatly expanding Tasso's allusion, he changes the tone 

significantly. Spenser personifies the vines and grapes, making them part of 

Acrasia's inducements (2,12.53-54). The eroticism, indicated by "clasping 

armes," "wanton wreathings," Dnd "embracing vine," is aimed at enticement; 

the grapes encourage idleness as they "incline" themselves into human hands. 

Spenser exploits the possibilities of Tasso's je\oJel image, piropo: 

Some deepe ernpurpled as the Hyacint, 
Some as the Rubine, laughing sweetly red, 

Some like faire Emeraudes, not yet well ripened. 
(!& 2,12.51+) 

The perverted spellings of the "jewel" words suggest a perversion of Nature. 

And the off-rhyme of "Hyacint" makes it suspect. Hyacinth (or jacinth), is 

also the name of the flower associated with the myth of the unfortunate 

Hyacinthus. That the hyacinth supposedly sprang from the boy's blood provides 

a further sinister nuance, for "empurpled" and "red" are colours frequently 

associated with blood and the hyacinth and ruby are deep purple and red gems, 

respectively. Here, as usual, the authorial voice's initial exaltation quickly 

becomes suspicion that the object described is perverted. 

Spenser also adds artificial gold grapes (not found in Tasso's 

naturalistic description), Host obviously this addition increases the 

impression of artificiality. The gold grapes undermine the beauty of the 

3~Feltrinelli glosses piropo as pietra prel!\iosa di color rossa (!fpre_ 
cious red stone"); that is, the mineral pyrope, a bri ght red gem like the 
ruby. 
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natural ones; their creation suggests that Nature is not pleasurable enough: 

"Some were of burnisht gold,/So made by art, to beautifie the rest"(2.12.55). 

But the metallic grapes cannot be eaten. These grapes, "lurking" among the 

leaves in order to increase desire, contribute to the excessiveness (l1oppres t,1I 

"ouer-burdened") of the garden while simultaneously making themselves less 

. accessible (hidden) but easier to reach ("did bot.,. adowne"). 

If Tasso's naturalistic grapes suggest the notion of an American 

terrestrial paradise, Spenser's grapes do so more explicitly. By adding the 

gem-imagery, the goldsmith's grapes, and the "couetous guest" to Tas so, 

Spenser hints at the conquistadors in "Indian Peru." The gem images give a 

sense of richness which may be intended to suggest the treasures of Peru 

and Raleigh's argument for the existence and vast wealth of El Dorado. 36 And 

the I!Emeraudes, not yet well ripe-nedt! is probably a Peruvian pun, since 

Peruvian emeralds, like fruit, were said to ripen chemically in their lode 

u.."ltil they attained perfect colour throughout: "The emerald gro\Vs to per-

fection in its mineral, gradually acquiring the green color, as a fruit 

ripens on a tree. At first it is a dt~ky white with a greyish or greenish 

tinge. It begins to ripen or attain perfection on one of its four sides, 

probably that facing the east, as is the case with fruit with which I have 

just compared it: the good color then spreads from one side until it covers 

the whole emerald. It remains in the state in which it is mined, whether 

perfect or imperfect. 1I37 Spenser's bilingual pwming almost reverses the 

simile, suggesting that the jewels replace the grapes. 

36Cain , p.16. 

37Garcilaso de la Vega, el Inca, Royal Commentary of the Incas, 
of _lL;:>7; T 7;1 ~ .... - .. -..,." -, ./ . ./. 
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Furthermore , by combining artificial gold grapes with jewel-like 

real ones, Spenser associates this garden with reports of wonderful Inca 

gardens full of verisiruilar plants made of gold and silver. 38 Garcilaso de 

la Vega's description of Peruvian gardens has many parallels in Spenser's 

Bower--the Inca garden , like Acrasia's, contains real plants, metal plants 

that seem r eal, and vegetation in three stages of grov/th: "All the royal 

palaces had gardens and orchards for the Inca's recreation. They were planted 

with all sorts of gay and beautiful trees, beds of flowers, and fine and 

sweet-smelling herbs found in Peru. They also made gold and silver models of 

many trees and lesser plants: they were done in natural size and still vIi th 

their leaves, blossoms, and fruits, some beginning to sprout, others half

grown, and others in full bloom.,,39 

While reports of the Peruvian wonders 'vlere assertions of the great 

wealth to be found in Peru, Spenser's inclusion of golden grapes (like the 

metal i'ry) in Acrasia's garden sug8ests a perverted and seductive art. As 

Spenser ironically undermines the idyllic climate, suggesting, after a series 

of sinister comparisons, that it may outdo even Eden , he simultaneously, 

albeit less obviously, casts doubt on the myth of America as the terrestrial 

paradise rediscovered. In the Bower of Bliss Spenser subjects Tasso's overt 

38Cain, 1'118, pp. 14-15. Professor Cain cites Raleigh's quotation in 
pi~e~vel'io ~ Guia:1R (1596 ) of Gomara 's General i-listory of the Indies (1550 ), 
reporting an Inca garden s ituated near Puna, which "had all }:-. .iud of Garden 
hearbes, flm.,rers and trees of Gol d and Silver," and Agustin de Zarate's 
History of the Discovery and Conquest of ~. Gomara 's work appeared in 
English in 1578 , Zarate's in 1531. 

39Garcilaso de la Vega, 1.6.2, I, 315. Spenser could not have read 
this, although he might receive such infcrmation through conversation with 
men like Hale i gh. Also, such gardens were mentioned in less detail in 
earlier chronicles like Zarate's. 
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use of th3 myth of the American terrestrial paradise to a generally ironic 

treatment that is absent as Tasso exalts Armida's island paradise. He 

subsequently makes that myth suspect. 

Conclusion 

I have outlined in the preceding pages Spenser's major borrowings 

from Gerusalemme Liberata as he creates The Faerie (~ueene, 2.12. Not 

interested in Tasso's plot, tone, or moralizations as such, Spenser rather 

adapts certain dramatic situations and idyllic attributes of Armida's island, 

creating his o ... m kind of poetic narration. His adaptations, as we have seen, 

subject Tasso's account to a generally ironic treatment. Exercising complete 

freedom with the material he borroi'lS, Spenser deliberately "overgoes ll Tasso, 

increasing the sugges tiveness of the images and the Homeric, American, and 

mythological allusions. He creates from Tasso's idyllic setting a perverted 

island and extends Art's perversion of Nature to love and man as well. 

Knowing that his creation would not suffer in comparison, Spenser 

probably expected his readers to compare his canto with Tasso. His "imitation" 

evidences his absorption and digestion of his Italian source and his use of 

it establishes his dominant and creative role as a poet. Unmistakably 

modelled upon Tasso's account of Armida's Palace, the Bower of Bliss episode 

has a distinctly different tone and emphasis. In ~~e Faerie Queene, 2.12, 

Spenser establishes, through "imi ta tion, II his independence and his 

superiority as an inventor and artist. 



CHAPT:;TI1 . II 

THE Fi\3TII E QUhlK§, 2.12: 

INTRInS IC D3SIGII 

Introduction 

Although The Faerie Queene, 2 .12, has been frequently examined, the 

existence within the canto of bro dis tin:ct pieces of structural symmetry has 

not yet been discussed in Spenser scholarship. Each s~nmetry is formed on a 

"spire or taper, called p;vrC:l.l-:1is, r eversed!! pattern. l In this type of pattern, 

the stanzas of a particular r-iece of text are symmetrically aligned through 

verbal, i r.la Sistic, and thematic corrcsrondences, so that the r.latched stanzas 

convere;e upon a centra l stanza or s ta.YJ.zas. Here, the first pat t ern, i'lhe!~e 

Spenser describes Guyon IS voyage , converces fror.J stanzas 1 El.'1d 3Lr and hinges 

upon stanzas 17 and 18. The second, \'lhere Spenser relates the adventures of 

Guyon and the Palliier on Acrasia's island and in the Bouer of Bliss , conver Ges 

fro Iii stanzas 35 and 87, r.ingb.g upon stanza 61. But Hhile Spenser draws our 

attention to architectural designs in the open:Lrlg stanza--

1Tbe fi gure forned by t hese patterns, a s shO'.m in the follmdng di a:7a:d 
of paired s tanzas in the s:JTlIl1etr y in t he second part of canto 12 , is given this 
na'11e b" GeorGe Futtenh::u;;, "'he irt e of English roesie , "On . 92- 93. Puttenham 
describes the visual sha::,e-;-Te0alt GIs) forDed by th~-lines of a poe:J , 'dl1ereas 
I Use his desiGnations to des cribe a particular type of invisible pattern ullon 
which Spenser 's poem is structured. 

35 87 
36 86 37\ / 85 

61 
Hereafter, t his t ype of sYI:1l:1etry Hill be called a r e vers ed-pyratlid pattern. 
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NO\.! gins this goodly frame of Temperance 
Fairely to rise ••• 
Formerly grounded , and fast setteled 
On firme foundat ion ••• 

--the structural sym~etries of the canto itself are difficult, if not 

impossible, to discern without careful s tudy , probably initiated by an 

accidental perception. 

Ny purpose as I consider the canto's tHO structural sY!Ilmetries is 

h/o-fold: to demonstrate the sYr:l:netries and to su;;e;est why Spenser set up 

such architectural patterns ,Then t hey cannot be eas ily detected. Hultiple 

correspondences sho\</ hO\1 Spenser consciously structured his subject matter. 

The sy~etrical patterns operate to engTain the meanings of the canto into 

its design. 

Guyon's Voyar;e 

Stanzas 1 and 3L~, the outer limits of the reversed-pyramid pattern in 

the first section of the canto, are linked primarily through thematic contrast. 

vlhi1e the forner stanza presents images of structure and order ("goodly frame 

of Temperance," "for:ner1y grounded," "fast sette1ed," and "firme foundation"), 

the latter culminat es \"ith an image of chaos: "this great Vniuerse seemd one 

confused mas .'~ Spenser's emphasis on Guyon's quest for temperance--"this 

braue knight, that for that vertue fights"(l)--establishes that such t em

perance is a private virtue.3 But the images of universal chaos in stanza 34 

("gross e fog") epitomize the opposite of the corresponding public virtue, 

2Cf• Genesis 1.2; 2. 6-8 r eg:u-ding oriGinal chaos and mist pr eceding 
Creation and t he pl a..l1t ing of Eden (to \-Thich Acrasia' s Isle is conpared , 2 .12. 52 ). 

3Unless other\'lise specifi ed , all numbers Given in parent heses in this 
c~~pter indicat e s t &lzas of F. ; ., 2.12. 
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order. This correspondence is reinforced by the suggestion of order (natural 

or social) which precedes the image of chaos: "The land, to which their 

course they leueled;/When suddeinly a grosse fog ouer spred ••• i1 (34). As he 

fights for individual temperance, Guyon must overcome such enviro~mental chaos, 

and t analogously, the potential to chaos in himself vlhen the passions are un-

restrained. 

It is no coincidence that the Palmer's "temperate aduice" to Guyon (34) 

is structurally associated with the "goodly frame of Temperance" for "Jhich 

Guyon fights. Guyon, responding to the music, needs the Palmer's reminder that 

temperance must be maintained. The third line of each stanza tmderscores the 

type of action needed: such sensual delights must be "past"(34) in order for 

the protagonists "forth to aduance"(l) towards temperance. Furthermore, the 

enticing music and the atmospheric horror of the fog and sea beasts (35 ff.) 

manifest the nature of Guyon's marj~e adventures as foreshadowed by the 

authorial voice's introduction: 

And this braue l<night, that for that vertue fights, 
Now comes to point of that same perilous sted, 
' .. /here Pleasure dwelles in sensuall delights, 

Mongst thousand dangers, and ten thou.sand magick mights. 
(2.12.1) 

Such dangers and sensual delights are associated in the next pair of 

structurally aligned stanzas. Verbal parallels--"in that seafl(line 1) and 

"Vpon the waues"(line 5) in stanza 2 echoed by "the rolling seall (line 1) and 

lithe \.,raues"(line 3) in stanza 33--reinforce the pattern in which images of 

chaos and terror ("hideous roaring ,tI "affright," lfraging surges reard," 

"IIl"J.de affeard," st. 2) are linked with images of harmony and delight ("re-

s~:)Unding ~oft," "a solemne f:1eane t" tls\"Jeet Zephirus, " "harmony," "rare mel-

ody, ii st. 33). This structural patterning enerains the meaning of the voyage 



into its design , as the protagonists' reactions to t:le different sounds 

shoH. \lhi l e the "hideous roaring" evokes a sense of fear in all three pro-

t agonists , the "straune;e kinde of harmony II in ' t he latter stanza affects 

Guyon but not the Pal mer, ",ho, in turn , counsels Guyon. T'nis distinction is 

marked by the verbal parallels in the seventh line of each stanza, where 

"Tha t all t heir s enses filled \'lith affri ght "(2 ) is echoed by II1:lhich ('xuyons 

senses s oftly tickeled II (33 ). \','hile the fri ghtening perils encountered on hie 

voyaee r equire ppysical strength and courage on the hero's part, the sensual 

delights with Hhich , as \'Ie shall see, each such peril is structurally paired, 

offer an opportuJlity to relax vlhich demands that Guyon der:Jonstrate his tem-

perance by avoiding the temptation to abGIldon his quest after tha t virtue. 

The next fe\>! pairs of structurally linked stanzas alien the descrip-

tions of the "G-ulfe of Greedinesse ll and lIThe Rocke of vile Reprochll \'J-ith the 

accounts of the merr.J.aids and the doleful maid. Verbal , imagistic, and thel:!atic 

parallels maybe summarized briefly: 

Gulf and 
Nernaids 

Rock and 
Hermaids 

St. 3 
Boat man i~structs Palmer to 
I~,eepe Cl.n euen course ll (2)--must 
by-pass danger 

4) "The,t i s t he Gulfe of 
Greedinessel l--image of mouth 
s1;JallO\-!ing boats 

9) "That all t he seas for feare 
do seeme ai1ay to fly ll--fear and 
chaos 

St. 4 ' 
1-2 ) Ilhideous ~ocke •• ~/Of 
mi ght i e lIasnes s tone ll 

8-9) IIFor \,lhiles they fly t hat 
Gulfes deuourin ,'i iaHes ,/rl'hey on 
this rock are r ent, ru1d s unck 
in helplesse .... !awes. II 

St. 32 
Hermaids sing to '':;uyon--6) 110 
turne thy rudder hitherHard a 
Hhile11--invitation t o relClX 

8-9) "This is the Port of rest 
••• /The \'/orlds S\'lee t In"--in2.ge 
of port harbouring boats 

9) liThe \'/01' I ds sweet In, from 
paine and uearis ome turmoyle " 
--pleasure and peace 

St. 31 
2) IItb ' ~-!eliconian T:Jaides"(iiou..l1t 
Helicon, haunt of the J:uses ) 

8-9) "they a bus d to ill,/T' a llure 
\'Ieal~e t r' .llellers ; 1:! 110~ cotten 
t hey did l.¢-l1. II 



Transitional 
stanzas 

Need to 
fight versus 
desire to 
rest 

Transition 

Rock and 
Doleful 
l"J8.id 

Images of 
Sorrow 

Unpleasant 
Sounds 

St. 5 
1-2) Reahh Gulf: "Vntil1 they 
nigh vnto that Gu1fe arriue" 

stanza 5 

3) "strearne more violent and 
greedy grO\'les II 
6) "threatfu11 waue ll 

7-9) image of gaping mouth 

St. 6 

Pass by Gulf--Gulf as mouth 
(catches sailors) 

2 & 7) "deepe" 

9) ''be drent" 

St. 7 
Approach "Rock of 'rile Reproch" 

3) "vesse1sll; 4) "ships " 

6-9) intemperance leads to 
"shipwracke violent II 

St. 8 
2) "daungerous and detestable 
p1ace"--Vio1ence--to fri ghten 

6) "wast full clift" 

6) "still sate waiting on that 
\-lastful1 clift" 

7) "\-lretches"; "vnhappie cace" 
8-9 ) IIlost creditie and con-
5u.med thrift ••• despaireful1 
drift" 

"yelling Hemies, with Seagu1les 
hoarse and bace" 
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§t. 30 
1-2 ) Approach mermaids: "And 
now they nigh approched ••• " 

"fiue sisters" 

3 ) "ca1my bay ••• sheltered" 

6) "p1easaunt port" 

7) port = "halfe Theatre" 

St. 29 

Pass by "do1efu11 Haydll--maid 
as IIbayt" (catches sailors ) 

2 & 7) "bayt" 

9) "watry wildernesse" 

St. 28 
Stear towards IIdo1eful1 l'!ayd " 

2) "the boate" 

9) "Your stubborne hart t' af
fect \ori th fraile infirmity" 
(Palmer CO'..U1se1s Guyon to 
avoid int8!!lp81'clllce) 

St. 27 
2 ) "rue full cry"_-Sorrow--to 
allure 

5) "an island" 

6) "A s eeme1y Haiden, sitting 
by the shore" 

7) "great sor1'O\o/ and sad agonyl' 
8-9) "great misfortune to 
deplore" 

"ruefu11 cry"; '\.,ay1d and pitti
fully wept"; "resounding 
plaints"; "lowd to t hemll 

Host obviously, these stanzas present contrasting images of violence 

and peace, chaos and harmony, which evoke in the protagonists fear and sensual 

delight, respectively. At the s ame time, they underscore both man's need to 

fight physical perils and his desire for rest. These alternatives are sug-
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gested overtly in the mermaids' song. Praisins Guyon 's martial prO\·;ess (1IThat 

art in mighty armes most magnifide/Aboue all knights, that euer battell 

tride"), t hey invite him to abandon his quest and relax: 

Here may thy storme-bet vessell safely ride; 
Tlris is the Port of res t from troublous toyle, 

The \>lorlds sweet In, from paine and Hearifome turmoyle. 
(2.12.32) 

This temptation is ultimately a.s dangerous as the Gulf and the Rock. 'ilhile 

the latter offer only unpleasant destruction, the sirens disguise the peril 

by proffering sensual delight lIt' allure weake trauellers, whom gotten they 

did kill"(3l). The mermaids offer themselves as "bayt" in their "halfe 

Theatre" port. The haven is actually, like the Gulf's "griesly mouth," \yait-

ing to engulf the sailors in a grave of perpetual rest (i.e. death). 

The correspondence bet'..;een unpleasant, violent perils and t he sensu-

ally alluring maidens is overtly presented as Spenser links stanzas 7 and 

28.5 The Rock of Vile Reproach is strewn vlith "carkasses" of those vlbe 

••• hauing all their substance spent 
In wanton ioyes, and lustes L~temperate, 
Did afterwards make s hi pwracke violent, 

Both of their life, and fame for euer fowly blent. 
(2.12.7) 

This metaphorical association of man \v.Lth a ship suggests that intemperance 

leads to hUman "ship\vracke." It foreshadows the images of liquidity in the 

4Cf• Tasso's siren's song (G .L. 15. 62-64): Questo ~ il 'aorto del 
monde. Notice also t hat the sirens entice Ulysses (Odyssey , 12) by pronising 
to sing of the great deeds of Troy, but Spenser's offer only r est, Variorum 
!.&,J1,367. See also B. Hellish' s discussion of Guyon's voyage as an allegory 
of the hazards faced by a person in life: "The Allegory of Guyon's Voyage" 
ELH, XXX (1963), 89-106. 

5Cf• Harry Berger's division of the voya:-.0 i nto hlo parts: The 
Allegorical 'temper , p. 230. '.fuile P.is classifi ca:t"l.on. of the obstacles as 
"Unpleas2 .. nt" t ::tock, Gulf, Quicksand, \Jhirlpool, beasts , :tnd birds) and 
"Tempting" (Isles, Phaeciria, Doleful Haid, l-lermaids ) seems appropriate, the 
further division into "natural" obstacles and those "produced by unnatural 
malice" imposes upon Spenser too rigid a categorization. 
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Bower of Bliss episode "'lhere men indulging in "liquid ioyes"(60) are reduced 

into molten states. 6 Guyon and his companions are metaphorically voyaGing 

through life. \fuile "dangerous and detestable" masculine ("he" and "his," 

st. 3 and 4) physical perils like the Gulf and Rock frighten them, feminine 

temptations cause Guyon to desire to slacken his pace (to help the doleful 

maid and to hear the sirens' song). He needs the counsel of the Palmer who, 

as Reason externalized, recognizes that the "dolefull Hayd," with her f emi-

nine guile, is just as dangerous as the Rock: "onely womanish fine forgery,/ 

Your stubborne hart t'affect with fraile infirmityTl (28) . Posing as a damsel 

in distress, she hopes (as do the sirens with their promise of relaxation) to 

lead Guyon to "shipv/racke violent." 

The sea voyage foreshadO\·Js the perils of Acrasia' s island. L'1 stanza 

9 the Palmer, observing that they have successfully by-passed the Rock, de-

clares that the "carlffisses" of those who intemperately "spent their loose 

daies in lewd delights" should serve as "moniments": "Behold th' ensamples in 

our sightsv./Let all that liue, hereby be counselled"(9). In the correspond= 

ing stanza (26) the Palmer ensures that they safely by-pass the sea monsters. 

Again he speaks, this twe revealing that the "fearfull" monsters were 

created by Acrasia, "that same wicked \.,ritch, to worke vs dreed,/And draw 

from on this iourney to proceede"(26). It is into such monstrous shapes that 

Acrasia transforms the . "miserable wights" \"ho indulge themselves in the 

6Verdant becomes blended with his environment (2.12. 80 ). The pun on 
"blend" and "blind,1I reminiscent of the Redcross Knight's eye of r eason 
"yblent" (blinded) with rage (1. 2.5 ), is suggested in stanza 7 by "fowly 
blent" (i. e. farle "blinded" a'1d life "blended" in the \<!atery wilderness in 
which it has been drowned). Also, "fowly blent " virtually translates 
"Acrasia." 
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"lustfull luxurie"(9) of her sensual par3.c1ise. Just as the Palmer's "vertuous" 

staff calms the sea and sends these monsters back to "Tethys bosome ," and the 

Palmer's rationality "red" the meaning of the "ensanples" of the ship\·rrecked 

sailors, so his counsel maintains the temperate state which \·rill prevent Guyon 

from indulging in "lewd delights" and undergoing an Acrasian transf ormation. 

This structural pattern also links the accounts of the 'tlandering 

Islands and Acrasia's monsters. Once again, the parallels can be summarized: 

Sensual 
delights 
versus 
terrors 

St. 10 

4) "light bubbles daunced" 

Sensual delights (entice ) of 
the "many Islands" 

St. 11 

7) "doe them shonne" 

8) ""'/and~ing wight" 

Islands entice men into "most 
deadly daunger" 

St. l~ 

1) "well they seeme" 

2) "faire and fruitfull" 

3) "delectable hew" 

6) "mote the passengers 
thereto allure" 

St. 13 

5) "Flying from Iunoes wrath" 

Harmony out of Chaos: Delos, 
formerly floating , "firmely was 
established" in Apollo's honour 

St. 25 

4) "rushing in the fomy ... mues" 

Sensual terrors: "c1~ fn.rmed i'lon
sters," "dreadfull nois .;," 
"appall," "fearen," "dl'eadfull" 

St. 24 

7) ""'/hom Hariners eschew" 

8) "trauellers" 

"Dreadfull" sea monsters make 
mariners flee 

St. 23 
2) "mote feare to see " 

1) "Host vgly shapes and 
horrible aspects" 

3) "fOY/le defects" 

5-7) "All dreadfull pourtraicts 
••• allfishes ma..l<e to flee ll 

St. 22 

3) "\'!rathfull Neptune did them 
driue bef ore" 

Chaos: waves and billows; sea 
monsters 

Here the association of sensual terrors with sensual delights con-

tinues. The Boatman explicitly sta-tes t hat what ostensibly proffers delie;ht 

and relaxation is dangerous: 



For those same Islands, seeming no\'! and than, 
Are not firme l ande , nor any certein 'donne, 
But straeslins plots , which to and fro do ronne 
.In the \Vide \-lat ers : ther efore 2..re they hight 
The Handring Isl ands . Ther efore doe the r.J shonne; 

. For they harte oft drmrne many a wandring wi ght 
Into most deadly daunger and distressed plieht. 

(2.12.11) 
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These "\-landring Islands" allure "wandring" people in order to trap them (11). 

The emphasis on "\,landring" is probably intended to recall the encounter with 

Error in Book I, for, like the Redcross Kni Ght ,.,rho "landered in doubt through 

1;he "wandring "lOods" (1.1.13), the sailor \·,ho steps onto these islands ",.,ran-

dreth euer more vncertein and vnsure"(2.l2.12). This line is structurally 

linked "'lith the description of the horrible "Mighty 110noceroses, with im-

measured tayles"(23)~-a description reminiscent of Error 's labyrinthine t ail. 

The structural association of the "1,>landring Islands" with Acrasia' s monsters 

in effect encompasses the two dimensions of Error--her physical repulsiveness 

which instills fear in the beholder a11d her overtly allegorical role as "Er-

ror" personified and the accompanying notions of doubt and sensual confusion. 

All three sailors are afraid of the monsters ,.,hich I'liuing sence dismayd" (22) 

and the isl~~ds pose (as Acrasia's does) a problem of perception for the pro-

tagonists. If they succumb to the temptation to relax, they mru{e an irrevoca-

ble error in judgement; sensual enticement leads to physical entrapment. 

The epic simile underscores the threat posed by the ""landring Isl~~ds," 

for, while Delos was originally a floating island that strayed in the Aegean 

Sea, it "firmely was established'! when Latona gave birth to Apollo and 

Artemis. 7 The "wandring Islands," hOl</ever, are still wandering ("not firme 

7Latona Handered about until s he reached Delos; Zeus then fastene d the 
floating island t o t he bottom of the s ea by adamantine chains and there s he 
gave birth to the twins: Harper ' s Dictionary , p. 938. 
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lande ll
) and the traveller v,ho alights there "wandreth euer more, II pre sum-

ably without the assistance of Apollo, the guide and guardian of sea and land. 

The final eight stanzas in this structural pattern again align sensual 

temptations with physical terrors. Verbal, imagistic, and thematic parallels 

are outlined briefly belov': 

St. 14 
Transitional Encounter Phaedria 
stanzas 2) "passe on forward" 

Phaedria 
and ':lhirl
pool 

Images of 
rotation 

Phaedria 
and Quick
sand 

3) "one · of t hose same Islands" 

4-5) "needes must passen by,/ 
vlhich seemd so sweet ••• " 

5) "the eye" 

8) Phaedria.--vani ty--"dressing 
of her heare"--to allure sailors 

St. 15 
1) "She them espying" 

2) "Bidding them nigher draw 
vnto the shore" 

5) "would they once turne" 

7) "running to her boat" 

7) "her boat" 

St. 16 
1) "Hhom ouertaking" 

6) Phaedria: "loose and light" 

7) "\Vhich not abiding" (Phaedrla 
ignores Palmer's reblli~e) 

9) "She turnd her bote about, 
and from them rO\',ed quite" 

St. 21. 

By-pass \Vhirlpool 
3) "t}1ey shortly fetch" 

3) "th'vtmost sandy breach" 

4) "the dred daunger does 
behind remaine" 

5) "they see" 

7-8) Sea--pride--"puft vp v,ith 
proud disdaine,/To swell aboue 
the measure of his guise"--to 
frighten sailors 

St. 20 

1) "they see" 

8) "To dra\1 their boate" 

5-6) "circled \"'aters ••• vii th 
whirling SVIaY ••• restless \ ... heele , 
still running round ••• 11 

6) "running round" 

8) "their boate" 

St. 19 
1) "They passing by" 

6) "mariners and merchants \-/i th 
much toyle" 

7) "Labour'd in vaine" 

9) "But neither ••• might her 
backe recoyle" 



The "vertex" 
or "centre" 
of the re-
versed-
pyramid 
pattern 

St. 17 

1-4) Threat of Phaedria by-
passed 

1) "That was the wanton 
Phaedria" 

2) "the Idle lake" 

5) "Boatman thus bespake" 
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St. 18 

6-9) Threat of Quicksand by
passed 

9) "It called was the quick
sand of Vnthriftyhed" 

8) "the sea discoloured" 

5) "Scarse had he said" 

6-9) Boatman's speech 1-4) Boatman's speech continued 
This speech forms the vertex of the pattern 

Although "wanton Phaedria" and her island "seemd so s lveet and pleasant 

to the eye"(14), they are just as dangerous as the labyrinthine \vhirlpool. 

Phaedria is unable to allure the protagonists who "all her vaine allurements 

did forsake"(17), just as the mariners and merchants "Labour'd in vaine" to 

save the "goodly Ship" from "pitteous spoyle"(19). Their "toyle" and IItrauell" 

are ineff ectual, but it is just such activities Ivhich Phaedria invites sailors 

to forsa~e. The ship's disastrous end indexes the dangers inherent in Phaedria's 

"dalliance and want on sport." Relaxation would mean for the protagonists a 

similar fate; those who indulge in Acrasian s ensual pleasures ultim3.tely be-

corne her "spoyle." Si gnificantly, the Boatman instructs (and relies upon) the 

Palmer to steer the s hip past the Quicksand (18) and the Palmer rebukes 

Phaedria (16). Reason preserves men from "ship ... .rracke violent. II 

The structural sywaetry in the first section of the canto aligns 

terrors with delights, revealing the dangers inherent in both tJ? es of sensual 

stimuli. The unpleasant physical perils--the Quicksand, hfhirlpool, Rock, Gulf, 

~d Acrasia's sea monsters--are in essence physical manifestations of the 

moral dangers inherent in the t empting obstacles--the islands, mermaids, dole-

ful maid, and Phaedria. l:/hereas the former perils, associated with private 

forms of intemperance such as greediness, are overtly fright ening and de-
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structive, the latter are designed to entice the prota.gonists in order to 

trap them. The physical perils can be by-passed if the Palmer steers the 

boat vii th f'euen hand" (18) and the allurements require moral temperance, 

maintained by the pilot, Reason. rl'his symmetry, in its tv/a parts (delights 

and terrors or absence of delights), is a version of the Aristotelian 

extremes that are not t emperance. Guyon's Odysse~~ sea voyage prepares us 

for the more potent experiences of Acrasia's island, where titillation is 

designed ultimately to produce (as in t he case of the incontinent Grill) 

unpleasant physical embodiments of intemperance. 

The Bm'/er of Blis s 

Stanzas 35 and 87, the outer limits of the reversed-p)Tamid pattern 

in the second section of the canto, are linked primarily through thematic 

contrast. In the former stanza the protagonists are dismayed and fearful, not 

knowing "hm ... to direct their way" in the "grosse fog" \ ... hich has enveloped the 

universe. In the latter stanza, however, they prepare to depart from this 

same region in fair weather--"whilest \.,reather serues and v/ind"(87). 

The protagonists' problem of perception, indicated by such words as 

"dcu'knesse," "wander," "Vlastfull mist," "unespide," and "danger hidden," is 

prominent in the former stanza. But such confusion of the senses does not 

directly involve Guyon and the Palmer in the latter, for although the beastly 

incontinent Grill lacks intelligence and gropes in darkness, the protagonists 

are aware of "the excellence/Of his creation"(i.e. rationality) and the vir

tue of temperance. The fog is a physical embodiment of the moral problem 

which dominates Book II. The "grosse," "dull," "vTastefull:l mist symbolizes 

the "beastly" fog of "foule incontinence" \o/hich envelops the human "donghill 

kind lf who willingly forsake their humanity ("he chooseth ••• to be a beast") 



rather than subject themselves to rigorous self-control. Thus the problems 

of spiritual and physical perception and the inevitability of chaos when 

temperance is not maintained axe symbolically established i n stanza 35. And 

the matching stanza reveals the solution--the restoration of order (fair 

weather) through temperance (the Palmer's staff restores the beasts to their 

natural form, 87 ). It also pessimistically establishes that some men prefer 

their "hoggish" minds. 

The "vnfortunate/And fatall birds"(35-38) are not unrelated to the 

"wild-beasts ll (84-87). Constant references to the beasts' hideousness and 

ghastliness are reminiscent of the birds' unPleasantness. 8 The empl1aSis on 

"foule incontinence"(87) and "beastes" (used five times, in various forms ) 

underscores the results of contact with and submission to Acrasia. The trans-

formed beasts, as the IIsad end ••• of life intemperate"(85), manifest the 

fulfillment of the birds' prophecies of "sad destiny." The first half of the 

structural pattern seems to a~ticipate the experiences in store for u.s in 

the final stanzas of the Bower of Bliss episode. 

It is probably not mere coincidence that the protagonists suffer no 

physical injury in the encounter with the birds, for in like manner they sur-

vive the island and the Bmler. As they sail safely by the birds, the Boat-

man's physical prowess is coupled with the Palmer's ability to steer the 

craft: "th'one did row, and th'other stifly steare"(37). The adverb "stifly" 

suggests the Palmer's characteristic rigidity and rationality which contrast 

"lith the incontinence and "monstrous" minds of Acrasia' s beasts in the final 

8These birds, associated \·,rith deat :-t , sorrO\v,danger, and chaos, are 
the opposite of the halycon birds (Ovid's Meta:Jorphoses, 11. 745-6). Cf., for 
example, the ii Birds of Calm," associated with "peace ,1I "joys," and "the mild 
ocean" in Hilton's "Hymn: On the l'!orning of Christ's Nativity". 
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stanzas. 

Also, the Palmer 's sighting of the "sacred soile, It/here all our perils 

grm,r"(37.7-9) is linked vlith the Palmer's explanation that the beasts have 

been transformed by the "Enchauntresse" (85 .1-3). \'lhile the Palmer instructs 

Guyon to don his armour (in notable contrast to BarS- disarmed by Venus), 

Acrasia disarms men physically and spiritually and tm'ns them into beasts. 

While the Palmer endeavours to maintain t emperance through Reason, Acrasia 

preys upon human sensuality, manipulating physical responses in order to 

encourage self-indulgence. 

Similar verbal and theDatic parallels can be detected as the struc-

tural pattern continues to unfold and can perhaps best be indicated, briefly, 

in the following summary: 

Transitional 
stanzas: the 
wheel has 
come full 
circle 

Chaos 

Motivation 
causing 
Chaos: 
Acrasia's 

-sting 

St. 38 
Boat, passing fog & sea-birds, 
strD<es Acrasia 's Isle; pro
tagonists encounter the 1st 
hazard on shore: Acrasia's 
beasts 

Protagonists, with their cap
tives, Verda~t and Acrasia , 
leave Bm;rer and arrive ",{here 
they lately had/Charm'd t hose 
wild-beasts" 

Palmer governs Guyon Palmer pacifies beasts 
(Palmer's characteristic functions) 

St. 39 
Acrasia's beasts bello".,: 
"hideous bellm'lingll; "roard 
outrageously"; "rearing 
fiercely" 

4) "enraged" 

Hotivation for "Gaping full 
greedily ll to lIdeuoure those 
vnexpected guests": "As if 
that hungers point, or Venus 
sting/Had them enraged" 

St. 83 
Guyon destroys Bm'ler: "broke 
downe"; "feld"; "did defa ce:!; 
"spoyle"; "suppressellj l1burn"; 
"race II 

4) "tempest of his wrathful
nesse" 

Hotivation for Guyon's "rigour 
pit tile sse 11 in destroying Bmver: 
perhaps anger that he \vas 
attracted by maidens (65) , but 
ostensibly to revenGe J.\orda11t 
and Amavia (2.1. 61 ) 



Palmer's 
Staff and 
Net 

St. 40 
9) "Pal mer sage ll 

8-9 ) staff has "such \'lOndrous 
po\·fer ••• / All monsters to 
subd.ue" 

Palmer's "mighty s t affe " sub
dues Acrasia's monsters 

St. 41 
1) staff "fram'd was" 

. 9) "Palmer sage" versus 
(Reason) 

St. 82 
1) "carefull Pal mer f! 

2) "net so cunningly \'las 

wound" tr..nt neither Acrasia 's 
guile nor Verct2~t! s force 
"might it distraine" 

Palmer's flsubtile net"( 81) 
he~ captured Acrasia and her 
lover (Venus-Bars-Vulcan myth ) 

St. 81 

5) "did frame " net 

8) "faire Enchauntresse " 
(Incontinence) 

The next symmetrically linked stanzas associate the arrival "Hhereas 

the BO\'lre of Blisse was situate tr (l+2) \-lith the portrait of .the unmanned, s leep-

ing Verdant(80). This associat ion significantly lin1~ the first explicit 

comments in the canto about the nature of Acrasia's island \vith the most 

potent description of the effects of that island on Acrasia's victim, Verdant. 

The setting for the BO'vler is a place where Art imitates Nature, pClur-

ing forth everything S\'leet and pleasing and, hence, tempting and alluring. 

Pleonasms such as "poured forth \,fith plentifu1l dispence" and tlabound \'lith 

lauish affluence" suggest excessiveness and perhaps even wastefulness. And the 

water image, "poured," \vhich recalls the chaotic suggestiveness of water 

imagery in the underwater cave of the sleeping Horpheus (1.1.39-44), is echoed 

effectively by t he melting image in the verbally similar description of the ' 

disarmed Verdan.t: rtHis dayes, his goods, his bodie he did spend:/O horrible 

enchantment, that him so did blend"(80). Here ffblend tl suggests not only a 

melting of Verdant into unity with his surroundings of trwastfull luxuree," 

but also the encr!8.1ltress Aerasia \·jho has cau ed his unma.nning, for her name 

means "bad mixture" or tlno blendtl(a-krasis , a-krasja). Also, it glosses the 



spiritual blindness of Verdant ""hose of eye of reason, like that of the 

Redcross Knight in Book I, is "yblent." 
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That the notion of gratifying "dayntiest fantasie"(42.7) corresponds, 

structurally, \-lith the notion of experiencing "le1:,d 10ues"(80.7) is not 

coincidence. In effect, the "gratification" of sensual desires in Acrasia's 

. realm leads ultimately to the kind of "le\d loues" Verdant experiences in 

this portrait. The carefully designed craftsmanship of Acrasia 's Isle titil

lates the senses but, ultimately, it is a sexuality that perverts fertility 

or is, in other words, the force that turns VerdaJlts into Hordants. Verdant's 

sleep, a symbolic representation of death, ironically indicates that entice

ment here leads to frustration, for Verdant, in this state, can hardly reap 

the benefits of "solacing." 

The image of Verdant's "warlike e.rmes" hanging on the tree gives a 

vivid visual picture of the passivity induced by "le,.,d loues ll and "dayntiest 

fantasie." This image recalls the mytholof::,'ical disarming of ~.ars by Venus. 

And the emphasis is clearly upon idleness and inactivity: "the idle instru

ments/Of sleeping praise, were hong vpon a tree ••• in wastfull luxuree ••• his 

boctie he did spend"(80). The erasure of the arms on his shield--"his braue 

shield, full of old moniments ,j\vas fm"ly ra' st, that ~one the sig!1es might 

see ll (80)--indicates the loss of his martial promise; now he cares not for 

praise, honour, or "aduancement." Furthermore, it suggests the loss of 

virility; the disarming of Hars-Verdant shm'ls that passion or impulsive 

self -indulgence in the Em'fer leads to passi vi ty. The pun inherent in "moni

ments" is surely intentional: the monuments of battles are erased and Ver

dant fail,S to heed the warnings (llmoniments") about the inherent destructive 

possibilities of undirected ~, for he has abandoned the arms which bore 



those messages. 

Significant verbal , i !Tla:?;istic, and the::1atic parallels in the folIo\-!-

ing s tanzas support my contention that Spenser has carefully structured t he 

BO\<ler of Bliss episode. Once again , the symmetry CDJ1 be s Ul'%:larized: 

Accessi
bility and 
Resul t 

Gate and 
Acrasia 

Circean 
Enchantress 

Erotic 
images and 
frus tration 

St. 43 

1) "goodly fence " (but easy 
t o breD..1:) 

8) gate ' s "substatmce light" 

St. 7~ 

2) "goodly SHayne " (but nO\<1 
tmr:1anned) 

8 ) Verdant ' s "dm-.'nY hea.re II 

Like the notorious Gnrden of Dcduit in Roman de 12 Pose , this 
garden is easy to enter : ":t'ence t heroof but I:.' ealc;-e.nd. thin ••• 
gate ••• of su'cstccunce 1iCht" (43 ). The qualities necessary to 
stay out or slU'vi ve UJl.Sca thed-- I\·Iis clor.les pO\'ler and te:nper
atmces rrUGht "(43 )--are preciselJ- Ijhat "s l eeping" Verdant 
lacks in st . 79. 

St. L~4 

1) cate "franlCQ ",as of precious 
yuory" 
9) "First th.rOUgll the Euxine 
seas" 

Nedea : 5 ) "Eer Dighty charr:1es, 
her furious louing fit " 

9) Jason's "falsed faith and 
loue t oo lightly flit" 

St. 78 

1) Acrasia 's IIsnoHY brest" 

9) "ifuich sparckling on the 
silent l,,,raues " 

Acrasia : 6-8 ) "her fe..ire eyes 
••• ,'Ii th \'/hich she thrild/?raile 
harts, yet quenched not " 

No fulfillment as Acrasia "thrild" 
vIi th "her snoHY brest ••• bar~: to 
readie spoyle/Of hungry eies!! 

St. 45 St. 77 

"Portraits": 1) Itfrothy billm",s fry" 9) "s corched dea\·," 
Jason and Both oXY!:1orons recall Palmer ' s speech: "But ter:1perance ••• 
Nedea; .t.crasia can meaSl:.l' 0 Oll t a :neane ,/?reether to :nel t in pleasures what 
upon her bed desire . /Nor fry in hart l esse Grriefe "(2.1.58 )--useful gloss 
of Roses on titillation and frustration in Acrasia's realm 

Sinister 
Overtones: 
Similar 
visual 
imageS 

3-4) " ••• the ','/aues Here into 
yuory,/Or yuory into waues ••• " 

5-7 ) "snovrJ substatmce s~rent/ 
J ith vermeIl, like the boyes 
bloud t herein shed ,/A piteous 
spectacle " (Nedea murd.ered her 
children ) 

3) "was arayd , or rather 
disarayd l ' 

,\crasia in silk & silver, re
clining on bed of roses; web
like dress 8< Arachne ir.1Cl.~e: hi nt 
at reduction of Verdant to utter 
passivit:{ (1Iif r:1ore nicht be lt __ 
suggests e~ceS3 like cODparison 
of Isle vIi th Sden ) 



Dominant 
Colours & 
Textures 

St. It5 (cont. ) 

3-4) "yuory" (twice ) 
5) "sno\V'j subst ance 11 

6 ) "vermeIl"; "blov.d ll 

8) "gold" (metallic) 

St. 46 

Transitional 1-3) pass by II goodl y g2te "j 
stanzas introduce Genius 

3) II i:lhich thither came; but in 
the Porch t her e sate" 

5-6) Porter ' s "semblaunce pl eas
ing ••• / TI1at trnuellers to him 
seemd to entize " 

7-9) Disorder: "looD~r garment 
••• did fall/And fleH ••• in 
\vanton wize" 
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St. 77 (c ont.) 

5-6) lIalablaster ski n ••• more 
white 'r 

1) "bed of Roses"--Red? 
4) "siluer" 

St. 76 

7-9) introduce Acrasia and 
Verdant 

7) "In ''''hich they creeping 
did at last display" 

4-6) "cons t ant paire" not 
allured by Rose Song : "Heard 
all. •• / Yet s\,/arued not" 

1-3) Harmony: choir of birds 
"attune" t heir "diuerse notes" 
(cf. Art & Nature "agreed 
through sweete diuersitie ," 59 ) 

Before completing this summary, I should note that the intense series 

of parallels in tl1ese two stanzas demonstrates a phenomenon that occurs in 

several pairs of matched s tanzas in this pattern. The lines of the stanzas 

are symmetrically paired so tllat line 1 of st. 46 matches line 9 of st. 76, 

line 2 of st. 46 matches line 8 of st. 76, and so on so that line 9 of st. 46 

matches line 1 of st. 76: 

The above diagram shows tllat, besides being part of the larger reversed-

pyramid structure, these stanzas form a pattern which, when diagra~ed, resem

bles the figure Puttenham calls "the triquet (or triangle) displayed.,,9 

9Puttenham, The ~, p.93. Hereaft er, this type of symmetry \"ill be 
called a displayed-tiia~gle pattern. 



Genius and 
Rose Song 

False 
Enchanters 

Sinister 
Connotations 

Sensual at
tractiveness 

Temperate 
\>!eather; 
Harmonious 
sOW1d 

St. 47; 48 

3(47) "generation" 

8(47) IIThat is our Self II 

Negation of good Genius , Itgood 
Agdistes tI ( L!-8 ) who is associated 
with idea of procreation and 
proper sense of Self (47) 

Bad Genius: lIthe foe of life II; 
IIgood enuyesllj "guil efull 
semblauntsllj IIsecretly doth vs 
procure to fall" 

St. 49 

Genius: "charmed semblaunts 
sly" 

flowers and 'dine 

offers wine indiscriminately: 
enticer to balefulness-~his 
"guests" = !tis victims; his 
"idle curtesie" aimed at pro
ducing idleness 

8) Guyon overthrm"s bo1t/l--wine 
would be spilled--liquid: form
less; Guyon not tempted 

Sto 50 
3) "Stro,,,ed with pleasauns ll 

7-9) "pompous bride": "virgin 
bowre" 

Visually pleasant atmosphere 

Art undermines Nature 

St. 51 

8) "gently attempred" 
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St. 75; 74 
7(75) "defloHre" 

2(75) "Of mortall life" 

Negation of life: sinister con
notation: "louely l ay" equates 
man's life and plant cycle; tlde_ 
flovrre" ("all flesh is grass, "1.7) 

Bad blend : "eq:lall crime "--i. e . 
equal self-indulgence & frus
tration of Verdant & Acrasia-
not temperance 

St. 73 

Acrasia: sucks victim's "spright" 
(soul) out through his eyes 

images of deflowering & liquidity 

Acrasia, IIdepasturing delight,n is 
insatiable: Acrasia = destroyer; 
Verdant = her victim 

8) "quite molten into lust and 
pleasure lewd"--ambicuously 
applicable to both Acrasia and 
Verdant; V2rdant succumbed-
result = molten state (liquid: 
formless) 

St. 22 
7) "\'Ihilst round about them 
pleasauntly did sing" 

2-5) "faire ';/i tch ll solaces her
self with sleeping "ne'.v Louer" 
(one of many?) in "secret sh..ade!! 

Audibly pleasant atmosphere 

Acrasia destroys Verdant 

St. 71 

2) lIattempred sweet" 

"stedfast" ; "intemperate"; "meet" ( t\vice); "discreet II; 
"milde"j "moderate "j "attempred" "attempred" 
IIdisposed so 'tlell"; "holesome" 



Excessive 

St. 52 

7) "heauenly bowres" 

"Nore sweet" smell: Comparisons 
--sinister overtones 

61 

St. 70 

3) "not on liuing ground" 

"most melodious sound": PrOB
lem of perception 

'vIe should notice, a t this point, t hat the authorial voice constantly 

engages in a game of verbal trickery. As he presents the sensual data, he 

continually seems to applaud the attractiveness, then suspect it. Thi~ 

technique can be seen in the last three pairs of symmetrically linked stanzas 

in the preceding summary. 

Although the authorial voice initially seems to praise the "large and 

spacious plain"(50), his pleonasms reveal his suspicions that the island is 

perverted. His remark that the "grassy ground" is "mantled with greene," for 

example, is almost too explicit, for grass is normally associated with green-

ness. And the artificiality, reinforced by such images as "mantled" and "orn-

aments" and the formulaic "goodly beautifide," is ironically undermi..'1.ed by t he 

image in the concluding lines of Art as a "pompous bride" corning forth from 

her "virgin bO\"re." Just as an overdressed bride places her virginity in 

question, so Art ' 8 overadornment of \"hat is natural makes its "pleasauns" 

suspect. As the stanza develops, then, the coexistence of Art and Nature is 

placed in its true perspect ive: Art, distrusting Nature and finding it insuf-

ficiently beautiful (and, hence, insufficiently pleasurable ), seeks to beau-

tify it. But Art (as part of Acrasia's design) "too lauishly" adorns Nature, 

creating an excessive sensual attractiveness "'hich is s o pleasurable it in 

effect destroys Nature by undermining it. The senses themselves become sus-

pect. Problems of perception , like those faced by the Redcross Iillight in the 

first boo~, begin to arise. 

Similarly, the island's weather (51 ) seems truly paradisal. But the 
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narrator's initial applause of the "sweet a..'1d hole some smell" (tv/ice-repeated) 

becomes overt suspicion as the comparison becomes increasin81y sinister. The 

smell is "more s\veet and holesome" than that of R.'1odope where a grotesque 

deformed birth led to a mother 's suicide (perhaps an oblique allusion to the 

birth of Ruddymane and death of Amavia \vhich initiate Guyon's quest), or of 

the classical pastoral paradise, Tempe, where the usual v/ound of eros is 

changed to suggest slaughter or carnage : "Faire Daphne Phoebus hart 'flith loue 

did gore"(52). Such sinister i mages culminate Hith the r evelation that Art 

has so beautified the island that it outdoes Eden. The authorial voice's 

strategy, as he makes a statement, then subjects it to doubt, seems to be 

itself a form of deception by p~t. But to the alert reader it is a tempering 

technique whereby a true assessment of Acrasia's donBin can be reached. The 

authorial voice has so mixed his praise of t he sensual "pleasauns" Hith 

blame of the excessive artificiality that a bad blend is yielded; the stanza 

itself is a-la-asia , like Acrasia' s "paradise." 

This technique is continued in the three sywnetrically corresponding 

stanzas. The authorial voice presents an audibly pleasant atmosphere, but his 

coupling of "pleasant" sounds \O{i th erotic imager: ("13sciuious," "light licent

ious," 72) tends to make both aspects suspect, especially 'tlhen they are con

sidered in the light of Acrasia's conquests. The emphasis on her Circean 

qualities ("faire \>/it ch ," "sorceree," and "witchcraft"), her insatiability, 

and VerdC'...nt' s passi vi ty indicates that all is not paradisal in the EOi·Jer. 

Similarly, the narrator undermines the Bmver's sounds. He describes 

the joyous birds as "shrouded" in "shade"(71). The problem of sense-perception 

is explic,itly stated: "Right hord it was, for \tlight, which did it heare ,ITo 

read, what ma..'1ller musicke that r.1ote bee :r(70). And the pleonastic "one harmonee 
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••• all agree," coupled with the suspicious word "pleasing" and the unneces

saxy "elseVlhere, 11 suggests that this p.1Usic , like the Isle's weather and 

odour, is excessively harmonious, In other vlOrds , it is artificially stimu

lated and ultimately intended to allure Verdants into Acral3ia ' 13 snares. The 

birds here function as TTfowlers ," luring men to t heir island's mistress. 

They are part of Acra.sia' 13 sensual manipulation and .the resul ta.YJ.t confusion 

of "victor" and "victim. " 

Just as Art undermines ~YJ.d destroys Nature in Acrasia's Isle, so 

Acrasia undermines and destroys Verdant's humanity in her Bower. And the 

authorial voice undermines the sensual attractiveness of the Isle, the Bower, 

and the portrait of the lovers by applauding, then suspecting. If we have 

perceived the narrator's favourite habit , we should, in the first half of 

the symmetry, become aware of the nature of Acrasia' 13 island. And, armed vii th 

such insights, vie should detect the nature of her Bo',fer itself. The authorial 

voice teaches us how to read his account as he describes the effects of Art 

in the island. The same suspicious approach should prepare us for the moral 

temptations of the human delights offered by Acrasia in the second half of 

the symmetry. 

These observations are reinforced by the reactions of the protago

nists in the next symmetrically linked stanzas. In stanza 53 Guyon bridles 

his will and resists the temptation to rela.~ offered by the sensuaus settLYJ.g; 

he then moves fOrvlard, arriving at the Porch of Excesse. In stanza 69 the 

Palmer has to rebuke Guyon and dra\o[ him away from the temptations of the 

wanton bathers; then the protagonists move towards the Bower itself. 

Guyon remains temperate in the former instance, refusing to succumb 



to the sensual pleasantness: 

Huch wondred Guyon at the faire aspect 
Of that S\<Jeet place , yet suffred no delight 
To sincke into his sence , nor mind affect, 
But passed forth, and lookt still fOri-lard right, 
Bridling his will , and maistering his might •••• 

(2.12.53) 
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Such self-control is necessary if one is to survive unscathed t he temptations 

of Acrasia's Isle and BO\.,.er. Here the authorial voice informs the r eader how 

to read the poem; like Guyon, he had better question everything. That ""lOnder" 

connotes both amazement and the need for suspicion is evidenced by the aspects 

of the place--the odour, \'leather, and visual beauty--that were described in 

the preceding stanzas. Hhile the setting is attractive, a careful reader Vlill 

be aware that the narrator has exposed it as an artifi cially-\'Jl'ought sensual 

paradise that is not to be trusted. 

But in the structurally corresponding stanza the Palmer has to rescue 

Guyon from the wanton maidens. Guyon's senses are tickled and the proffered 

"delight" besins to sink into his sense: 

On ""hich ""hen gazing him the Pal mer saw, -
He much rebul~t those Vlandring eyes of his, 
And counseld \.;ell, him forward thence did draH. 

(2.12.69) 

The Palmer, as Reason externalized, intervenes to maintain t emperance in the 

hero who, by himself, cannot prevent his eyes from "\.,.andring. " 

In the final lines of stanza 53 Guyon reaches a gate that is "no 

gate, but like one"--a gate , in other words, that is J'nam'd amis." The de-

scription of this gate glosses the nature of t he island and the BOHer: 

"goodly dight(.'lith boughes and braunches, \.,.hich did broad dilate/Their clasp-

ing armes" in wanton \,Ireathings intricate"(53). Beginning \.,. ith that suspicious 

formulaic "goodly" and containing suggestions of artificiality ("dight," 



"intricatefl ), eroticism (lfclaSI)ing arr.:es,fI flwanton"), and sinister entrap-

ment (flclasping armes," n\oJreathings fl ), these lines su~gest the island's 

nature and foreshadoH the scene in Acrasia' s BOl.-fer. Such are the methods 

Acrasia employs to capture her victims and the effects that she h~ upon 

them. The description of the gate in the first part of the symmetry indicates 

that we do not really need to see the 30wer to comprehend its essential 

nature: the Isle 's delights and the BOVier ' s bliss are equally suspect. 

It is not mere coincidence that the structurally aligned stanza con-

tains an explicit reminder of Guyon's quest and an e~~licit statement that 

Acrasia's Bower is misnamed: 

No\v are they · come nie;h to the Bovrre of blis 
Of her fond fauorites so nam'd a mis: 
VThen thus the Pal mer; Nov! ?: "!:', ,.,rell auise; 
For here the end of all our trauell is: 
Here Honnes Acrasia •••• 

Guyon has sought the Bm"er in order to destroy it and revenge the deaths of 

Amavia and Hordant. But, althou[;h aware of the island's nature as his rejection 

of its artificial setting s hows, he responds to the sensual excitation of the 

more human temptation represented by the girls frolicking in the fountain. He 

is thus confronted with his O,'ln innate concupiscence. Ironically, the state-

ment that the Dower is misnamed comes just after this temptation has been 

described. In s pite of his moral 8.Vlareness of the dangers inherent in the Isle, 

our hero is titillated by the bathers' sensuality. And He, as reader s, grad-

ually become al'fare of our tendency to be unintellectual in sensually comfort-

able situations. Our suspicions about Acrasia's isl~~d are easily set aside 

as we encolli~ter the vivid sensual description of the maidens. 

The symmetry allows us to anticipate the Bower itself \.,rithout enter-

ing it. That is, the pattern has a teaching aspect. \'Ie should be able to see 
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the Bovier from t he outsi de and avoid its daneers, as Ver dant should have . 

The Palmer and Guyon should be able to read it too, but they must enter to 

rescue Verdant and t o destr oy t he enchant ment. 

Spens er exploits t his aspect as t he sy~~etrical pattern converges 

around s tanza 61. After diaGraming t he evidence that t hese stanzas are 

structurally linked, I will consider the implications of such associa tions 

for the meanine of t he Bower epi s ode. The follO\.;ing s ummary shoy,s verbal, 

imagistic, and t hematic parallels: 

Porch 8c 
Grapes; 
Haidens 

St. 54 

1-6) "enbracing vine ll entices 
passers-by 

3) "seemed to entice" 

7-9) 3 s tages of rigeness of 
grapes; 3 "red" words; also 
8) IIJ.D.ughi ng" 

, . 

St. 55 
Golden 2) "So made by art, to beautifie 
Grapes j I'laid the rest" 
with golden 
hair 

Aim: titil
lation 

Excesse 
and 
Haidens 

4) liAs lurking from the vew of 
couetous g~uest II 

8) "faire weedes ll 

9) "loose" 

1) "burnisht gold" 

gold grapes hide among leaves 

Embodiment of a - krasia : Excesse 
= "comely dame" lIcl ad i n f a i r e 
weedes" but "f oule disordered" 
and ~/ith Ilgar ments loos e" 

St. 56 
9) "It \-las her guise" 

"sappy liquor"; "~"Jine=presse"; 
IIwine"j "drink" 

St. 68 
L~-9) girls entice Guyon 

8) IIbeclmed to approachll 

1-3) 3 fllaughters" and 3 
"blushes" of the maiden 

St. 67 

8) "So hid in lockes B..'ld 
\-[aues from lookers t he f t II 

6) "So that faire spectacle 
from him \-las ref t" 

2) "faire lockes" 

3) "lose" 

5) "golden mantle" 

girl hides in hair and \oIav"!s 

~~iden (hair unbound) = bad bl end 
of titilla tion and fulfill ment: 
excess of former l eads to de
fault of latter (i.e. f r uGtra
tion) 

St. 66 

2) "his vm/onted guise" 

"rll11" 1.r",rl"! "f'lrlrlrlll! Ilm",lt.; n C' '' 
- ........... .... ...... - J -_ ..... _ - 1 · · · -- --- ... 0 
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St. 57 St. 65 
Excesse and 1-5) G yon resists t emptation 7-9) Guyon t empted by ba thing 

girls--9) "gan secret pl eas
aunce to el:Jbrace" 

Haidens --refuse e; l>::Xcesse' sHine: 
1) "offred it to t ast" 

Sensual 
Paradise & 
Haidens 

A-krasia 

The 
Fountain 

5) tlliquor stained all the 
lond"; Golden "cup" smashed 

9) "displeasure tl 

Ultimately t he s ame: ~xcesse 
succumbs to his desires t hey 

St. 58 
1-2) "There the most daintie 
Paradise on ground,/It selfe 
doth offer to his sober eye" 

5) "yellO\'/ heare/Christalline 
humour dropped do\>me apace"; 
lIyellow heare " drops 

9) !lsecret pleasaunce ll 

is frustrated; if Guyon 
vfill be frustrated 

St. 64 
8-9 ) "Then suddeinly both 
would themselues vnhele/ And 
th 'amarous s':leet spoiles to 
greedy eyes reuele" 

"sober eye": temperance "greedy eyes ll : incontinence 

3) "pleasures plenteously abound" 7) "waues appeared plaine ll 

7) "Christall running by" 7) "Christall waues" 

St. 59 St. 63 
1-2) "(so cunningly the rude,/ 
And scorned parts Vfere mingled 
with the fine )" 

3) "for wantonesse ensued" 

3-4) Art vs Nature: ~~cess 
versus Default 

9) "all varietie" 

St. 60 

1) "a fOl.mtaine stood" 

2) I!Of richest substaunce" 

3) "siluer flood ll 

4) "Through ••• one might see" 

7) "some. aeernd" 

7) "Of which" 

9) IIdid ••• embay in liquid ioyes" 

8-9 ) "ne car'd to hyde,/Their 
dainty parts from ve ... , of any, 
which them eyde ll 

8) "wrestle vlantonly" 

7) Contest bebleen maidens: 
Bold versus Coy 

1) "all the margentll 

St. 62 
9) "the fountaine" (also, 2) 

8) "Iaspar shining brightll 

7) "\'/aues" 

7) "through ••• one might the 
bottom see" 

5) "it seemd ll 

3) "The \-Thich" 

1) IIInfinit streames con
tinually did \.,ell" 



The "vertex" or 
"centre" of the 
reversed-pyramid 
pattern 

St. 61 
Gold ivy painted green 
5) as centre of pattern? Notice 
parallel: 3) "rich metall," 
7) "siluer de\'I''' 
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The intense pattern, whereby the lines of stanzas 60 and 62 are aym-

metrically matched to form a displayed-triangle, reveals once again the phe-

nomenon of a pattern vlithin the larger reversed-pyrru~id pattern of this sec-

tion of canto 12. That Spenser simultaneously set up two different t ypes of 

patterns within t his piece of text shoHS hoVl consciously concerned he was 

with architecttITal structuring and how highly integrated the structures of 

his canto are. 

Three features of the fore going sun~ary--the str uctural association 

of the grap8s, of Excesse, and of the "daintie Paradise" Hith the maidens--

require special comment. 

First, Spenser's grapes are very helpful, encouraging laziness ("hang

ing dO'l'me ••• as freely offering to be gathered, "54) O.S well as tempting the 

taste buds. And the girls, in the corresponding stanza, endeavour to o$sist 

the passer-by by beckoning and increasing their titillation. ~ut the grapes, 

although described in erotic terms, can scarcely offer the samt: kind of 

potential delight that the wanton bathers do. 

As the gold grapes are introduced, the authorial voice's s'..lspicions 

become more overt. This mixture of real and artificial grapes is a bad blend, 

intended, as is all Art on the island, to produce sensual titillation Hhich 

'trill lead eventually to passivity. Similarly, the maiden's laughs and blushes 

produce a blend of boldness and modesty that is calculated to captivate 

Guyon's sense. Jus t as t he gold grapes, being inedible, pervert the entice-

ment to "tast," so the maidens offer only stimula tion not sexual f ulfillment. 
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Having comprehended the meaning of the grapes, "'1e do not need to enCOtUlter 

the girls to know the r:loral danger s of Acras ia' s Bmler. Like her Isle it 

is a-krasia. 

Second, Excesse, who embodies the quality that her name implies ( vIe 

are told, for example, that lI~xcesse exceedingly vIas i-Troth , II 57 ), indiscrim

inately offers ",ine lito all Straungers goodly so to greet 11 (56 ). But vlhile 

Guyon is easily able to resist the t emptation Excess e offers in a Golden 

cup (57), he cannot pass by the colden-haired maidens with such ease: IlItis 

stubborne brest gan secret pleasaunce to embrace 11 (65). Si Gnificantly , this 

temptation occurs as Guyon ivitnesses the contrary motions of the bathers. 

The rising and falling suegests a polarity in personality traits--one girl 

is coy, the other bold. But it also presents an image of balance. By placing 

two maidens in the fountain, Spenser crea tes a kind of equilibrium which, 

operating in the context of .;'crasia' s desiens, vlill prove to be a-la'asia. 

Ironically, if Guyon succumbed to his longing to embrace the girls, he would 

be led to his ovm entrapment in an Acrasia-induced passivity. 

The image of liquidity associated with the maidens ' yellow hair 

("Christalline humour, "65) sum:;ests a parallel \<Ii th ~xcesse! sHine, for both 

"liquors" are intended to entice and entrap. The protagonist 's easy resist

ance to the Hine is offset by his near-abandonment of self-control "'hen he 

faces the bathers. Guyon's reactions are indicative of the effect of the 

added human element in the second part of the sywmetrical pattern. The new 

quality of hum~~ sensuality in the wanton maidens' allurements increases 

the observer's susceptibility. 

Third, the structural association of the sensual paradise i·lith these 

girls illustrates, once again, the increase of potency when the object of 
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temptation is human. Although Guyon views the tldaintie Paradise " with a 

"sober eye ," his eyes become "greedy" Vlhen he \<fitnesses the provocative 

actions of the nru{ed girls. The setting, excessively pleasurable (e. g. the 

pleonasm "pleasures plenteously abound," 58 ) and paradoxically beautified 

through "s\Veete diuersitie," is deceptively attractive. Like the girls' 

"amarous si'/eet spoiles ll (a bilingual oXlJmoron created by the pun on "amorous" 

and the Latin amarus , "bitter"), the eroticism of Acrasia's realm is a bad 

blend of excessive sensual sweetness and bitter experiential reality. If t he 

erotic hunter's "greedy eyes" succumb to the "spoiles"(i.e. the girls), he 

himself \.fill bec ome the passive "spoil" of the huntress, Acrasia • 

. _----
The authorial voice's comment, as he discusses the metal ivy, ~~~es 

the stanza appropriate for the vertex of this symmetrical pattern: "That 

wight, vlho did not vlell auis 'd it vew,!l/ould surely deeme it to be yuie 

trew"(6l). This is the problem of perception we have repeatedly encountered 

in the first half of the pattern--the lavish beautification of Nature by Art. 

And, since the narrator's habit of applauding, then suspecting, has been fre

quently exhibited in earlier stanzas, we should certainly be "\,lell auis'd tl by 

this point of the sinister implications of such artful beauty. In fact, by 

the time we reach this ivy in the centrally-located fountain" we feel quite 

confident that vIe knO\.,r its significance. 

In the first half of this symmetry t he guide,nce of the authorial 

voice enables us to perceive the nature of Acrasia's island and thus to have 

a moral awareness of what her Bo\Ver itself represents. As we approach the 

fountain f He, like Guyon, are faced with an abundance of sensual attractions, 

all of which the authorial voice undermines thrOUGh sinister suggestiveness. 
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The visual, aromatic, and climatic "pleasauns" of the Isle is achieved 

through Art's perversion of Nature. Together 'dith the grapes and the Hine 

of Excesse and Genius, this landscape offers temptations to self-indulgence 

which can be readily overcome by Guyon's reasonableness and the reader's 

alertness. 

Only after describing the metal ivy and the fountain itself does 

the narrator introduce the first truly erotic human temptation--the girls. IO 

The imagery becomes increasingly erotic and sensuous as the temptations be-

c'ome human and hence more potent manifestations of the qualities seen in the 

first part of Srenser ' s design. As Guyon stops to watch the bathers, we, feel-

ing secure in our knO\oJ1edge of \",hat the island represents, begin to relent 

our "earnest pace" of intellectual questioning in order to savour the sen-

sual beauty of t he descriptions. Paradoxically, as \'Je read more slovrly , we 

become less ready to notice (or at least accept) the warnings inherent in 

the passage's sinister overtones. 

Thus the structural symmetry of the Bower of Bliss episode is 

important in det ermining the relationship between the readers and the pro

tagonist. ll Like the Redcross Knight, ",ho escapes the House of Pride only to 

laThe human elements in the first half ' of the syrmnetry--the gate's 
imaGes of Jason and Hedea, the i mages of t he boys on the fount ain, ~xcesse , 

and Genius--flUlction as "moni ments." Genius and Zxcesse are ins trumental i n 
enticing victims into t he garden (they offer wine, but not t hemselves ). J\,nd 
the IInaked boyes l1 (60 ), "playing their Hanton t oyes ll and embaying in "liquid 
ioyes," ironically foreshadO\·r t he scene which depicts t he results of self-in
dul/jence(71). These imc<ges are linked by r hyme("ioyes," "boyes,t! "toyes Tl

) and 
repetition of II1:fanton" "lith t:le 'flasciuous boyes"(7l) ",ho sinG and pl eW r ound 
about Acra.sia as she "depastures " upon the sleeping Verdant (7].,.72). 

11,spenser 's concern ,·,ith the reader ber:omco obvi~uo in the first half 
of the synunet r y . ·.'lhen the authorial voice tell s us , \ for example, that "All 
this a11d 'more miGht in t hat Goodly l3ate/Be r ed" (46 ) and th t Guyon !! :;Iuch 
\V'ondred" (53 ) at the landscape ' s beauty , \'/ e a.re being warned to be .suspicious. 
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be seduced by Duessa , Gu.yon surpasses the obstacles from fog to iV'J only to 

be titillated by the girls •• \nd although Itle \-Iere confident, as \rIe encountered 

the metal ivy, that I,re were "Hell auis 'd"(6l), we require the Pal mer 's in-

structions ("Ho\-l Sir, well auise,1I69) after Guyon has been tempted. l, /e , as 

readers, sympathize \'/i t h Guyon's as a possible reaction to the maidens , but 

we retain the necessary degree of detachment; Hhile \ve suspend our disbelief, 

\'le are a\'l2..re that the poe r.l is a fiction. He are not so rmch attracted by the 

maidens as I'le are generally inclined to be unintellectual in sensually com-

fortable situations, accepting the pleasant, sensuous, and deliGhtful Hithout 

k ' t ' , 12 as.l.ng 00 many queSGl.ons. 

Hhat we become involved in is a differentiation behTeen the cataleptic 

and experiential aspects of Spenser's Bower of Bliss. The difference behreen 

vThat \-Ie apprehend and \'That He experience is env-ained into the episode through 

a structural symmetry "'/hich nevertheless cannot readily be discerned. "'Ie learn 

in the first half of the symmetry hO\-l to read the description of Acrasia 's 

Isle. Even so, we fail to take seriously the menace of the swimming girls even 

though, for the hero, they are the one effective threat to his self-control. 

The erotic description of the seductress and the portrait of the disarmed 

Verdant, confirm in the second part of the pattern the suspicions Ive had held 

in the first. The suspicious possibilities of the first part of the symmetry 

are confirmed as we experience the second part. The secret symmetrical pattern 

in the second section of canto 12 engrains the poem's meaning into its design. 

12Cf • J'u-lene N. Okerlund, IISpenser' s \'ianton !·I.:lidens ll
, B ·lLA , LX..'(.,{VIII 

(1973), 62-68. Her argument that the reader, although aware that the bathing 
girls renresent a t emptation that should be resisted, is titillated by the 
sensual ;ttractivenes~ of the description and , hence , confronted \'lith his m,m 
concuuiscence is somewhat overstated. It fails to account f or the reader!s 
neces;ary degree of detachment. He can hardly experience the same type of titil
lation that Guyon does, although he can sympathize with Guyon's reaction. 



CHAPI'E..'R III 

T~ FAERIE Qur~r~ , 2.12: 

EXTRINSIC D:ZSIGN 

Introduction 

Besides the tHO pieces of strustural symmetry "Tithin the canto it-

self, Spenser has simultaneously set up demons trable symmetries bcbreen The 

Faerie Queene , 2.12, and other parts of the poem. Hy purpose in the present 

chapter is to demonstrate such s~r~etries. A detailed examin~tion of each 

pattern would prove impractical. TIlerefore, I will outline briefly the 

evid.ence for the existence of each piece of structural symmetry a.'1d discuss 

only t.he parallels '-'ihich most affect the poem's meanines. 

In order to facilitate discussion, I have set up the f o110i.,ring system 

f or identifying the various structural patterns. In each case I have chosen a 

symbol to identify the piece of text '.-/hieh corresponds symr.letrical1y "lith the 

Bevier of Bliss. Hereafter , patterns vfill be referred to by symbolic notation. 

Pattern 

BB(l) 

BB(2) 

Am(2) 

Descri~tion of Pattern 

Reversed-pyramid pattern of Guyon ' s Voyage: ccnvere;es fro p.! 
st. 1 and st. 3Lt of 2.12 and hinges on st. 17 and st . 18 

Reversed~pyrar.ri.d pattern of Bower of Bliss : converges from 
st. 35 and st. 87 of 2.12 ruld hinges on s t. 61 

Syr.l1netrical pairine of 2 .12.60-87 and 2.1.[;.0-2.2.6, so that 
2.12. 60 r.1D.tches 2.1.40 , .2.12. 61 Matches 2.1. 1fl, ••• 2.12. 87 
matches 2.2.6 (matcilinG stanzas are numerically 20 stanzas 
apart) 

Symmetrical pairing of 2.12.73-37 lIitl':t 2.1.43-57, s o that 
2.12.73 mat ches 2.1.43, 2. 12.74 matches 2.l. LI-4, ••• 2.12. 37 
matches 2.1.57 (Matching stanzas are numerically 30 s t a11ZM 
apart) 
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Pattern 
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Description of ?8.ttern 

Displ ayed-triangle p2.ttern lilli::ing 2 .12 . 87-59 ~·!i th 2 .1. 33-61, 
so t hat 2.12. 87 r.;atches 2 .1. 33 , 2.12. 86 matches 2.1.3L~, ••• 
2.12.59 matches 2 .1. 61 

Syr..metrica l pairin:,: of 2.12.46-65 with 3.6.29-Lr8, s o t hat 
2.12. Lr6 matches 3 . 6 . 29 , 2 .12 . 47 natches 3 . 6 . 30 , ••• 2 .12. 65 
matches 3.6.48 (catching stanzas are numerically 17 s t anzOE 
apart) 

Synmetrical pairing of 2.12.61-76 \'Jith 3 . 6.3Lf-49 , s o t hnt 
2.12.61 matches 3 . 6 . 34 , 2.12 .62 matches 3 . 6 . 35 , ••• 2 .12.76 
matches 3.6.49 (mat chLl1G s t anzas are nUr:leri cD.lly 27 s t anzas 
apart ) 

SYr.1wetrica l pelirinG of 2 .12 .42-59 \·rith 3 . 6 . 30-47, s o that 
2.12.42 mat ches 3 . 6. 30 , 2 .12 .43 mat ches 3 . 6 .31, ••• 2. 12. 59 
catches 3.6.47 (oatchinc s tanzas CU'C nuoerically 12 s t 2.nZ8.B 
apart ) 

SY!Jmetrica l lX'.lr:!..ng of 2 .12 .50-78 \·rith 3 .5.27-55, s o t hat 
2.12 .50 matches 3 . 5 . 27, 2 .12.51 c2tches 3.5.28 , ••• 2.12.78 
matches 3.5.55 

S~r!1f.1e trical pairinG of 2 .12.60- 65 'dith 4.10.39-44, s o that 
2 .12. 60 r.latches 4.10.39 , 2 .12 .61 natches 4.10.40 , ••• 2 .12.65 
matches 4.10.lt4 

Symnetrica l pai.ri nG of 2.12.1-34 \·rit h 2.7.1-34, s o t hat 
2.12.1 mat ches 2 .7.1, 2.12.2 matches 2 .7. 2 , ••• 2.12.34 matches 
2.7.34 

Symnetrical :?airing of 2 .12.60- 66 \-lith 2.7.53-59, so tha t 
2.12.60 matches 2.7.53, 2.12.61 matches 2.7.54, ••• 2 .12.66 
matches 2.7.59 and of 2.12.71-73 \.,ri th 2 .7. 64- 66, s o that 
2.12.71 mat ches 2 . 7 . 64, 2 .12 .72 r.la tches 2.7. 65 , and 2 .12 . 73 
matches 2.7.66 (pattern ski ps four sets of stanzas) 

,sycll:letrical pairinG of 2 .12 . 59-66 \'Fith 2 . 5 . 27-3L~ , s o that 
2.12.59 r.lat ch0S 2 . 5 . 27, 2 .12. 60 matC.les 2.5.28 , ••• 2 .12 . 66 
matches 2.5.3LI-

Note that I have numbered patterns as (1) even in cases '.-rhere only 
one pattern behleen a pDr ticular :piece of text ond canto 12 has been found , 
on the assur:lption t hat nore patterns are pr:::>babl y discernible. 

Ke;y: to S;,{nbo1s 

BB BO\'ler of Bliss (2 .12) 

Am Amnvia Zpisode (2 .1) 

GA Garden of Adonis (3 . 6 ) 

Bel . Bel phoebe- Tini as Episode C3. 5 ) 

TV 

!-'la:! 

Cym 

Ter.lple of Venus (4.10) 

EamT':1on Epis ode (2 .7) 

Cymochles Episode (2 .5) 
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The Amavia ~T)isode .. 
and the BOVier of Bliss 

The Bower of Bliss canto (2.12) sets up three distinct symoetries 

,lith t he Amavia episode (2.1 ). In t he follO't/ing pnges I \"ill de!!lonstrate 

each of these three patterns (Am (l), Am (2), and Am (3»). 

Pattern Am (l) 

The first pair of staJl.zas in pattern A.'ll (l) associates the "bubbling . 

fountaine"(2.1.40 ) beside which Amavia dies with t he f ountain in the centre 

of Acrasia 's island (2.12 . 60 ) . The imagery of liquidity is sir.ri.lar, "cleane 

,·,raues" and "purple gore"(2.1. 40) parallelled by "siluer flood" and "euery 

channell run..T1ine;"(2.l2.60). The mixture of blood and water in the former 

stanza gives a sinister oVertone to the latter. Amavia's suicide is a phys-

ical eobodime!1t of t he moral and spiritual suicide committed by those \'Tho 

succumb to t he Acrasian inducements to relax (especially the girls in the 

fountain) • .iUS 0 , the description of Ruddymane invites comparison vlith the 

"shapes of naked boyes" on Acrasia' 13 f ountain. Like Amavia ' 13 "louely babe " 

who "in her streaming blood ••• did embay/ His litle hands"(2.l.40), those bo~rs 

play "their wanton toyes" and "er.Jbay in liquid ioyes"(2.l2.60). 

The evidence f or t he existence of t his symmetry in the folloHing 

stanzas can be summarized briefly: 

Mordant and 
Hetal Ivy: 
(real ar
mour but 
dead knip;ht j 

real colour 
but artifi
cial ivy) 

2.12.61 

1) "purest gold" 

3 ) "rich mettall vIas s o 
coloured" 

2) "yui e in his natiue hew" 

5 ) "yuie trew" (artificial . ~ \ 
~v-y seems rec:u.) 

8) "fleecy flo\Vres " 

2.1.41 

1) "soiled gras" 

3) "armour all \'lith bloud 
besprinckl ed , ... as II 

2) "dead corse of an armed knight " 

5 ) "yet beine; ded" (seeM alive: 
iired ••• cheeks ii ) 

7) "freshest flm'lre" 



Blood and 
',later 

Duty ver sus 
Rela:.::a t ion 

Death and 
Bi r th 

I mages of 
theft 

Sorrow: Joy 

2.12. 62 

2) "fountai ne" 

3) "ampl e l aueI''' 

6) "depth" 

2.12. 63 

Guyon sees eirl s : k..l1iCht en
count er s tenptation to aban
don quest 

2.12.64 

2.1.42 

2) "marbl e s tone " 

3) "f resh bloud" 

5) "deepe" 

2.1.43 

Guyon r evi ves A~avia : Y~ibht 

helps !:laiden in distr ess 

3) "ouer maist ered by mi ght" 3 ) "tcmpr ed v[i th SHeet voi ce" 

9) Girls "th ' anarous SHeet 9 ) Guyon a.sks Ar:Javia t o reveal 
s poiles to [;reedy eyes r euel e" her story 

2.12.65 

. 2) "Eis c1eav/y face ••• the sea 1) "eie-lids she vp gan reare" 
doth r eare 11 

1) "messenger of morne" 
3) I1ne· .. l l y borne" 

7-9) Guyo~ "G[m secret 
pleasaunce : 0 embrace ll 

2.12.66 

·3-5) "th ' one her selfe 10\·, 
ducked ••• t h 'other ••• did 
arise" 

7) Hmelting bartH 

2.12.67 

1) "other l ike\'lis e vp arose 11 

3) "10\'[ adowne did l os e 11 

6-9) girl hides in hair and 
''laves "fr om lookers t heft" 

2.12.68 . 

3) LIlcu den' s "lauGht erH 

5) "sparklinG fac e l1 

7) l1wanton meriments " (lead 
to misfortune) 

2) "drery death!! 
6) "deadly dreame" 

8 9) ""'a Vl' a . lias hat :Ln' R: li I~e - .... :. ~. ~ ~-

and light" 

2.1.46 

3) "Thrise he her reard , and 
thrise she sunke againe" 

6) "frozen hart" 

2.1.47 

1) "casting vp a deadly 100ke 11 

3) !ldid thrO\./" 

6-9) "Take not Et\my now got, 
\'i'hich none would Giue to me 11 

2.1.48 

3) Ifsad life" 

5) 11bitter panes" 

7) I'SO huge mi sfortUJle" 



Duty versus 
Relaxation 

Acrasia 

Acrasia 

Verdant and 
Hordant 

Depasturing 
of Verdant; 
Birth of 
Ruddymane 

2.12.69 

Palmer addresses Guyon about 
Acrasia 

2) "much re buld " 

4) "Bo'dre of blis" 

7) "For here the end of a.ll 
our trauell is" 

8) "Acrasia" 

2.12.70 
3-4) !'not on liuing ground ••• 
this paradise" 

7) "all that pleasing is to 
liuing ea.re" 

8-9) "one harmonee ••• all 
agree" 

2.12.71 
11usic in her Bower 

7) "Haters fall" 

2.12.72 

1-2) "that Husick ••• the faire 
\vitch" 

2-3) "her selfe now solacing.! 
\'lith a new Louer" 

3-4) "through sorceree/ And 
witchcraft" 

5) "There she had him no,,, 
layd a slombering" 

9) "light licentious toyes" 

2.12.73, 
4) "greedily depasturing 
delight" 

6 ) "For feare of \'laking him" 

2.1.49 

Palmer addresses Guyon about 
I'lordant . 

2) "heauen accusing" 

4) "these sad \Vords" 
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7) '~oe this dead corpse, tha t 
lies here vnderneath" 

8) Hordant: "gentlest knight " 

2.1.50 

3-4) "heauens ••• from aboue" 

7) "puissant force to proue" 

8-9 ) "this child ••• with bloud 
defild" 

2.1.51 

She dvlells on "wandring Island" 

7) "perilous GUlfe" 

2.1.52 

1) "Her blisse is all in pleas
ure and delight" 

2) "she makes her louers drunken 
mad" 

3) "with vlords and vreedes of 
wondrous might" 

5-6) "Hy lifest Lord she t hus 
beguiled had i/For he "laS flesh: 
(all flesh doth frailtie breed.)" 

9 ) "daunger and great dreed ll 

2.1.53 

4) "my v:ombe her burdein "[ould 
forbeare" 

6) lIa manchild forth I brought" 

The coupling of duty and relaxation, \-later and blood, joy and s orrov" 

a.'1.d birth 'e~'1d death culminates I'-li th Acrasia I s victims, Verdant and rlordant. 

The unfolding symmetry suggests that contact Y/ith Acrasia destroys the fer-
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tili ty and life-Genera t.inG potential of Verdants (literally, ttbecoming- green" 

or "spring-giving") producing Mordants (literally, ttdeath-givingtt). The 

sleeping Verda'1t, surrounded by ostensible pleasures , has almost become a 

Hordant. 

Verdant and r10rdant are continu:lily linked as the pattern continues. 

· The main parallels are outlined beloH: 

Rose Song 
and 
Morda:1t 

Death: 
Sleep 

2.12.74 
~utability of Roses 

8) tlHer bared bosome she doth 
broad display" 

2.12.72 
"Paramo\'lre"(love and death); 
"defloweringtt process hints 
at Verdant's fate 

carpe die!:! ther.le 

2.12.76 
End of Rose Song 

4) "constant paire heard all" 

8) Acrasia: "vJanton Ladie" 

8-9) "louer ••• /~lhose sleepie 
head she in her lap did soft 
dispose" 

2.12.77 

2.1.54 
Hordant transfor med by Acrasia 

8 ) "foule intemperance" 

2.1.55 
4-7) Acrasia's "charm" means 
death for l'lordant, loss of love; 
for Amavia 

Hordant drinks and dies 

2.1.56 
End of Amavia's story (she dies) 

5) "That seeing good Sir Guyon" 

9) Amavia: "faire Ladie" 

3-4) lias dOl;me to sleepe her 
layed,/And ended all h~r \'Ioe 
in quiet death" 

Rose as "image of thy day II (74 ) Dead Amav:t~ M "image of 
--Acrasia on bed of roses mortditie" 

Acrasia as temptress 

2.12.78 
Acrasia manipUlates senses: 
induce incontinence by 
assisting "hungry eies ll 

2.12.7.9 
Ve;rda..'1t "sleeping" (1 & 7 ) · 

Sun~y of prologue incident to 
Book II--Acrasia responsible 

2.1.58 
Palmer defines temperance : ttcan 
measure out a meane ••• tt 

2.1.59 
Guyon's speech about death: 
"death" and Ilrest" 

8) "great shame" 



Verdant 
unarmed: 
110rdant c\.n.d 
Amavla 
buried 

2.12.80 

2) "sleeping" 

2 ) "hong vpon a tree.H 

2.1.60 

2 ) "great earthes wombe" 
(image of birth = grave ) 
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6) "sleepe in euer1asting peace ll 

·3) "sad Cypresse tl 

4) tlcouering with a clod their 
closed eye" 

4) "fOH1y ra'st that none 
the signcs mi ght see" 
(suggests p~ySiC8~ and 
Verdant; note also pun 

spiri tual b1i..'1uness of t.lordant and 
on "blend" ("blind") in st. 80) 

Significantly, pattern Am (l) aligns Guyon's vow to revenge the 

deaths of Amavia and Hordant and the subsequent initiation of his quest 

with the fulfillment of that promise as Acrasia is captured: 

2.12.81 2.1.61 

1) "drew" 1) "he drewtl 

3-4) tland threYT/ A subtile net" 3-4) "he threvl/lnto the graue" 

Guyon & Palmer capture 
Acrasia & Verdant--quest ends 

Guyon V01ilS to revenge deaths of 
Amavia & Hordant--quest begins 

The pattern then continues, aligning the last si:{ stanzas of canto 12 

\-lith the first six of canto 2. T'ne fo110'.ving summary indicates the major 

parallels: 

Destruction 
of BO\>/er: 
Ruddymane 

2.12.82 

Palmer & Guyon; Acrasia & 
Verdant 

4) "They tooke them both" 

2.12.83 

"broke do"me "j Ilfeld ll
; "race"J 

IIdeface l'j "spoyle"; IIburne"; 
"suppresse" 

5) "balefulnesse" 

6-7) "groues he feld ••• 
arbers spoyle" 

9) HAnd of the fairest late, 
now made the fm-dest place" 
(Bliss turned to bale, or 
bale full all along?) 

2.2.1 

Palmer & Guyon; ~'!ordCL.'1t' s 
family 

4) "T'ne litle babe vp i n his 
armes he hent" 

2.2.2 

"ashes"; "in the wide \'lOr1d 
scat tere·d" j "rent" j "throvien 
forth"; tI\-Tithered" 

2) ''balefull ashes bred" 

5) "As budding braunch rent from 
the natiue tree" 

8-9 ) "Such is t he state of men ; 
thus enter wee/Into t his life 
with woe, and end with miseree tr 

(woe all along ) 



2.12. 8l~ 

Charmed beasts--quelled by 
Palmer; Guyon asks about 
beasts 

2.12.85 

Palmer lmows about beasts 

Beasts: "hideous figures"; 
""mindes like monstrous" 

2.12.86 

Palmer's staff restores 
" beasts 

2) lIof beasts they comely 
men beca'Je" (rationality 
important) 

2.12.87 

Grill versus Raason 
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2.2.3 

Guyon cannot \<lash blood fr om 
Ruddymane's handsj Guyon 
puzzled 

2.2.4 
Guyon wonders about Ruddymane 

Ruddymane: "blot of foule of
fence ll ; trbloudguilt inesse ll 

2.2.5 

Palmer discusses the fountains 

2 ) IIgoodly reason ll 

2.2.6 

8) IIvertue poured into their 
Haters bace" 

The pairing of Hordant with Verdant and .xuddymane Hith the charmed 

beasts epitomizes the results of contact with Acrasia. ';lhether the change 

involves an actual transformation from man into beast or a loss of fertility 

as symbolized by the Verdant-l:iordant phenomenon, Acrasia's victims tmdergo 

metamorphosis. 

Pattern" Am (2) 

The first pair of strulZas in pattern Am (2 ) contrasts Guyon's desire 

to restore Amavia's life (2.1.43) with Acrasia's destructive "depasturine;" 

upon Verdant (2.12.73). Guyon's active engagement in knightly endeavours 

contras ts .'lith Verdant's utter passivity. '.vhile the forner stanza emphasizes 

life ("liuing" is used blice ) , the latter stress es Acrasia"' s rtfeare of Hak-

ing" Verdant. This contrast between life and death is furthered by t he 

seventh line of each stanza Hhere "he hoped faire/ To call backe life to her 

forsaken ShOpll (2.1.43) is aligned ",ith "through his humid eyes did sucke 
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The symmetry continues, linking Amavia I s plight (for Vl!lich Acrasia 

is ultimately respons ible) "Iith the Rose SonG and the portraits of Acrasia 

and Verdant. The parallels are sunmarized briefly belm'i: 

Rose Song 
and Amavia 

Time & 
Death 

Duty versus 
Rel axatio::l 

Eros and 
'Thanatos 

Eros and 
Thanatos 

2.12.74 
1) "louely l ay" offers ad
vice for lovers 

2 8.: 4) "Ah see" 

3-4) "In springing flO'.·Jre 
the image of t hy day ••• t he 
VirGi n Rose ••• " 

7-9) "La see soone after ••• " 

. 2.12.75 
2) "mortall life" 

4 ) "bed and bm·/re" 

9) "louing thou mayst loued 
be vlith equall crime"(iopetus 
to love l eads to t hanatos) 

2.12.76 
7-9 ) "display/That vranton 
Ladie, \'lith her l oner lose, / 
\fuos e sleepie head she ••• did 
soft dispose" (Process) 

2.12.77 
1-2) Acrasia "aas layd/ A..S 
fc?in t thrOUGh heat ••• " ( t 0 

encourage eros ) 
--Rhyme "ee," lines 

2.12.78 
2) "hungry eies , v/hich n 'ote 
••• be fild" (eye = seat of 
soul; seek Acrasia : results 
in frustration 8.: ultimately 
destruction) 

7-8) Acrasia "thrild/Fraile 
harts, yet quenched not" 

2.1.44 

2-3 ) "meet est med 'ci ne": "Goodly 
counsell ••• tenpred \'lith sweet 
voice" 

4) "Ay me " 

4-5 ) "deare Lady , whi ch the i mage 
art/ Of ruefull pitie ••• " 

8) "fOHle to hasten your vn
timely ' date " 

2.1.45 
2) "drory death" 

4) "all in bright armour clad" 

9) "as hating life and lisht" 
(Arnavia's death-impulse ) 

2.1.46 
7-9) "your eriefe vnfold/And tell 
t he secret of your mortall smart" 
(Result) 

2.1.47 
7-9) Amavia's death-\'lish: "let a 
wearie wretch from her devl rest II 

6, 8, 8.: 9 

2.1.48 
2 ) "hinder soule from her de
sired rest" (soul seey~ death ) 

5 ) "bitter pangs ••• your heart 
infest ll 



Verdant and 
Nordant 

Duty versus 
Relaxation 

Verdant and 
Ruddymane 

2.12.79 

1) "young man sleeping" 

7) Verdant "sleepi ng" 

8) "on his t ender lips the 
downy heare" 

9) "spring"; "blossomes" 

2.12.80 

6) "Ne ought, t hat did to his 
aduancement tend" 

7) "in le'l'ld loues, and wast
full lu..'<UI'ee" 

9) "him so did blend" 

2.1.49 

2) "her death" 

7) "dead corpse" 

8) "gentlest knight ••• on 
greene [7as" 

9) "Sir Hordant" 

2.1.50 
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6) "As \vont ye knie;hts to s ecke 
aduentures Vlilde" 

7) "pricked forth, his puissant 
force to proue " 

9) "luckless child ••• with bloud 
defild" 

In the above, the dead "Sir l1ordant " lying on "cr eene gras"(2.l.49) 

contrasts strikingly with the images of fertility ("spring ," "blossomes," 

"young, " "tender," "downy, " 2.12.79) associated with Verdant. 

As the following summary of the remaining seven stanzas shows, 

pattern Am(2) matches stanzas in which Acrasia is called an enchantress: 

Acrasia 

2.12.81 

8) "faire ~nchauntressef1 

7) "for feare of fOHler" 

Acrasia captured in Bower 

2.1.51 

2-3) "vile Acrasia •• ~Acrasia a 
false enchaunteresse" 

4) "foule fordonne" 

Acrasia's d\-lelling : "Bowre of blis" 

Guyon & Palmer entrap Acrasia Acrasia entraps knights 

2.12.82 

2-3 ) "net so cunningly '\'las 
wound/That neither /Plile, 
nor force might it distraine" 

3) Acrasia's "guile " 

8-9) Palmer calL~sels Verdant 

2.1.52 

3 ) "\,li th words and weedes of 
Hondraus might" 

5) "she thus beguiled had" 

8-9 ) Amavia dons "Palmers weed" 
to seek Hardant 

; 



2.12. 83 

Guyon de- 1) "pleasal1t bovrres" 
stroys DOI'fer: c 7) "Th . 
R dl 

. 0- . elr 
u cvmane lS b " 

groues ••• t heir 
~ ar ers 

born 

Acrasia 

Temperance 

Rationctlity 

2.12. 84 

1-2) "T'nen l ed t hey her away , 
and eke t hat knieht "CAcrasia 
and Verdant ) 

4-5) Acrasia's transformed 
lovers C"wild-beasts" ) 

Palmer pacifies beasts 

2.12.85 

2) "this Gnchauntr esse" 

6) "sad end ••• of life i ntem
perate"(men become beasts ) 

2.12.86 

Palmer restores beasts 

2.12.87 

Guyon addresses Palmer 

1) "see the mind of beastly 
man" 

5) "lacke intelligence" 
2-3) lIexcellence/Of his 
creation" 

2.1.,53 

7) limy bO\·rres " 

7) "The "lOods" 

2.1.54 

1-2) "Him so I sought ••• that 
'.vi tch" (t-iordant and l\crasia ) 

4) "so transformed from his 
former skill" (by Acrasia ) 

Amavia, dressed as Palmer, tries 
to save Nordant 

2.1.55 

1) "the vile :SUchaunteresse" 

4-5) "sad verse, Give death ••• / 
And losse of loue"(Hordant dies ) 

2.1.56 

Amavia dies 

2,1.57 

Guyon addresses Palmer 

2) "Behold t he image of 
mortalitie" 

5) "Robs -reas on of her due 
regalitie" 

Such symmetrical pairing is appropriate. Acrasia's enchantments 

figure predominantly in t he fates of Nordant's f anily in canto 1 and of 

Verdant and the humal1 "I"lild-beasts" in canto 12. As vlell, this symmetry 

continues to associate structurally t he two types of Acrasicm transfor f':1a tion. 

While SO!:le lovers are metamorphosed into beasts (2.12.8lt-85), others are 

robbed of their fertility and "former skill" and , ultir.:a tely, of life 
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Pattern Am(3) 

Several correspondences in pattern fun(3) deserve s pecial consider-

ation. For example, Guyon 's conversation with the Pal~er about Grill (2.12. 87) 

is parallelled by the Redcross Knight's farewell address to Guyon and the 

Palmer (2.1. 33 ) . The Redcross KniGht, who has been identified \'lith Chr-ist in 

Book I, is r epl aced by Guyon v/ho is also identified \.,rith Christ in the Cave 

of I1ammon, where the forty stanzas of t emptation correspond to Christ's 

forty days in the wilderness . l .s i gnificantly, t his transfer of the role of 

titular hero occurs i n stanza 33, for "33" is a Cl'>.ristological number. 

As Guyon's "voyage " begins (2.1.34), the Palr:1er' s role as Guyon 's 

guide ("\vith his steedie staffe did point his \'ll1\y, 'I line 6) and mainta iner 

of temperance ("His r ace ':lith reason, and \-/ith \'lords his Vlill/From foule 

intemper2..Ilce he oft did stay," lines 7-8) is stressed. And the Palmer dom:i..-

nates the correspondinG stanza , restoring the beasts to their former state 

with his "vertuous s taffe "(2.1. 86). As \VeIl, pattern Am (3 ) alisns t he begin-

ning of Guyon's first adventure, as he and his Palmer hear Amavia's shrieks 

(2.1.3.5), \'lith t he conclusion of his sojourn on Acrasia's island. Here, as 

in patterns Arn (l) and Am (2), the results of Acrasian influence (death and 

transformation into beasts ) are symmetrically aligned. 

As frequently occur s , the next pair of stanzas is li!Ll;:ed by Wl in-

tense series of parallels, f ollo\'led by stanzas in ':l:'lich the pat tern is 

scarcely discernible. I t begins again in earnest, hmvever, ,'lith two pairs 

of stanzas of i nt ense symr.1etry . The follmving summary ill1;strates my point: 

lAo Kent Hieatt notes the llnotion of LfO-day fast in Guyon 's i mita tio 
Christi in. t he House of I·lammon. Guyon re :nains t her e for the s pace of exac tly 
Ito stanzas ••• "(i. e. enters 2.7 . 26 and leaves 2.7.66): "Guyon in t he House of 
Hammon" .spenser Ne\'lSlettcr, IV,2 (1973 ),7. 



Verdant: 
Arnavia and 
Ruddymane 

Acrasian 
influence 

2.12. 84 

Acrasia & Verdant led mJaY 
--revenge achieved 

2) II 2,()rrm/ full and sad " ( Hild 
beacts = transformed lovers) 

Beasts have los t liGht of 
Reason 

8-9) Pal mer pnclIles beasts 
(Acrasia ' s captives) 

2.12.83 

Destruction of Bower 

2.12.82 

Acrasia & Verdant captured 

2.12.81 

Guyon & Palm&r capture 
Acrasia and Verdant 

2) "the'! on them rusht" 
" 

2.12.80 

1-2) lIidle instruments of 
sleepine praise" 

1-2) "armes ••• hong v-pon a 
tree" 

4~ "\vas fOi'/ly ra'stl! 

5-9) Verdant s pends "His 
dayes, his goods, his bodie ll 

in "lewd loues and \vastfull 
he-cure e " 

9) "0 horrible enchantment" 

2.12.79 
Verdant and 1) lIyoung man sleeping" 
Hordant 7) "Yet sleeping" 

1-2) "seemd to bee/Some 
goodly swayne" 

7-8) '~ell proportiond face 
••• his tender lips " 

9) "freshly spring"; "silken 
blossomes beare" 

2.1.36 

Amavia demQilds revenge 

3 ) "sad pageants of mer..s 
miseries" 

7) Ar.lavia ' s dea th-\vish: "take 
away this lons l ent loathed liGht" 

8-9 ) "sweet the medicines bee/That 
lons captiued soules from wearie 
thraldome free" 

2.1.37 
Amavia's plea f or her son 
("liuing" stressed) 

2.1.38 
Amavia's Hound and pain 

2.1.39 
Guyon discovers \'lOunded 
An1avia 

2) "he rusht" 

2.1.40 

1-2) 'Tittifull spectacle of 
deadly smart" 

2) "low she lay" 

4) "did ray" 
~ 

5-9) Ruddymane plays in his 
mother 's blood: "His litle 
hands ••• " 

9) "Pitifull spectacle" 

2.1.41 

2) "dead corse" 
5) "yet being dead" 

5) "Seemd to haue beene a 
goodly personage" 

4-5) "His ruddie lips ••• cheare
full face" 

7) "his freshest flm.Jre" 
9) "the blossor.1e of his age" 



Sleep: 
Death 
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Pattern Am (3) continues , linking Amavia's wound \'lith the Rose Song : 

2.12.78 
8) "Fraile harts ll 

2.12.77 
1) "bed of Roses" 

3-4) ~crasia uses gar~ent to 
induce wound of love 

2.1.42 
8) "fraile affection" 

1) "her gored vlOund " 

3 ) Guyon uses i'hi s faire gar
ment" to s top bleeding 

9) "th'aire more liGhtly flee" 9) "gan to breathe out liuing 
aire" 

2.12.76 
Birds "attune" notes to Rose 
Song 

Guyon & Palmer arrive in time 
to rescue Verdant 

2.12.75 
2) "mortall life" 

4-5) "bed and bOVlre" 
Also in Pattern Am (2) 

Rose Song: Virgin Rose, etc. 

"in his sight" 
"she sighed s oft" 

6) "his lips bedeHd" 

7) "humid" 

2.12.72 
2-3) "her selfe nOi'w' solacing! 
With a neH Louer" 

2.1.44 
Guyon tempers "goodly counsell" 
with "SHeet voice" 

Platitude Ilhelp neuer comes too 
late" untrue in Amavia's case 

2.1.45 
2) "drery death" 

4-5) "bright armour" 

2.1.46 
Ama via's \·/ound 

2.1.47 
2) "She sight"(Notice curious 
spelling for "sighed ll

) 

4) "lips full pale" 

7) lIdew rest" 

2.1.48 
3) "hold sad life in long 
captiuitee" 

Verdant's lIs1ombering" Amavia's "desired rest" 
Rhyme "ee," lines 1 and 3 

2.12.71 2.1.49 
1) "shrouded" 2) ''her death" 

9) "gentle \oJarb1ing '.'lind" 8) "gentlest knight " 

, 



Duty versus 
Relaxation 

2.12.70 

3) "not on liuing ground " 

7) "pleasing is to liui ng 
eare" 

2.1.50 

3 ) "heauens ••• from aboue" 

7) "puissant force to pr oue" 

8-9 ) "one harmonee ••• all agree " 8-9 ) "this child ••• with blourl 
defild" 

Also in Pattern Arn (l) 

The frequent association of Amavi a ' s Houild '<lith the i mage of a rose 

is particular ly effective . Her \·lotL.'1d springs ultimat ely from erotic causes 

and Acrasia enploys roses to incite erotic impulses. 2 Also, the association 

increases the potC!lcy of t he Rose Song ' s "deflowering" process, adding t he 

notion of actual physical \vounds. 

Pattern Arn (3) also associates Amavia ' s \"arning about the dangers of 

Acrasia 's Bouer \·,i th the Palmer ' s proclamation that they have reached it. 

And, as Amavia dons palmer ' s weeds in the next stanza, s he begins to function 

as the Palmer does in the matching passage. Such correspondences are 

su:nmarized belO\'I: 

Acrasia's 
Domain 

2.12.69 

4-5) "Now are t hey come nigh 
to the BOl>/I'e of blis/ Of her 
fond fauorites s o nam'd amis" 

5) "wandring eyes " 

7) "here the end of all our 
trauell is" 

8) "Here wonnes Acrasia" 

2.1.51 

8-9 ) "The cursed land whers-
many vlend amis. / And 1'..no\,/ it by the 
name; it hight the BO\'lre of blis" 

5 ) "\'landring Islan.d" 

7-8 ) "if euer t here ye trauell, 
shonne/The cursed land ll 

2 ) "where vile Acrasia does wonne" 

2Cf• Arthur's blood, "Red as the Rose" (F .Q. 2.8.39 ). 
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2.12.68 

Haiden 's t eclmique: laughing Acrasia' s "bliss": her strategy 
and blushing explained 

4-6) Guyon: "slacke his pace" 5) Hordant "beguiled" by Acr "J.s ia , 

7-9) Girls increase I~anton 
meri ments"j Pal mer rebukes 
Guyon (st.6g) 

2.12.67 
2) "faire lockes ll 

8-g) "lockesllj "looking"; 
"lookers " 

2.12.66 

Girls encourage i ntemperance 

7) "his meltinG hart entise " 

9) "him more desirous made" 

2.12.65 
At Fotmtains: 2) IICyprian goddessell(Venus) 
Guyon and 
Haidens; 
Acrasia 's 
charm; Hor
dant's 
Death 

Maidens & 
Amavia 

6) "Christalline hUr:1our ll 

3 ) lIgan relent his eru'nest 
pace" 

9) tlBis stubborne brest gan 
secret pleasatmce to embrace" 

2.12.64 
1) "one would" 

2-3) "doHne againe/Her plong" 

3) IIRer plong" 

Sight I';otif 5) "a vele" 

Battle 
Imagery 

6) "appeared plai ne " 
9) "greedy eyes" 

2.12.63 
Guyon & girls(Int eillper~~ce) 

"to defend"; "bet"; "contend"; 
"wres tle" 

8-9 ) Amavia dresses "in Pal r.Jers 
\.,re ed ll and seeks to r escue 1·~ordctnt 

2.1.53 
1) "faire Cynthia" 

8-9) "deare" (3 times ) 

2.1.54 
Al'1avia tries to purge i·lordant ' s 
intenmerance 

7) "him recured to a better will" 

9 ) "meanes I gan deuise for his 
deliuerance" 

2.1.55 
3) "vile Enchaunteresse" (;\crasia ) 

6) "So soone as Bacchus Vlith :the 
Nymphe does lincl\:e" 
8 ) "cornning to this "\-/ell, he 
stoupt to drincke " 

9) "The charme fulfild, dead 
suddenly he downe did sincke ll 

2.1.56 
1) "one word" 

3 ) "slyding soft, as dmme to 
sleepe her layd" 

9) "'d'nich plunged had f<l ire Ladie Il 

5) "That seeing" 
7) "So heavie sight" 

2.1.57 
Guyon discusses Ter.Jperance 

Iffierce tyran_nie "; lIarmes "; "Robs 
re.ason of her due r egalitie"; 
"falles" 



2.12.62 

2 & 9) "fountaine ll 

2.12.61 

erotic ivy 

2.12. 60 

1-2) "fount a i ne ••• / Of richest 
substaunce that on ear th 
might bee" 

4) "one mi ght s ee" 

2.12.5Q 

2) Art & Nature "mi ngled" 

The Garden of Adonis 

and the Bower of Bliss 

2.1.58 

2 & 9) "meane" 

2.1.5Q 

death and burial 

2.1.60 

2) lithe grea.t eart!1es wombe they 
open to t he S h:yll 

4) "their closed eye ll 

2.1.61 

3) "medling ll of hair and blood 

As \.,rith the Amavia episode, the ROHer of Bliss sets up three distinct 

symmetries Hi th t he Garden of Adonis. In the follm-ling pages I will exami ne 

these three patterns (GA(l), GA(2), a!1d GA(3)). 

Pattern GA(l) 

Pattern GA(l) aligns the descriptions of each garden's Genius, the 

tutelary fisure who pr esides over procreation. Like the realm he presid~s 

over, the Bo\ojer's Genius is artificial and steri1e--the opposite of "good 

Agdistes" \<Tho is "the generation of all/That liues"(2.12.47). As such, he 

contrasts with the Genius of the Garden of Adonis who is a procreative force. 

As the symmetrica.l pairing of Acrasia' s Genius and his wine \ojith Venus' and 

the "naked babes" suggests, the former Genius functions as part of the 

Acrasian sensual manipulations while the latter fulfills the traditional 

role of procreator. 

Evidence for t his pattern Can be summarized briefly: 



5) "more then naturall" 

2.12.47 
1) "They in that place him 
Genius did call " 

3-4) "genera tion of all/That 
liues" 

5 ) "\'londrous things" 

2.12.48 

7-9) "He ••• Pl easures porter 
\oJas deuizd to bee" 

2.12.4-9 
Genius and \·!ine (Acrasian 
manipulation ) 

2.1?50 
1) "Thus being entred, they 
behold around" 

4) Plain: "goodly beautified" 

2.12.51 
Temperate Climate (Note: no 
evidence of procreation) 

2.12.5? 
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3.6.29 
2 ) "So faire a place, as Nature 
can deuize" 

3.6.30 
1) "In that same Gardin" 

1+-5) "there is t he first semi
narie/Of all t hings , t hat are 
borne to liue and die" 

5) "Of all things " 

3.6.31 
8-9 ) "Old G0nius the porter of 
theCl '-11&05 ••• II 

3.6.32 
Genius and i'laked Babes 
(Procreative force) 

2.6.33 
1) "after that t hey ae;aine re
turned beene" 

4) Garden: "corruption ••• paine" 

3.6.34 
6) "bad them to Ll1crease and 
multiply" 

3.6.35 
3) "A S"Jaunt babe" 2) "vncouth formes" 

Rhyme "aire," "eare,l1 "ere," lines 6, 8, & 9 

2.12.53 
4) "But passed forth, and 
100kt still for','lard riGht" 

2.12.54 
3) "seer-led to entice" 

Grapes: 3 stages of ripeness; 
"Hyacint ": yout h trans formed 
to floVler; "El"1er audes": 
Peruvian e~_1eralds undergo 
chemical changes 

3.6.36 
4) "But still remaines" 

3.6.37 
3) "it does ketch" 

Form is mutable: matter is 
constant 



Excesse: 
Time as 
Mower 

2.12.55 

8) "faire \'/eeds" 

2.12.56 

4-5) ma.l<:.es wine: destroys 
grapes ( flscruzd"i "fowle 
empeachll) 

Excesse offers \'/ine to "all 
Straungers" 

2.12.57 

Guyon destroys ~~cesse 's Cup 

6) "exceedingly ""as wrot h" 

7) "Yet no'te the same amend" 

2.12.58 

1) "most daintie Paradise" 

3-4) "In which all ~leasures 
plenteously abo~~d.ift~d none 
does others happinesse enuye" 

2,12.52 

1-2) Art & Nature "minGled" 

3) "wantonesse" 

8) "sweete diuersitie" 
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7) "faire flowre of beautie" 

3.6.39 

4) "Does rnow"(destroy ) 
6 ) "f O\'Ily mard II 

Time beats dOHn "both leaues 
and buds Hithout r egard" 

3.6.40 

Venus ' "losse of her deare brood" 

3-5) I'did lament ••• pittie" 

7) "Yet no'te she find redresse" 

3. 6.1~1 

2) IIthis deliGhtful Gardin" 

3-4 ) "should happie be ••• /For 
here al l plentie, and ~ll 
pleasure fl0 1:iCS"; 8 ) "ne any 
d00s enuie " 

3.6.42 

1-2) "spring and haruest ••• both 
meeting at one time" 

4) "the \'lanton Prime" 

8) "s\\feet abode" 

The most significant parallelism occurs in the following stanzas 

",here the fountain '~/hich is situated in the middle of Acrasia' s domain--"And 

in the midst of all, a fountaine stood"(2.12.6o)--is aligned with Venus' 

Hount Hhich stands "Hight in the middest"C3.6.43) of the Garden of Adonis. In 

the next stanzas an implicit contrast is set up between Acrasia 's metallic 

ivy (2.12.61) and the ivy in Venus' "pleasant arbour, not byart ••• made" 

(3.6.44). In both cases the ivy is described in erotic terms--"lasciuious 

armes"(2.12.61) and !IV/anton yuie t\'lYl1eii(3 .6.44)--but the artificiality of 

the former contrasts vlith the naturalness of the latter, thus emphasizing 
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the essential difference between the BoI"er ' s sexual artificiality a nd the 

Garden's natt~al and fertile seA~ality. 

Furthermore , t he associa tion of Acrasia' s fountain vIi th the catalogue 

of lovers transformed to flowers in t he Garden of Adonis is s i gnificant. 1'11e 

parallelism of t he central lines of these s tanzas-- "like a little l ake it 

seemd"(2.12.62 ) and "Foolish Narcisse , tha t likes the watry sho1'e"(3.6.45)--

suggests t hat a meaning is engr ained in t he desiGn, f or t l1e conventional 
4 

vie\.,r of Narcissus ' enraptured admiration of his i ma Ge in the \vater as a 

manifestation of self-love provides a useful gloss on the problem of incon

tinence in the Bm-ler. 3 It is not mer e coincidence t h2.t t he Girls' ti tilla_ 

tions are performed in the ';laters of this fountain nor that these vla.ters are 

linked symmetrically \'lith an i ma ge of Narcissus. In Acr asia 's Isle such 

narci.ssism, leading the "lover 'l to indulge himself in SenS1.lal delights, re-

. . '+ duces him to a state of liquid passlvl ty. Like the l~edcross Knight Vlho \'las 

"pourd out in loos nesse on the grassy grownd" (1.7.7), he \"Iill be ":nolten 

into lust"(2.12.73). 

The remaining three pairs of stanzas in pattern GA(l) associate Guyon 

and the maidens \'lith the myth of Venus and Adonis. The follo'lline; summary 

shO\;,s the pr imary parallels: 

3Cf • Roman de I n ~ose as analogue. The ? ountain of Narcissus is i n t he 
centre of the Garde~or-~~t(~~ , 1429-1614); hcrasia ' s fountain i s "in t he 
midst of all" (F. (L. 2.12 . 60 ). Its bottom contnins crys t a l stones '.'lhich re
flect the 'Ilhole Garden and Acrasia' s is pnved vlith "Iaspar "( F . "i . 2 .12 . 62 )~ 
Also, the Gnrden i s called a "terrestria l parCl.dise 'l and a "better pl 3.c e than 
Eden" (BE 598- 603 ) while Acrasia' s i s land is said to outdo 2den (F . Q. 2 .12.52 ). 

49f • Eve ' s first inclination to r ebellion as a gesture of narcissism 
as she contemplates herself in the pool, Parad i s e Lost (Lt. 453- lr91). IIilton 
is a close student of ?i.,II. 



Secrecy 
Hotif 

Venus 

2.12.63 

L~) "shady Laurell trees" 
8 ) "ne car'd to hide" 

8) Girls "wrestle wantonly" 

2.12.64 
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3.6.46 

4-7) "in secret he does ly ••• 
By her hid ••• " 

3) Adonis: "\'lanton boy" 

4) "both avrhile \'lould couered 2) "euer buried bee"(Idea of 
remaine" (Rise ~Dd Fall motif) transience and succession) 

2.12.65 

3) "Cyprian goddesse" 

Haidens titillate Guyon 

3.6.48 

2) "roying his goddesse" 

Boar ir.lprisoned 

Here, the overt allusion, by means of the Venus-Adonis myth , to 

erotic wounds and the implication that, although the boar is no\'l captive, 

the potential danger is ever-present, provide a useful gloss on the meaning 

of the \vanton girls. If Guyon 's passions are not 1;Jell-controlled, his erotic 

impulses could '\·rell lead him to a tletamorphosis, just as Adonis' encounter 

with the boar did. 

Pattern G . .\(2) 

The first pair of stanzas in pattern GA(2) establishes a contrast 

between AcrasiR's irJ and the natural vegetation in the Garden of Adonis. 

The "rich metall rt (2.12.6l) in the third line is strikingly artificial in 

comparison \'lith the fertile Garden (in the corresponding third line) \'Jhere 

"all things, as they created were, do gro\,/"(3.6.34). This essential differ-

ence is also suggested by the pairing, in the sixth lines of each stanza, of 

the ivy's "lasciuous armes"(2.12.61) with God's comnandment "to increase and 

multiplY"<3.6.34). The ivy's eroticism contains no suggestion of fertility. 

The final lines of these stanzas abound in water imagery <"dipping in the 

siluer dew," "did steepe," and "drops of Christall. •• weepe," 2.12.61; "\'later 

of the ford," "moysten their roots dry," and "eternall moisture," 3.6.34), 



thus ft~ther demonstrating the sy~metry ' s existence . 

Verbal, i r.la;:;istic, and thc::1atic ~arCl.llels in the next fe'.'! pairs of 

stanzCl.S can be sunt'":1ari:3ed briefly as follol;]s: 

v/ater 
Imagery 

2.12 . 62 3.6.35 
1) 'IInfinit stre~Mes con
tinuall y did VIell" 

2) "swee t and fe,ire t o see " 

9) "That see:nd the fount aine " 

1 ) "Infinite s hapes of creatvres 
there are bred " 

2) "lInd vncouth forMes " 

9) "That seem 'd the Ocean" 

"str CCl.J:1eS"j "founta:i.ne"; "inde\,,"; "fishes "; "Ocean" 
"ampl e l auer" j "li t tle laJ\:e "j 
"\'laues"; "f ountaine in the sea" 

2.12.63 

6-8 ) " '1\10 ••• Damze lles he 
ther ein espyde ,/ ••• And 
wrestle uantonly" 

2.12.64 
Girls hide, then reveal 

2.12.65 
Planet Venus as masculine 
morning star ; Venus as 
"Cyprian Goddesse" (Cf. Her
maphroditic Venus ) 

2.12.66 
5) "higher did arise" 

2.12. 67 
2-3) "faire lockes , Hhich 
formerl y \'lere bound ••• did 
los e II 

7) IIYet that ••• " 

2.12.68 
3 l aughs and 3 blushes 

2.12.69 

7) "our trauell" 

8) "here 'donnes Acrasia" 

3.6.36 
6-8 ) "For in the 'dide Hombe of 
the \'!orld t here lyes ,/ • • • An hUGe 
eternal chaos " 

Form is mutable 

3.6. 38 
Form (Adonis, s t. 47) is ~utable; 
matter (Venus) is constant 

3.6.39 
5) "to the ground dO'.me flings " 

3.6.40 
2 ) "faire thines w.rd and s~oyled 
quight " 
4) "T'r'.C losse " 

7) "Yet no'te ••• " 

3.6.41 
3 ) "happie ••• i mr:lortall blis " 

3.6.42 
7) "their pasti!!le " 

8 ) "their s\tleet abode " 



Temperance 

2.12.70 

1-2) "a most me lodious sound/ 
Of all that mot e deliGht a 
dain tie eare " 

4) "this Paradise " 

2.12.71 

1) "The ioyous birdes shroud
ed in cheareful1 shade" 

3) "voyces made " 

8-9 ) "soft ••• gentle \'larb1in8 
wind" 

"attempred"j "meet "(tHice) 
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3.6.L~3 

9 ) "Thre'J' forth most dainty 
odours and most sweet delight" 

1) "that Paradise" 

3.6.44 

1) ";,nd in the thickest couert 
of that shade" 

3) "inclination made" 

9) "Nor Aeolus sharp blast could 
\·:orke them a..'1y "lrong" 

"knitting ••• part to part" 

The parallels in the remaining stanzas of the pattern are summarized 

below: 

Rose Song: 
Adonis and 
flmort n.li tie II 

2.12.72 

"faire !,Vitch" and "new 
Lauer" 

2.12.73 

3-4) "As seekinG medicine ••• / 
Or greedily dep3Bturing de
light" 

6) Acrasia afraid of "'laking 
Verdant 

7-9) Acrasia sucks out Ver
dant's spri ght 

2.12.74 

1) "The whiles .some one did 
chaunt t his 1011ely layfl 

9) "fades, and f alles a\'laY" 

2.12.75 

1) "So passes , in t he pass
ing of a day" 

3) "first decay" 

3.6.45 

Catalogue of lovers transformed 
into plants 

21 6•46 

3)"reape sweet pleasure of t he 
wanton boy" 

3-7 ) Venus hides Adonis from 
Vlorld and .s tygian gods 

8-9 ) Venus "ta1.<:es her fill" of 
Adonis j "possesseth him" 

3.6. Lf7 
1) "And sooth it s eemes they 
say" 

9) "he liues, t hat liuine; eiues 
to all" 

3.6.48 

1) "liueth in eternall blis" 

3) "foe of his" (the boar ) 
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2.12.76 3.6.49 
8) "Hanton Ladie" 9) "wanton parts " 

Acrasia's actions closely resemble those of Venus. And , although not 

mentioned in the catalogue , Adonis' transformation into a floiler underlies 

the myth of Venus and Adonis as it is el~ployed here. This, along \·rith the 

Rose Song 's theory that "all flesh is g-rass ," reinforces the notion that 

Verdant I S fertility is.de.s+ro~e.'- , by Acrasia. Here pattern G1-\(2) suggests 

that . Verdant, like Adonis , may undergo a metamorphosis. 

Pattern GA(3) 

TIle correspondences in pattern GA (3) require no special discussion. 

Verbal, imagistic, and thematic parallels are sUr.1marized briefly below : 

Fence and 
Gates 

2.12.42 

2) "Bouro of :31isse" 

4) Art imitates "natures 
worke" 

5-6) '\;hat euer ••• /Is sweet, 
and pleasing" 

8-9) Excessive : "poured forth 
with plentifull dispence ••• 
abound with lauish affluence" 

2.12.43 

4) "Yet \'las the fence t hereof 
but He.::L~e al1d thin" 

1) "t.he 5e,ne Gardin" 

2) "da,~e Ira bre doth her 
beautifie" 

4-5) "first seminarie/Of all 
things " 

9) Need = determining factor: 
"So much as doth need, must needs 
be counted here " 

3.6.31 

4) "That none micht t horough 
brea.~e, nor ouer-stride " 

2-3) "entred guestes to keepe 6) "both in and out men moten 
"ri thin ••• beasts to hold Hi th- pas" 
out" 

8) "the gate \vas ".frouGht of 
substaunce light" 

2.12.44 
7) "falsed faith" 

2.12.45 
6) "vermeIl" 

9) "Yt seemd" 

6-9 ) "double gates it had" 

3.6.32 
7) "sinful1 mire" 

6) "other he\ol" 

9) "So like" 



Temperate 
Climate: 
Time as 
}-1o\ofer 

2.12. l f6 

2-3) "a11/lv11ich thither came" 

2.12.47 

3-4) "generation of all/Tha t 
1iues" 

2.12. l f8 

4) "foe of life" 

5) "vs procure to fall" 

2.12.49 

8-9) Guyon destroys Genius' 
staff and bo\'ll 

2.12.50 

4) "greene " 

5) "ornaments of l<l.oraes 
pride" 

2.12.51 

4) "Their tender buds or 
leaues to violate" 

8) "gently" 

9) "sweet spirit" 

2.12.52 

2-3) Nymph (a mother ) commits 
suicide 

5) "Faire Daphne Phoebus hart 
with 10ue did gore ll 
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3. 6.34 

3) "All things ••• do grow" 

3.6.35 

1) "Infinite shapes of creatures 
there are bred" 

3.6.36 

4)"euer1astinG store" 

5) "first crea ted" 

3. 6.3Z 
8-9) Form is mutable (matter is 
constant) 

3.6.38 

4) "her hew" 

5) "I·Teet for her ••• complexion" 

3.6.39 

4 ) "Does mow the flovlering 
herbes and goodly things" 

8) "beates" 

9) "malice hard" 

3.6.40 

3-4) Venus ("great mother") suf
fers "losse of her ••• brood" 

5) "Her hart vTaS pierst ,.,rith 
pittie ••• " 

(Note: "holesome smell " is repeated in line 9 of st. 51 and 
line 1 of st. 52; "pittie" is r epeated in line 9 of st. 39 
and line 1 of st. 40) 

2.12.52 2.6.41 

2) "sweet p1ace ••• no delight" 2) "de1ightfu11 Gardin" 

2.12.54 3.6.42 

3) "bounches hanging dovme" 3) "boughes doe ••• beare" 

7-9) Grapes in 3 stages of 1-2) Seasons "meeting" at one 
ripeness time 
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2.12.55 3.6.43 

Gold Grapes: 1) "And them amongst" 1) "Right in the middest " 

3-4 ) "A gloomy e;roue ••• shadie 
boughes" 

Hount 
3-4) "emongst the leaues ••• / 
As lurking from the vew ll 

5) "vleake b01:les" 

2.12.56 

5) Ifempeach" 

2.12.27 

5) "liquor stained all the 
lond" 

2.12.58 

3) lfa11 p1easures ••• abound" 

4) "none does others happi
nesse enuye" 

5) "painted floi·,rres" 

2.12.59 

8) "sweete diuersitie" 

8-9) "So all agreed ••• with 
all varietie" 

Be1phoebe a.'t1d Timias 

4) "shadie b01l!;hes" 

2..!.6.l~4 

5) "entray1d" 

3.6.45 

5) "likes the \<Iatry shore" 

3.6.46 

3) "reape SVleet pleasure II 

7) "does her loue enuy" 

5) "Lapped in f1owres" 

3.6.47 

7) "chaunged diuers1ie" 

8) "Of all formes ••• that 1iuing 
giues to all" 

and the BO'Iler of Bl iss 

Pattern Bel (l) links the story of Be1phoebe and Timias (3.5) with 

the Bower of Bliss. The sixth lines of the pattern's initial stanzas match 

"mother Art" (2.12.50) i'lith the "noble hunteresse"(3.5.27), Belphoebe. And 

the ninth 1ir_es contrast Art's suspiciously overdressed bride as "forth from 

virgin . bOHre she comes in th'early morne "(2.12.50 ) i·lith the true virgin: 

"Be1phoebe was her naJ:le, as faire as Phoebus sunne"(3.5.27 ). Such associations 

initiate a series of correspondences \'lhereby Acrasian enticements are con-

trasted tvith Be1phoebe 's virginity, as the fo11oHing summary shO\'lS: 



2.12.51 
3) li Ne suffred" 

6) "T'afflict the creatures" 

9) "hole some sr!lel1 11 (under
mined by comparisons, st. 52) 

2.12.52 
2-3) IIbore/A gyaunt babe" 

2.12.53 
1) III';uch V10ndred Guyon at 
the f aire aspect" 

6) Guyon moves fori'lard 

2.12.54 
3) "bounches hanging do\me " 

5) "did ther:lSelues into their 
hands incline" 
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3.5.28 
3) "She VlOUJlded had" 

7) "the beast engor'd had beene" 

9) "But ah , her expectation 
grently was deceau'd" 

3.5.29 
2) "Hith bloud deformed" 

3.5.30 
1) "Sml neuer liuing eye more 
heauy sight" 

6) Belphoebe moves "backward" 

3.5.31 
1) "Heekely she bowed dOime" 

5) "She cast to comfort him" 

6) "offering to be gathered" 6) "His ••• ne:ke she reard v"Pright " 

2.12.55 
2) "So oade by art, to 
benutifie the rest'! 

3.5.32 
2) "To seeke for hearbes, that 
mote him remedy" 

This pairing is particularly interesting. 1Jhile Art in Acrasia ' s realm 

elaborately adorns Nature in order to manipulate the senses and entrap her 

lovers, Belphoe be seeks Nature t s herbs in order to cure Timias I wotmd. In this 

way, as the following sununary shovlS, pattern Bel(l) repeatedly reminds us that 

Acrasia's island is desi&led to seduce her victin1S: 

Excesse's 
\vine: Bel
phoebe-'s 
medicine 

2.12.56 

1) "a Cup of gold she held" 

3-4) "sappy liquor~ •• /Into 
her cup she scruzd" 

3) "with fulnesse sweld" 

7) "Thereof she vsd" 

3.5.33 
1) liThe soueraigne weede betwixt 
bro marbles" 

4) "Into his wound the iuyce 
thereof did scruze" 

7) "the sHelling bruze" 

5) "As she could \vell it vze" 



Acrasia's 
Art: Bel
phoebe's 
Hedicine 

Netal Ivy: . 
Belphoebe's 
Nedicine 

2.12.57 

1-4) Guyon thrOHS cup dovm 

5) "liquor stained" 

7) "amend" 

2.12.58 

2) "It selfe doth offer to 
his sober eye " 

3) Island p:ll'adi s e: "all 
pleasures ••• abO'lmd" 

4) "none doeR others 
happinesse enuyerl 

9 ) "The Art, which all t hnt 
I-IrouE;ht , appeared in no 
pl a ce" 

2.12.59 

7-8 ) "agreed in fine/ So all 
agreed" 

9) "This garden to adorne rl 
(to captvIe lovers) 

2.12.60 

4) "Throush euery channell 
run.ning one mi ght see" 

2.12.61 

2) "A trayle of yuie" 

5) "yuie tre';l" 

6) "lasciuious armes" 
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3.5.34 

1-5) Ti mias lift fJye .'3 up 

3) "watry eyes , drizling like 
deavry r ai ne II 

1) "recur'd" 

3.5.35 

2) · "thou has sheHed" 

3 ) Be1phoebe as AnGel sent "from 
her bOi'rre of blis" 

4) "To comfort me " 

7-9) Bel phoebe brings "heauenly 
salues and med ' cines s\'/'eete" 

3.5.36 

7-8 ) !!To cor.u:mn ••• 1 Are bound 
ltlith conmun bond" 

9) "To suc cour \·rretched wights , 
\'lhom \'Ie captiued see" 

3.5.37 

7) "And euery one to rumJ.e" 

3.5.38 

2) "their Lady dresse his wmmd" 

5) . "reske\'led l1 

6) "warlike courser" 

2.12.62 3.5.39 

5) "That like a little lake 5) "And like a sta t ely Theatre 
it seemd to bee " it made" 

(Pattern suggests fount2..in = theatre where girls perfor m) 

7) "through t he "laues " 7) "in the midst a l ittle riuer" 

8) "All pau ' d ••• 1;/it h Iaspar" 8 ) "puny stones " 
(These i maGes also compared in pattern Cym el) as 2.12. 62 
matched v/ith 2 .5.30: contras t e..rtificial and natural ) 

9) "That seemd the founb .. i ne " 8 ) ",·,hich seemd to pl aine" 



2.12.63 

2) " 'di t h shady Laurell trees " 

2.12. 6~· 

Girls' 8-9) Ilunhel e •.• reuele " 
enticements : 4 ) II d" , coue r e 
Belphoebe s 6 )" 1 " 
~edicine ve_e 

7-8 ) "unhele ••• r euele"(to 
arouse erotic i mpul ses ) 

2.12.65 

Epic s i mil e : Venus and life
generating eners ies 

9) "secret pl easEmnce" 
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3.5.l~O 

2) "Pl ant ed Hith mirtle trees 
and l aurels greene" 

3.5. 41 

8-9) "reduced ••• reduced" 

4) "drest" 
5) "dressed If 
7) "redr est" (nurse \'fOund) 

3.5.42 

Bel phoebe heals "hurt t high" but 
"hurt his hart" 

9) "sorrO\v and despaire" 

Three notions arising f ror.1 the precedi ng summary deserve further 

consideration. First, Timias' wound is r eminiscent of the myth of Venus and 

Adonis (also ':!ounded in t he thiGh) and thus ties in vlith the allusion to Venus 

in t he corres90ndinestanza of canto 12. Second, the simile cOr.1parine the 

bathers with Venus is aliened "lith the observation tha t Bel phoebe tminten-

tionally ';lounds Tir:1ias' heart as s he heals his thigh. Strikingly, she has 

a "boYJre of blis"(3.5.35): on one hand, this bOI·fer is the hor tu.s conclusus 

\'There she nurtures her virginity like a rose; on the other, the phrase su8-

gests sinister enticement which is one I'/ay of readi ng Bel phoebe' s effect on 

Timias. Eroticisr:l has dangerous poss ibiliti es, i'lhether it is aroused by 

"'fanton S'llimmers or obdurate vire ins. The girls allure in order to entrap, 

while Belphoebe unconsc iously l eads Timias to his state of ooral-physical 

death .(the r epetition of "dye , rather dye" humorously suggests physical and 

sexual death). Third, and pe r ha ps most signi ficantly, by alignin r:; Venus and 

Belphoe be (\'Iho is educa ted by Di a.'1.a 's nym:9h, 3.6.28 ), the pattern enc ompasses 

Spenser's ' frequent concer n \"i th the V0llus-Dia..l1B. paradox. Bel phoebe, a t;ype of 

Zlizabeth, arouses erotic r e3ponses but, like Diana , retains her virgi nity 
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while, in t he corresponding s t anza , the epic simile advertises Venus' life-

generating energies. ~le should also notice that the ' Bov.ler of Bliss is as-

sociated, through structural symmetries, with the passages which introduce 

Belphoebe ana. Hhich describe the Garden of Adonis to which her blin, Amoret, 

is t aken by Venus • . 

The contrast betVleen deliberate enticements and Eelphoebe's medicine 

continues in the next f ew stanzas of pattern Bel (l ), with the added dimension 

of Be1phoebe ' s ~~conscious sexual attractiveness. The parallels are sunmarized 

below: 

2.12.66 

l·1aidens' allurements Belphoe be dresses Timias' wot~nd ; 

he falls in love Hith her 

Rhyme "ayd," "ade," in lines 6, 8, and 9 

2.12.67 

3) II she 10\1 adov.me did lose" 

5) "golden mantle '! 

3.5.44 
3 ) "to dislodge out of his nest" 

5) "soueraigne bounty" 

Alliteration on "1", line 9 

2.12.68 

Girls entice 2) "grace" 
Guyon: Bel- ) 5-6 Guyon: "sparkling face 
phoebe heals ••• kindled lust" Timias 

2.12.69 

2) Palmer "rebukt" Guyon 

2.12.70 

3) "liuing ground" 

4) "this Paradise" 

3.5.45 
2) "scueraigne mercy" 

5 ) "her honour, and her heauenly 
light" 

3.5.46 
3 ) Timias unable to "reproch" 
Belphoebe 

3.5.47 
3) "lOl"ly place" 

4) "heauenly ••• celestiall" 

7) "quite drye VJl !! 
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The next stanzas in pattern Bel (l) contrast Acrasia's methodical 

destruction of her "new Louer" Vii th Bel phoebe ' s nursin[S of Timias. Ironically 

underlying the l atter , hOi'lever, is Tirjias' infatuation with his vir sin nurse. 

Acrasia a....'1d 
Belphoebe 

Rose Song: 
Belphoebe's 
Roses 

2.12.72 

2) "the faire Hitch" 

5) "she had him now layd a 
slO1:1beri!'.g" 

6) "secret shade" 

2.12.73 

3) lias seeking medicine " 

4) "!!reedil 'J' de'Oasturin <7' o ~ 0 

delight" 

9) '''dherev/i th she sighed soft, 
as if his case she rCHd" 

2.J.2.74 

3) "In spri.."1gint; floHre the 
i mage of thy dayll ("Virgin 
Rose") 

9) "she fades, and falles 
a'.vay" 

2.12.75 

2) "Of mortall life" 

9) "louing thou mayst loued 
be "lith equall crir.1e" 

2.12.76 

8-9) "wanton Ladie, ""ith her 
louer lose/;fuose sleepie 
head" 

2.12.77 

Acrasia as seductress 

2.12.78 

1) "readie spoyle fl 

3.5. 42 
1) "faire Belphoebe" 

5 ) "Yet still he i'/asted as the 
snow congealed" 

6) "bright sunne" 

3.5.50 

2) "remedy"; 3 ) "Restoratiues " 

4) "costly Cordialles she did 
apply" 

9) "She did enuy that soueraigne 
salue, in secret store" 

3.5.51 

1) "Thnt dainty Rose, the daughter 
of her morne" 

9) "faire dispred ••• to florish 
faire" 

3.5.52 

6) "mortall menll; 5) "earthly" 

9) "beareth fruit of honour and 
all chast desire" 

3.5.53 

8-9 ) I'crovrne your heades 'dith 
heauenly coronall ,/SL.:c:~ as t?le 
Angels vleare" 

3.5.54 

Belphoebe as virgin ("faire ll 4 times ) 

3.5.55 

1) "stedfast chastity" 

The Rose Song 's sinister tJ:1eme is here contrasted 1,~ith the ex:alte .. tion 

of Be1phoebe's roses as symbols of chastity and "vertue virs inall"(3.5.53). 
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Acrasia, reposing on a bed of roses as she seduces her lovers, is t hus 

ironically s urrounded by symbols of chastity. On the other hand , Bel phoebe 

exemplifies the virtues signified by the rose ("a faire ensample frame,/Of 

this faire virgin!' 3.5.54). But the authorial voice's r e ference to Bel phoebe' s 

"ensample dead" ironically suggests the past , barrenness , and perhaps t he 

limit death places on the relevance of virginity. As the ironies accumula te, 

Acrasia and Belphoebe (and 3lizabeth, of 'tlh om Belphoebe is a type) s eem to 

ha.ve one thing in com,i1lon--they incite erotic responses but demonstra te no 

fruitfulness. 

The Temple of Venus 

and the Bower of Bliss 

Pattern TV(l) es tablishes a syrmJe try beh:een the Bm'ler of Bl i ss a i"1d 

the 'l'er.1ple of Venus, where Scudamour claims Ar:Joret fro!':! Venus. It thus 

apprOl)riately bec or.Jes part of the design \·,rhereby Spenser en~ains the narrative 

relationship between Belphoebe and Amoret and their r.Jale-counterparts, 'i'i r.Jias 

and Scudarnour, into the structure of the poem (patterns GA(l), GA (2 ), GA(3)i 

BelCl), a"ld TV(1)). This is the most notable aspec t of pattern TV(l). Its 

verbal and ir.lagistic parallels can be summarized briefly as follo\>lS: 

2.12.60 

1) "And in the midst of all, 
a fountaine stood" 

2) "Of richest substaunce" 

3) "So pure and shiny" 

2.12.61 

2) flA trayle of yuie in his 
natiue :le \I/" 

Artificial ivy: to increase 
desire 

4.10. 32 

1) "Right in the r.Jidst the 
Goddesse selfe did stand" 

2) IfVpon un al t2J' of some costly 
masse"; 3) flsubstance" 

5) If Nor shining goldl! 
7) "Pure in aspe c t" 

4.10 .40 

2) . "All other Idoles, \'lhich the 
heathen adore" 

?-J cmalion fell in love ",ith his 
statue 



Duty versus 
Relaxation 

2.12.62 

Fountain: Narci ssism 

2.12.63 

1) " And nll. •• " 

2 ) "L.9.urell trees"(meed of 
conquerors ) 

2.12.64 

Haidens cavort, r evealing 
"th' amarous sHeet spoiles " 

2.12.65 

1) lIfaire Starre" 

3) "Cyprian Goddesse" 

4) "th' Oceans " 
5-6) Eaidens spread their 
"yellovl heare " 
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4.10.41 

Hermaphroditic Venus :'needeth 
other none" 

4.10.42 

1) "A.'1d all ••• " 

2 ) "A flocke of litle loues, 
and sports, and ioyes" 

4.10.43 

Lovers "piteoHsly compl ayni ne" 
~ound Venus' altar 

4.l0.4L~ 

1) "Great Venus " j 3) "fayres t 
shine" 

6) "goddesse" 

5) "The ragi ng seas " 
7) "thou spredst t hy mantle 
forth" 

The pairing of t he apos trophe to Venus Hith the epic simile EP-

propriately links the Venus of the simile ""ith the life-generating energi es 

hymned in the Temple of Venus.5 At the same time, it shoHS the inappropriat e-

ness of t he simile to the steril ity and destruction manifested by the action 

of the Bower of Bliss episode, 

The Iiatnr.1.on 2pisode 

and t he BO\'ler of Elis s 

In the folloHing paGes I will outline briefly the evidence for the 

existence of hlO distinct symr:1etries, Ham(l ) and j·lam (2 ), I"hich link Guyon's 

encounters with I'a mmon' s temptatiol'1..B to \"eal th and \;,i th Acrasia' s allurements, 

5Spenser associates Acr asia and Verdant (her dress , the disarmi ng , and 
the net) with the myth of Venus and }fars. Such pairinG of Venus and k;rasia i s 
engrained into the design of the poem by patterns GA(1)1 GA (2 ). GA(3). ~~d 
TV(l) which link the Bower and Venus ' domains. 
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thus engraining the narrative and thematic correspondences into the poem's 

design. 

Pattern Ham(l) 

Pattern Ham el) associates Guyon's voyage to Acrasia's island with his 

encounter with Hammon. The initial stanzas are linked by verbal parallels : 

"perilous sted"(2.12.1) is echoed by "perilous waue" and "steddy heLle "(2.7.1). 

Notably, canto 7 begins \vi th an epic simile comparing Guyon to a Pilot guid-

ing his 'twinged ves.:3ell"(2.7.1). This simile could also suitably introduce 

canto 12 Hhere Guyon participates in a sea voyage. 

The sea-voyage motif continues in the next pair of stanzas. In the 

first lines the reference to Guyon's voyage--"in trl8.t sea he sayled has" 

(2.l2.2) --is echoed by "So Guyon ••• beyond that Ydle la}:e , proceedes"(2.7.2). 

And in the sixth lines "hideous r oaring," which identifies the first peril 

on Guyon's voyage (2.12.2 ), is aligned with a statement that he has "yet no 

aduenture found"(2.7.2). 

The syruaetry's next stanzas abound with unpleas~~t images and, ap-

propriately, associate the "Gulfe of Greedinesse"(2.12.3) \vith Hammon(2.7.3). 

Such parallels can be summarized briefly as fo110"JS: 

2.12.4 

8) "Gulfes deuouring ia\>les" 

2.12 • .5 
3) "violent and greedy" 

5) "doth driue " 

2.12.6 

1) "gries1y mouth did see " 

4) "hell. •• /Ot" t hat darke 
dread full hole of Tartare" 

2.7.4 

8 ) "to feede his eye" 

2.7.5 

2-4) "Great heapes of gold ••• 
deuouring" 

.5) "new driuen" 

2.7.6 

1) "he Guyon saH, in great affright I' 

4) "ther:! poured through an hole 
full wide" 



DUty versus 
Relaxation 

2.12.7 

8-9 ) "r:laze shi p'dracke vio
lent/Both of their life, and 
faIlle " 

2.12.8 

1) "this hight , The Rocke of 
vile Reproch" 

8) "consumed thrift" 
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2.7.7 

8) " I r ead thee rash, a"'ld heed
l esse of thy selfe" . 

2.7.8 

1-2) "I me call/Great l.'lammon" 

8 ) "flml into an ample flood" 

2.12.9 2.7.9 

2) "Behold th'ensamples in our 2 ) "10 all these" 
sights" 

3) "lID.'UI'ie and ••• wast " 

2.12.10 

7-9) Guyon wants to stop at 
the "wandring Islands" 

8) "said the kni~ht" 

2.12.11 

Boatman \I/arns Guyon about 
Islands 

2.12.12 

1) Islands: "yet \-/ell they 
seeme " 

2.12.13 

8-9) Island "firmely \<las 

establishes" 

2.12.14 

3 .. 4) "Islands ••• /In the .,-ride 
sea." 

5) "seemd so sweet and pleas
ant" 

Guyon on perilous voyage 

2.7.10 

7-9 ) Guyon discusses the "heroicke": 
"shields , gay steedes, brisht armes 
••• fit for an aduent'rous knight." 

9) "aduent ' rous ImiGht " 

2.7.11 

l'1a.mmon offers Guyon "shields, 
steeds, and armes ••• glory and 
renovrne" 

2.7.12 

1) Guyon considers riches "all 
otherwise II 

2.7.13 

8-9) "cities sakt and brent " 

2.7.14 

3-4 ) "sayles in Caspian sea ••• 
frayle wood on Adrian gulfe " 

5 ) "s o many evils " 

1-2) "troublous stormes ••• tosse/ 
The priuate state" 

Guyon's observation that "frayle men" become captive to "couetise" 
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tf.trough " f o\-lle inter'lper auncr:; 11 (2.7.15 ) is appl icable t o t he s ituation in t he 

matching stanza . Fr a i l men al s o be come captive t o Phaedria ' s char ms t hrough 

foul int emperance. And , in t he fifth l i nes , t he r e jection of Phaedria ( ~rnathe~ 

more/ doul d t hey once t urne , but kept on as afore ," 2.12.15 ) is paral lelled by 

Guyon ' s rejec t ian of riches ("Such superfluities they ,·muld despi se , I' 2.7. 15 ). 

Ver bal, i magist i c, and thematic parallels i n t he r emaini ng s tanzas of 

pattern 1'1am (1) l:Jay be s ummarized briefly as f ollOi'lS: 

2.12. 16 

4) "leHd words " 

2.12.17 

Phaedr ia &: Eer mai ds 

2.12.18 

Quicksand &: '. lhirlpool 

2.12.12 
8) "ri ch wares t o saue from 
pitte 01..1S s poyl e " 

2.12. 20 

4) "no memor ie did stay" 

2.7.16 

4) "s ouer ai[;ne bountie " 

Avarice 

2.7.18 

Na r.lfi1on r ecor'Jllends Health 

b7. 12 
8-9) "safe ••• them kept ••• / From 
heauens sight" 

20 7. 26 

4) "canst preserue" 

6-7) "he him l ed and f ound/ A 7) "as t hey passed by t hat 
'flay" dor kes ome way" 

Rhyme "OUIld," l i nes 6, 8, and 9 

2.12.21 

1) "did s tretch" 

3) "th t vt r.1cst sandy breach 
they s hortly f etch" 

6) "s urginG Hater s " 

9) "As t hrea t ning to deuoure 
all" 

~yme "aine ," lines 

2.12.22 

6) '''"oxe much afr ayd" 

9) "mons t ers, s uch as l iuing 
sence dismayd" 

2. 7.21 

2) "That stretcht" 

3) "a beaten broad hi ghHay did 
trace" 

6 ) "tumultuous St rife " 

9) "And both did cnash t hei r teeth , 
and both did threaten life " 

2 , 4, 5, and 7 

2.7.22 

6) "trembling Fenre" 

9) "vgl y f a ce did hide from 1i u:Lng 
eye" 



2.12.23 

1) "vgly shapes , and horrible 
aspects " 

!)) "All dread full pourtraicts 
of deformitee " 

2.12.24 

Honsters 

2.12.2 

4) "Came rushing i n" 

2.12.26 

8) "dreadfull Ar nie" 

2.12.27 

7) "great sorrm.,r and sad 
agony" 

Rhyme "ye," "y, 1l l ines 

?12.28 

6) "ill it were" 

8) "onely womanish fine 
forgery" 

2.12.29 

6) "stedfastnesse " 

2.12.30 

5) "On th'other side" 

2.12.31 

1) "They vrere faire Ladies, 
till they ••• " 

2.12.32 

l~-5) "miehty armes ••• battle 
tride" 

5) "all k.'1ightsll 

6) "0 turne" 

7-9) Nermaids: "This is the 
Port of rest ••• / The worlds 
sweet In" 
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2.7. 22 
1) "sad Horror ,'lith · grim hew" 

5) "Of deat h and dolour telling 
sad tidings" 

2.7.24 

Gate of Hell 

2.7.25 

4) "Breake in" 

2.7.26 

8) "monstr ous s t alke" 

2.7.27 

7 ) II\'Ii th greedy gripe to do }lim 
dye" 
2, 4, 5, and 7 

2.7. 28 

6) "heauy r uine" 

8 ) "her cunning 'deb ••• her sub
tile net" 

2.7.29 

6) "vncertain light" 

2.7.30 

5) "On euery side" 

2.7'21 

1-2) "They for\.,rard passe ••• /Till 
that they came ••• " 

2.7.22 

4-5) "to defend ••• to rob and 
ransacke" 

6) "that warriour" 

6) "turning" 

7-9 ) Har.unon: "Loe here the 
vlOr Ides blis II 



2.12.33 

6-9) "Guyons senses softly 
ticl:cled" by sirens' song 

2.12. 34-

2) "tel1perate " 

6) "heauens chearefull f ace" 

Pattern Harn(2) 
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2.7.32 
6-9) Guyon chooses arms, not 
riches 

2.7.34 

2) "greedy" 

6) "Eternal God" 

Associating the Garden of Proser pi na vlith the girls in Acrasia's 

fountain, pat tern Ha..m (2) dra':ls C'.tt ention to the des tructive potential of t he 

latter. This becomes evident as speci fic parallel s are noted: 

2.12.60 

1) "And in t he midst of all, 
. a fountaine stood" 

3) "siluer flood" 

5-6) ttgost Goodly •• • /,:las 
ouer-wrought" 

2.12.61 

1) Ivy "of purest gold" 

7) "siluer deVl" 

4) "That vlight, who did ••• it 
vew" 

8) "tenderly" 

2.12.62 

1) "did well" 

2.12.63 

2) "shady Laurell t r ees " 

7) "therein bathing" 

Girls cavort in fo~~tain 

2.12.64 

Guyon watches mai dens 

~2. 
2) "And in the midst thereof a 
siluer s e2.t " 

2) "siluel' seat" 

3) "eood1y ouer dicht" 

2.7.54 

1) "golden apples" 

7) "fruit of gold" 

3-4) "ne liuing wight/Like euer 
savl" 

8 ) "young man" 

2.7.5,? 

1) "Here also s prong" 

2.7.56 

1-2) "this tree ••• that s hadoHed 
all the V'otL.'1d" 

6-7) "did steepe/In a bl acl<:e flood"· 

9) "In \'lhich full many soules do 
endlesse waile and \veepe" 

Guyon cliclbed banl-: and lisa\'! 
many damned Vli e;hts " 



\'!ater 
imagery 

2.12.61+ (cont. ) 

1) "one woul d lift" 

2) "then dmrne as.:dne II 

2) "the Haters" 

3) "Her plong" 

2.12.65 

1-4) "deawy"j "sea"j 
"Oceans" 

6) "Christalline humour" 

4) "fruitfull froth , did 
first appeare" 

4) "fruitfull froth" 

2.12.66 

1) "him eS}Jying" 

3) "10\'[ ducked" 

2.7·27 (cont. ) 

1) l'he clOr.lb vu" 
J. 

2) "And looking dovme" 

3) "sad waues " 

4) llPloneed " 

1-4) "drenched "; "drinke"j 
"cold 1iouid II. ' \mded in" . . , 
6) "floud" 

III 

4) "forth his hand, did often 
thinke" 

5 & 6) "fruit" 

2.7.59 

1) I'him seeing" 

3) "deepe" 

Here, Tantalus' frustration as, surrounded by ,,"ater, he is unable 

to drink, parallels the fruGtration in store for the man \'!no seeks fulfill-

ment from Acrasia ' s maidens. 

The pattern breaks off at t his point and skips four stanzas, resun-

ing for the last three stanzas of ca.71to 7 as the following sUr.lmary sho':[s: 

2.12.71 

1) "shrouded" 

2) "attempred" 

2.12.72 

5) "sloC1bering" 

2.12.73 

7) "through his humid eyes 
did sucke his spright" 

2.7.64 

1) "deadly fall" 

2) "intemperance" 

2.7.65 

3) "sleepe " 

2.7.66 

5-6 ) "his enfeebled spright/Ge. .... l 
sucke this vitalI aire into his 
brest" 

Rhyr.le !Iieht ," lines 2, 4, 5, a.1'J.d 7 
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Cymochles and the Bmver of Bl iss 

It is not surprisillS to find a pattern associating CYr.Jochles' 

experiences in Acrasia ' s Eo'" ,er with the 3m'ler of Bliss. Host of the cor-

respondenc es in pattern Cym (l) link the descriptions of t he environment as 

they a?pear in the hlO pieces of text. The follo\'ling SUrilTI2.ry indicates 

verbal and imasistic parallels: 

Art in 
Bower (Ivy) 

2.12.59 

1) "cunningly" (Acrasia's Art) 

3) '\'lantonesse" 

6) "more beautifie II (to en
tice Acrasia's victims) 

2.5.27 

1) "Enchaunteresse" 

3) "idle pleasures " 

6) "then she does trans forme 
to monstrous he\'les " 
4) "does clmrme her louers" 

2.12.60 2.5.28 

9) "liquid ioyes" 6) "lallish ioyes" 
Rhyme "ioyes," "boyes, " "toyes, 11 lines 6, 8, 1:: 9 

2.12.61 

1) "And ouer all" 

2) "natiue he".," 

2) "trayle of yuie" and 
9) "'v/antones" 

6) "his lasciuous arr.1es" 

8) "fleecy flowres " 

2.12.62 

1) "Infinit strear:1es con
tinually did '.vel1" 

8) "Iaspar" 

2.2. 22 
1) "And ouer him" 

2) "vlith nature" 

3) "wanton yuie" and 
5) "entrayld" 

5) "His pricking armes" 

7) "flo\fI'es" 

2.2. 30 

2) "A gentle streame" 

3) "pumy stones" 

This pattern emphasizes Art's elaborate beautification of Hature in 

order ' to entice lovers for Acrasia to transform. The association of the 

manufactured fountain (2.12.62) with a naturalistic stre~~ (3.5.30 ) is 

particularly interesting. Although Spenser excludes Tasso's strea'11 Hhere 

travellers quene t heir thi"'st and rest their lIy1ectrie lir:1bes " from 

Bower of Bliss itself (cf. G.L. 15.55; 64 ) , he includes such details in 
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this account of Cymochles ' sojourn in Acrasia 's domain. 

The remaining stanzas in pattern Cym(l) match the svlimming girls 

with the flock of damsels \'lhich surrounds Cymochles. Once again , the 

parallels can be sUIlU!larized briefly: 

2.12.63 

1-2) "And.~.shady Laurell 
trees" 

6) "'1\'10 naked Dnmzel1es he 
therein espyde" 

7) "seemed to contend" 

2.12.6lt 

tHO maidens 

7-9) reveal themselves 

2 .. 12.6,2 

4-6) "th'Oceans fruitfull 
froth ••• Christalline humour 
dropped dm·me ll 

2.12.66 

7) "his melting hart entise" 

2.,2.31 

1-2) "And ••• a pleasaunt eroue ••• 
stately tree" 

6) "Therein the mery birds" 

7) "harmonie" 

2.,2.32 

"flocke of Damzels" 

7-9) "she\,ld them na.l<ed II 

2.,2.33 

4-6) "dropping like hOlmy c1e\-I; 
••• su:;red licour throuGh his 
melting lips " 

7) "fire into his hea.rt does 
creepe " 

11aidens encourage Guyon to behave as Cymochles does 

. Interlocked Central Stanzas 

Sienificantly, the three central stanzas of pattern BB(2) (2.1~. 6o-62 ) 

have the same features as the central stanzas of each of the three books of 

the 1590 installment. 6 That is, the central stanzas of each book contain the 

phrase "in the midst " (or "in the middest ") or it occurs nearby; they also 

6Professor Hieatt lis ts the mid-points of the first three books as 
fol10\-Is: 1.7.12-13; 2.7. 53-55; 3.6.43: lI'floJ.!'ee Fearful SYr.Jr.1etries" A Theatre 
.£2!. Spenserians , pp. 20-23. j{otice that 2.12. 60~~ is not onl y t he ce'i;"tre of 
pattern BB (2) but al s o describes the fountain situated in the middle of 
Acrasia's island. 
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contain a reference to a protected place for pleasure and an experience 

central to the Book. ~ne central stanzas of pattern BB (2) contain the phrase 

"in the midst "(60), Ifshady Laurell trees"(62 ), al'J.d the thematically central 

s\,rimming girls in the fountain. Furtherr:lore, these stanzas are structurally 

aligned \'fith the central stanzas of Book II (2.12.60-62 match 2.7.53-55 ) by 

pattern Ham (2) and of Book III (2.12.60 matches 3.6.43) by pattern GA(l). 

This suggests that Spenser not only located a significant situation precisely 

at the centre of each book in 1590 (\-lith the catch-phrase and archetypal 

setting nearby),? but also did so at the centre of at least one structural 

pattern, simultaneously pinpointing that centre, aligning it 'dith the centres 

of the Books , and establishing structu.l'al correspondences betvreen the pieces 

of te:d in Hhich such "centres" appear. 8 In othe!" '.'lOrds t such key stanzas 

involve a much more co~plicated sy~netrical t echnique than Hieatt's oriGinal 

discovery suggests. 

?Hieatt , "Three Fearful Syr!1ffictries", pp. 2Lr-25. 

8:E\trther investigat i on of pas saees "'There If in the nidst l' (or "mi ddestlf ) 
appears seems desirable. I s t here a reversed-pyr~id pattern in each case? 
Is there 8.1so a pattern linking 2.12.60 Cl.nd 1.? .12-13 (the centre of Book I)? 



EPILOGUE 

hbat this t hesis attempts to sho\-l is t he simultaneous presence of 

i~itative design and secret des i gn in The Faerie Queene , 2.12 , and the 

resultant effect on t he total ~eaning of the ca~to. ?ae evidence pr esented 

here not only reveals thDt Spenser's conception of his BOHer of Bliss 

involves both types of design, but also suggests the possibility of dis

covering similar phenomena in other s ections (and in the same sections) of 

The Faerie Queene . 

Spenser's use of Tasso involves us in the curious idea of reading 

another poem \·,hile reading the one in front of us. Subtle changes! s i multa 

neously r CI:linis cent of Tasso a.~d indicative of Spenser I S O\-Jn origi nality, 

ShOh' that Spenser expects us to be familiar \-lith Tasso. Spenser's imita tive 

design for The Faerie Queene, 2.12, suggests that the total meaning of the 

Bovler of Bliss can only be appr ehended by kno\'!ing the passage it imitates. 

Spenser's concern \vith archi t ectural structure, as evidenced by his 

simul taneous establishme!1t of s;ymmetries not only \'lithin canto 12 but also 

bet\veen it anG other parts of the poem, is even more suggestive. ~ae sym

metries sho· .. m here aUgr.lent a..~d confirm f amiliar critical positions (e. g. the 

BO',ver of Bliss is a perverted Garden of Adonis ). And there are no doubt more 

patterns to be discerned. out although the average reader may notice s ome 

verbal, i maci s tic, or t he::atic parallels betHeen the pieces of text inv:olved 

in such patterns, t he symmetries t hems elves cannot be readily apprehended. 

'''''hat thus aris es is the fascinating question of \..rhy Spenser Goes to such 

extravagant lengths to crea.te these patterns uhen they are so hidden. Not 
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only is it perverse to try and find the symmetries, but even when they have 

been perceived, they are difficult to follow. The reader is forced to read 

two passages simultaneously which means he is involved, in effect, in a 

process of anti-reading. 

Spenser may have intended that these patterns be discerned by the 

cunning reader. Moreover, the symmetries may be a means whereby the poet

architect (Spenser draws attention to architectural designs, 2.12.1) con

structs his "goodly frame" correctly without necessarily intending that the 

reader should discern it for full understanding any more tl~n it is neces

sary to view the plan of a house in its unfinished framing in order to 

comprehend and appreciate it. Just as the house's framework must be preperly 

constructed, "Formerly grounded, and fast setteled/On firme foundation," 

Spenser apparently meant the poem to rest on an intricate piece of invisible 

design, although the final form is all that the reader need experience. Such 

a mystique of arcane construction no doubt has neo-Platonic, hermetic, and 

numerological significance. Furthermore, Spenser may be acting out here the 

poeta-ma~us-deus role, whereby the poet as god or sub-creator orders his 

cosmos in multiple correspondences, just as God was said to have ordered the 

world. Spenser creates a microcosm full of hidden analogies. Each of the 

foregoing is a possible explanation of Spenser's motivation for executing 

the secret design of The Faerie Queene, 2.12, and one does not necessarily 

exclude the other. To say the least, this is a startling example of the 

Renaissance poet's intense concern with complex structures. 
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